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THE YEAR’S RESEARCH 2013/2014
It is often pointed out – and quite rightly so – that,
to meet its demands, research requires clever
heads, not bricks and mortar. Nevertheless, over
the last research year, the Hans Bredow Institute
has rccognised what a real difference the working
space they all share does make to such heads. The
Institute moved into Rothbaumchaussee in summer 2013; the 14 years of being split between two
sites is over, and now colleagues all head in the
same direction every morning to work together on
the Institute’s research topics.
This new development was accompanied by the
closer focusing of our research profile: we work in
research programmes aligned with fundamental
lines of enquiry as well as in specialist areas,
where the Institute provides expertise independent
of what it is currently investigating. A profile
configured in this way is meant not just to foster
the Institute’s further strategic development but to
indicate still more clearly to all interested parties
what we stand for and what they can expect from
us.
The Institute has been paying particular attention to one of its areas of expertise, “Growing up
in digital Media Environments”, over the last
research year. To this end, we have been leading
the EU-supported consortium, “MIRACLE”,
which involves the development of machineredable classifications by age in the Internet. In
addition, youth protection and media education in
digital media environments is the subject of a
project supported by the Federal Ministry for
Family Affairs, Seniors, Women and Youth,
which encompasses several sub-projects and
avails itself of the Institute’s multidisciplinary
capabilities. The same applies to a project devoted
to online advertising and children and supported

by the State Media Authority of NorthrhineWestphalia.
As many of its projects focus on Internet-based
communication, the Insitute has been particularly
pleased by its success – together with the Alexander von Humboldt Institute for Internet and Society (HIIG) – in bringing the “Internet Research 17”
conference to Germany for autumn 2016. This is
one of the most highly respected conferences
within a well-established tradition of interdisciplinary exchanges on issues concerning the Internet.
Such a development demonstrates the value of
cooperation between our two research institutes,
which also manifests itself in numerous joint research projects, above all on questions of governance.
As regards basic research, the Institute has
taken on a central role in the project-group,
“Communicative Configurations”, from the universities of Bremen and Hamburg: an application
on establishing a special research area
(“Transregio”) was submitted in outline to the
German Research Foundation in Spring 2014.
The above represents only a small excerpt
from the numerous activities covered in this research report for the research year 2013/14. At
this point, we do not regard mentioning our institutional sponsors by name as merely a salutary
exercise but as an expression of our sincere gratitude to: the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg,
the NDR Media GmbH (North German Broadcasting Media Ltd.), the Zweite Deutsche Fernsehen
(Second German Television Service), the Media
Authorities, as well as the Medienstiftung Hamburg (The Hamburg Foundation for the Media).
Hamburg, July 2014
Uwe Hasebrink, Wolfgang Schulz
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A. RESEARCH FOR THE MEDIA SOCIETY:
THE PROFILE OF THE HANS BREDOW INSTITUTE
The field covered by the Hans Bredow Institute is
public communication via the media. The media
are determining people’s everyday life, politics,
commerce and culture more than ever before. The
Institute’s primary goal is to understand this role
as performed by the media to assess new developments and the chances and risks attendant on
them and to develop options for taking action. In
this way, the Institute makes a contribution to the
continual observation and reflection of the basis of
communication in society; at the same time, it
brings its expertise to bear on creating the media
and communications landscape.
To this end, the Institute combines a variety of
research disciplines: in the foreground stand the
perspectives of empirically underpinned social
sciences, as well as jurisprudence focusing on
processes of regulation. The combination of these
two perspectives is one of the special characteristics, which distinguish the Institute vis-à-vis other
research organisations in Germany and abroad.
In a productive manner, the Institute combines
conducting long-term investigations based on
research fundamentals with practice-oriented
expertise in the service of politics, commerce and
civil society. Our work is constantly committed to
the yardsticks of excellence in research and to the
fundamental principle of its independence.
The Institute makes a sustained contribution to
promoting the next generations of researchers, especially in the doctoral phase and here works closely
with the University of Hamburg and other institutes
for training and further education in the city.
That we are firmly anchored in one of the most
important sites of media production in Europe,
and the possibilities for close cooperation with
political, commercial and cultural actors from the
industry that this promotes has contributed to the
Institute also becoming widely renowned over its
60-year existence on the Federal German and the

international research landscapes. The German
Council for Science and Humanities already singled out the high standard of our research in 1999
and has installed the Institute among the most
prestigious specialist foundations in Germany; in
2007 the Council once again underlined the Institute’s very particular status in media and communication studies in Germany.
International networking enjoys high priority
in the Institute’s work. It has established itself
evermore as a nexus in an international network of
research organisations with cooperative projects
on European and international levels, with the
exchange of researchers as well as international
conference and specialist events.
The Institute offers important service functions
for the communications and media studies in their
entirety and for the wider public sphere with its
library open to the public, regular publications,
especially the specialist research journal, „Medien
& Kommunikationswissenschaft” [Media and
Communication Studies]. These functions also
include the communication of the status of research knowledge for journalism, politics and civil
society in plain language.
The research profile of the Hans Bredow Institute is shaped by its programmes and its areas of
expertise: the research related to our programmes
aligns itself with fundamental lines of enquiry
conducted over a period of several years and financed from our own resources and by third parties.
Our areas of expertise distinguish themselves
by the Institute’s having generated particular capacities in them as well as close cooperative networks, so that here activities oriented towards
knowledge-transfer have a large role to play
alongside the advances in knowledge resulting
from our research.
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R ESE AR CH PR OG R A MM E “T H E B AS I S OF S O C IA L I NF O R M A T IO N ” :
H O W D O E S S O C IE T Y K E E P I T S E L F I N FO R M E D?
The motivation for this research programme lies
in the observation that the pre-conditions for social information are changing fundamentally. This
premise refers to both the technical and economic
frameworks for the production and distribution of
information and the way journalists work and
understand their roles, as well as to the patterns of
information-use among various population groups.
This situation generates new challenges for the
information order. The Institute’s programme will
investigate the public sphere’s changed structure,
which follows from these changes, and the related
consequences for politics and for society.
Social Relevance
By taking account of the pre-conditions for generating information and opinion in the public sphere,
the research programme’s subject matter relates to
one of the central functions media systems perform for society. New communication and practices related to information have developed as a
result of far-reaching groundshifts in what the
media offers and in communications, and they are
changing the premises for the ways public opinion
forms and society keeps itself informed. The question, therefore, arises as to how far the role of the
classic mass media and of professional journalism
is changing, if various forms of personalised public spheres, as well as user-generated offerings of
information, gain in significance. The consequences of these changes for goal-setting in media
and communications like the prevention of predominant influences on opinion-forming and
growing gaps in people’s levels of knowledge, as
well as ensuring equitable access to relevant information also require examination. In the context
of the programme, we will also further investigate
the question about possibilities and limits, which
are defined by legal regulations for access for
information; that means we will also engage with

current developments in copyright law but also
with the area of state control of communication.
Research Relevance and Concrete Research
Proposals
The research programme involves, firstly a monitoring of relevant developments: with the aid of a
classification scheme for relevant criteria. We
intend to continuously observe the way the information order, the information providers, their
production methods and what they offer is changing, as is the information use and the level of
knowledge among the general populace. Secondly, the Institute defines four basic questions resulting from the current stage of research for which
the Institute intends to contribute substantially.
The first basic question concerns the patterns
observable in the populace’s information-use and
investigates what role various media platforms,
media services and media providers play in the
populace’s information-use and the formation of
opinion within it. This line of enquiry will also be
adapted to probe more deeply into the use of political information provision in particular, where we
will also investigate how this connects to various
forms of political participation, as well as to media users’ levels of knowledge.
The corresponding investigations can build on
the repertoire-oriented approach of research into
media use, which has been developed in the Institute and offers a foundation for analysing patterns
of use across the media and for the reconstruction
of this pattern’s subjective significance. In this
context, the Institute is participating in two comparative investigations on an international basis
and concerning current forms of involvement with
new information services (Projects 38, “Reuters
Institute Digital News Survey” and 41, “European
Media Audiences”). The Institute intends to make
a significant contribution to fundamental research
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by analysing the communications repertoires related to the public sphere, with the aim of collating, describing and explaining relevant aspects of
the structural change in the public sphere. The
corresponding theoretical reflections and results
have been extended in the context of the research
group “Communicative Configurations of Mediatized Worlds (Project 3), which the Institute is
building up together with the Universities of Bremen and Hamburg.
The second basic question asks how the relationship between journalism and its audience has
changed as a result of the increasing importance of
the social web and of the possibilities it affords its
users for publishing journalistic material, commenting on it and disseminating it. We will investigate
the consequences for journalists’ writing of the
shifting relationship between journalism and its
audience.
Our aspirations coincide with basic research, as
they involve establishing a theoretical understanding of the relationship between journalism and its
audience and applying this concept to this programme’s investigative approach. The crucial preparation for our basic line of enquiry has already
been done in the framework the DFG project on
journalism as conditioned by Web 2.0 (project 24)
and has been extended in connection with an international research network (project 1).

The third basic question deals theoretically and
empirically with the concept of influencing public
opinion, in order to proceed from this basis to formulate pointers towards further developing the
existing regulations on restricting predominant
influence.
Above all, we will investigate which are the actors exercising influence on public opinion and in
what form they do it. All this raises the question as
to how we are to assess, for instance, the power of
platforms and search engines. With a view to the
connections governance could use, we want to ask
in addition how we can define the services which
deliver a particular quantum of information and
how digital media’s capacity to influence public
opinion can be integrated into media law’s regulatory concept.
The fourth basic question concerns the approach to the international development in the
fundamental issues of access to information and of
freedom of expression. We will investigate how
access to information is safeguarded in various
countries and what international law and national
constitutions stipulate as regards freedom of expression and information. In the process, we will
also be asking what the significance of national,
legal and cultural contexts is in that regard.

R ESEAR CH PR OGRAMME “R EGUL AT OR Y S TR UC T UR ES AND THE EM ER GE NC E OF R U LE S IN
O N L I NE S P AC E S ” : W HA T S TR UC T URE S O U R AC T IV IT I E S O N L IN E ?
Both of the disciplinary research areas in the Institute – the perspectives of an empirically grounded
social science with law oriented towards regulatory processes – are connected by their interest in
better understanding which rules and regulations
govern activity in different communicative circumstances. With this research programme, the
Institute is intending to investigate the newlydeveloping or the changing regulatory structures
and the mechanisms for the emergence of rules in
online spaces.

Social Relevance
In recent years, digitally networked media have
led to radical changes in public communication
because they open up new possibilities for participation, but also bring about new forms of framing
and regulating communicative activity. In particular, it is the respective technical architecture, the
„code”, paralleling legal and informal/social
norms, that affects the practices and possibilities
when using newly emerging communication spac-
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es. How the framing structures are expanding and
altering what they inherently mean also accompanies changes in the constellations of available
roles (e.g. between users and providers, between
states and providers or between states and users),
which are, in turn, significant as regards power
relationships in (public) communication. And new
actors come into play, such as search engines or
platform providers, which are not themselves
partners in communication but are intermediaries
exercising a decisive influence on the possibilities
and locatability of public communications and on
the attribution of relevance to them.
Research Relevance and Concrete Research
Intentions
The central lines of enquiry for our research into
fundamentals are as follows:
– Which roles in determining activities do
formal legislation, the drafting of contracts, software and hardware architecture (“code”) and social norms exercise in digital communication
spaces? What are the interactions we can observe
between the four dimensions of regulation?
– What are the processes and practices by
which rules and regulations for online spaces
come about? Which resources enable which actors
(states, individuals as citizens, users or providers;
intermediaries and platform providers…) to establish rules or regulations and enforce them?
– Which constellations of actors (and, with
that, power relations as well) emerge anew, which
remain stable and which disintegrate?
– In the research programme, propositions related rather more to phenomena can serve both to
develop fundamental concepts and models and to
test developed theories, models and concepts.
Examples of lines of enquiry are as follows:
– What is the role of regulatory structures in
constituting public spheres and private ones?
– What significance does knowledge about the
regulatory structures have for state regulation, for
instance, with a view to alternative forms of state
regulatory concepts?
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– How do legal, technical and social norms affect various modes of political participation (e.g.
petitions, discussions on news sites, liquid democracy platforms)?
Projects in the area of „law” investigate normative structures and, with that, see laws enacted
by states simply as one factor among others. In
this process, the relationship between legal regulation and informal social norms, but also with
“code”, the components of soft- and hardware,
come in for analysis.
Research projects relating to the Internet have
also shown that existing categories and analytical
grids still have to be augmented in order to understand „Internet governance” better. To do that, we
have to use new approaches to enable us, for instance, to interpret the normative side of codes.
In the area of communications research, in particular studies on the social web have investigated
practices in online spaces, together with their
consequences for individuals as well as for subareas in society. In this respect, the legal, social and
technological determinants for adolescents’ management of identity, relationship and information
on the social web, for instance, have been the
focus of a comprehensive study. As regards the
relationship between journalism and its audience,
a German Research Foundation project is investigating how the routines and expectations institutionalised on the part of journalists interact with
the newly emerging participatory practices of the
„active audience” and is gauging its (in)congruence (Project 25).
Further propositions are being carried out in
cooperation with the Alexander von Humboldt
Institute for Internet and Society (HIIG). Among
them is a pre-study on „Social Media Governance”, where the relationship of law, contracts,
code and social norms as framing structures for
privacy management on Facebook is being investigated in cooperation with the University of Haifa
(Project 15). A further explorative study investigating the use of the German Federal Parliament’s
e-petition server, with particular reference to the
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role of pseudonymity in relation to participation
(Project 3) could be published in 2013.
The research programme’s lines of enquiry
will, however, also be tackled in the form of
workshops or other events.
At the beginning of 2013 an interdisciplinary
workshop with international participation was
mounted in Hamburg. From the perspective of
various research disciplines (Project 14), it focused on the role of code as a control instrument.
The Institute organised a panel on the topic of
“code literacy” at the re:publica 2013 conference.
It discussed the extent to which understanding the
way digital spaces of communiction work and are

programmed represents an independent area of
expertise in media.
On the basis of this preparatory work, or respectively, in the propositions already underway,
the research programme proposes tackling lines of
enquiry from fundamentals research as well as
those related to phenomena. In all this, our intention is, on the one hand, to contribute to the currently growing field of „transdisciplinary research
into regulation”, where jurisprudence comports
itself as the study of governance, and, on the other, to connect with perspectives from social and
communications studies on the change in public
communication and to assist in establishing a
bridge between the participating disciplines.

A R E AS O F C O MP E TE NC E
Growing Up in Digital Media Environments

•

Identification of Good Practice in Youth Media Protection in International Comparison

This area coordinates and consolidates projects
concerning media sozialization, media education
and the evaluation and further development of the
system of youth media protection in digital media
environments. This topic means that the Institute
can apply its transdisciplinary expertise in legal
and communications research to particularly good
effect. In recent years, we have carried out several
projects for the BMFSFJ, the Swiss Federal Social
Insurance Office and the ZDF; in addition, the
Institute’s collaboration on the European research
group, EU Kids Online merges with this work. A
large-scale project on the feasibility of establishing and configuring online addresses has most
recently been commissioned by the EU Commission. The Institute participates variously in public
and political discussions on the further development of youth media protection with lectures,
contributions to discussions and publications.

•

Youth Media Protection from a Parental Viewpoint

•

Youth Protection Software in the Parental Home:
Knowledge,Usage, Informational Behaviour

Researchers: S. Dreyer, U. Hasebrink, C. Lampert,
H.-D. Schröder, W. Schulz
Projects 2013/2014:
•

Trends in Development and Usage in the Area of Digital
Media and Related Challenges for Youth Media Protection

The possibilities and the design of cross-border
online indicators
Internet and Society
The topic of this field is the interconnection of
everyday life with digital network infrastructures
and the interaction of socio-cultural, technical and
legal norms; as such, it forms a bridge to the Alexander von Humboldt Institute for Internet and
Society (HIIG) in Berlin.
Many activities in this area of competence are
joint projects with the HIIG. One object of our
investigations was, for instance, the German parliament’s platform for petitions:
Alongside the investigation of general patterns
in submitters’ behaviour, the study is meant to
indicate whether introducing the possibility of
anonymous submissions has led to an increase in
them and what users’ opinions of this possibility
are.
The projects will make a contribution to both
research programmes.
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Researchers: S. Dreyer, M. Lose, M. Oermann,
J.-H. Schmidt, M. F. Schroeder, W. Schulz,
L. Ziebarth
Public Service and Public Value
In numerous studies, expert opinions and appraisals, the Institute is continually dealing with the
question as to how public service media can deal
properly with the demands of technical, social and
cultural change and what exactly constitutes the
democratic, social and cultural value of various
items from public communication. Internationallycomparative analysis of the application of the
public service principle also plays a particular role
here. In this context, the Institute is working closely with the public service providers, with people
involved in media politics and with organisations
from civil society.
Researchers : U. Hasebrink, H.-D. Schröder,
W. Schulz, H.-U. Wagner
Media and Health Communication
The Institute’s interest in the connection between
media and health stems from various indications
of the relevance of media reporting for the formation of attitudes relevant to health, as well as
for information on behaviour beneficial to health.
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Here, the Institute’s perspective is shaped by a
combination of approaches from communication
studies and from paedagogy. Upon completion of
a project, “On the Role of Online Media in Creating Trust in Medical Knowledge”, supported in
the German Research Foundation’s programme of
core topics, “Science and the Public Sphere”, the
Institute is currently working on a sub-project in
the context of the “Competency Network in Complementary Medicine in Oncology” (KOKON)
(www. Kompetenznetz-kokon.de), supported by
German Cancer Aid. In it, the presentation and
perception of complementary medicine in the
media is being investigated, on the one hand, and,
on the other, a specifically-tailored concept is
being developed for providing information to
cancer patients and their relatives.
Further projects in this area concerned how
groups difficult to contact in the populace behaved
over health issues, as well as the question as to
how offers of information and education about
health matters can be framed for such not easily
reachable groups.
Researchers: M. Grimm, C. Lampert, S. Wahl
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shifts inn journalism will
w affect deemocratic soccieties.
w Institute is participating in
The Hans Bredow
an interrnational netw
work, which intends to seeek
theoreticcal and methhodological an
nswers to theese
enquiriees. The netwoork’s goal is, in particular, to
initiate a more exteensively framed internationnal
t promote eexresearchh propositionn, but also to
changess for emerginng researchers and to creaate
contactss to media prractitioners – both to estaablished m
media organisaations and to newly
n
emergiing
journaliistic content prroviders.
The network is being financed
d by the Nethherlands Organisation foor Scientific Research
R
(NW
WO)
as well as the instituttions participaating in the nnetwork frrom October 2012
2
to May 2015.
httpp://
hbi.to/5094
Researcchers: J.-H. Scchmidt (contacct), W. Loosenn
Cooperaation Partners: Dr. Tamara Witschge
(Uniiversity of Grooningen; Projeect Leader); D
Dr.

Chris Peterss (University oof Groningen)); Prof.
Dr. Irene Co
ostera Meijer (VU Universiity
Amsterdam); Dr. Karin W
Wahl-Jorgenseen
(Cardiff University); Dr. Andy William
ms
(Cardiff University)
Fu
unding: Nederrlandse Organnisatie voor
Wetenschap
ppelijk Onderzzoek (NWO)
2. Motivation to Participattion: e-Petitioons

To
ogether with the
t Alexanderr von Humboldt Institu
ute for Interneet und Societyy (HIIG), this project
haas tackled the topic of e-peetitions. The object
o
of
in
nvestigation was
w the e-petitition platform
m of the
German
G
Bundestag.
Petitions fro
om citizens ccan be established on
th
his e-petition platform and
nd then co-signed by
otther citizens wishing
w
to suppport the mattter. If, in
th
his way, a pettition reachess a quorum of 50,000
sig
gnatures with
hin a certain period, the petitions
co
ommittee has to considerr its contentss. Up to
August
A
2012, co-signing
c
an e-petition on this site
was
w only posssible under a person’s reaal name.
Siince then, an e-petition hass also been ab
ble to be
sig
gned under a pseudonym.
p
Alongside the investigatiion of generall patterns
in
n submitters’ behaviour, thhe study is meant
m
to
prrovide particular insight intto the issue off whether
th
he introductio
on of the poossibility for making
an
nonymous sub
bmissions hass led to an inccrease in
th
hem and what users of the platform thin
nk of this
po
ossibility.
To this end
d, two empiriical componen
nts were
co
ombined: firsttly, the projecct team could assess a
daatabase provid
ded in a pseu
eudonymic forrm from
th
he petitions pllatform. Secon
ondly, an online ques-
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tionnairre was carriedd out among the users of tthe
platform
m and assessedd.
We were able to confirm and extend
e
a succeession of insights from
m earlier studiees, among theem,
for insttance, a “spilll-over” effect: popular peetitions dirrect attention to the platform
m and this bennefits otheer issues.
By ccontrast, the findings on the shift to tthe
pseudonnymic possibbilities for submitting aare
somethiing new: it didd not bring an
n increase in tthe
lodging of submissioons. Howeverr, in the meaanwhile, aaround three quarters of all submissioons
operate under a pseuddonym.
Thiss can be attribbuted above alll to the fact thhat
this settting is predeteermined in thee software – tthe
study hhas thus also delivered ind
dications of tthe
directivee power of “software defaault settings”.
http://hbbi.to/5099
Researcchers: L. Ziebaarth (contact), J.-H. Schmiddt,
W. S
Schulz
Cooperaation Partner: J. Staben (HIIG)
Publicattion:
Schmidt, JJ.-H.; Johnsen, K.
K (2014): On the Use of the E-Petiition P
Platform of the German
G
Bundestag
g. Berlin: HIIG,
http:///papers.ssrn.com/ssol3/papers.cfm?ab
bstract_id=24446772

Presentaation:
“The E-Peetition Platform of
o the German Bu
undestag“, presenntation by W
W. Schulz and J.-H
H. Schmidt at thee conference “Chhancen und R
Risiken der geselllschaftlichen Parttizipation” [Channces
and Riskss in Public Partiicipation] on 22 November 20133 in
Berlin.

ng establishmeent of technoloogical commu
unication
in
media
m
in generral or respectitively the accompanyin
ng change off communicaative construction of
so
ocial reality that
t
push theese changes. If taken
seeriously, the challenges
c
of historical and
d current
media
m
change can
c only be ca
captured by ex
xamining
itss „communicaative figuratioons” – the tran
nsmedially
y existing, exeemplary interrdependency networks
n
off communication and their variation with
h mediatissation.
o
of a joint project with the
This is the objective
Universities
U
off Bremen andd Hamburg, to
t which
th
he Hans Bredo
ow Institute coontributes with
h several
prrojects (projeccts 4, 5, 16, 255, 34, 42, for an overviiew see ww
ww.kommunikkative-figuratiionen.de/
en
n/home.html). http:// hbi..to/4772
Researcher: U. Hasebrink (coontact), W. Lo
oosen,
M. Oermann
n, J.-H. Schm
midt, W. Schulzz,
H.-U. Wagn
ner
Pu
ublications:
Heepp, A.; Hasebrin
nk, U. (2013): Huuman Interaction and
a Communicative Fig
gurations. The Traansformation of Mediatized
M
Cultures and Societies. Commuunicative Figurations,
Working Paperr No. 2, http://ww
ww.kommunikativ
vefigurationen. de/fileadmin/redak
d
k_kofi/Arbeitspap
piere/CoFi
_EWP_No-2_H
Hepp_Hasebrink..pdf.
Heepp, A.; Hasebrin
nk, U. (2014): Koommunikative Fig
gurationen
– ein Ansatz zu
ur Analyse der Trransformation meediatisierter Gesellsch
haften und Kultur
uren [Communicative Figurations – an Approach
A
to the T
Transformation off Mediatised Societies and Cultures]. Inn: N. Jackob, O. Quiring,
Q
B.
Stark (eds.), Von der Gutenbergg-Galaxis zur Googleu neue Grenzveermessungen nach
h 50 JahGalaxis. Alte und
ren DGPuK. Konstanz:
K
UVK, ppp. 343-360.

Prresentations:
3. Com
mmunicative Figurations
F
off Social
Reallities

Everydaay we experieence that cultural and soccial
change and thus exissting challeng
ges for the inndividual, for organisatiions, politics,, education, aand
civil soociety are inteerrelated with
h the change of
media ccommunicatioon. How thesse interrelatioons
should bbe gathered has
h not yet been
b
empiricaally
investiggated, theoreticcally formulatted, and criticcally refleccted. Recent studies have shown that tthe
world iss not changedd by the effeect of individuual
media ccontent or of a single mediu
um. As mediaatisation reesearch has shhown, it is ratther the advannc-
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„L
Living within the Complexity of C
Communicative Figurations:
F
Th
he Challenges off a Multiple Com
mmunicative Involvement”,
preesentation by A.
A Hepp and U. Hasebrink at th
he Annual
Co
onference of the International C
Communication Association
A
(IC
CA) on 23 Mai 20
014 in Seattle.
“K
Kommunikative Figurationen:
F
Einn Konzept zur An
nalyse von
En
ntgrenzungsphano
omenen in meddiatisierten Geseellschaften”
[C
Communicative Figurations:
F
a C
Concept for Anaalysing the
Diissolution of Bou
undaries in Mediaatised Societies], talk by U.
Haasebrink at the an
nnual conferencee of the DGPuK on
o 10 May
20
013 in Mainz (tog
gether with A. Hep
epp).

4. Repertoiress of Communiication:Publicc
Connectionss Public and Participationn

Th
his project ru
uns in the conntext of the DFG
D
propo
osal, “Communicative Figgurations” an
nd is in-

Research Projects „Media System and Policy”

tended to establish a special research area at the
universities of Bremen and Hamburg (see project
3). It concerns the questions: how are individuals
integrated into communicative figurations of the
public sphere? Repertoires of communication
related to the public sphere incorporate the use of
mass media services as well as further communicative practices by which individuals relate to
society.
Amid the current changes in the media, there is
a multiplicity of options for forming communication repertoires and an increasingly mediated
connection to the public sphere. Where changed
repertoires of communication are involved, however, we have to reckon with considerable nonsimultaneities between groups and generations.
Can we distinguish between repertoires of
communication as being typical for specific
groups of people? What are the communicative
figurations of the public sphere and of participation that correspond to this? What individual links
to the public sphere and what segmentations are
created in this way? We intend to answer these
questions with qualitative and quantitative surveys
and secondary analyses. Our focus is on the transformations of repertoires of communication in the
course of lives and hence on the changed integration into communicative figurations of the public
sphere.
Researcher: U. Hasebrink
Publications:
Hasebrink, U.; Domeyer, H. (2012): Media Repertoires as
Patterns of Behaviour and as Meaningful Practices: A
Multimethod Approach to Media Use in Converging Media Environments. In: Participations 9 (2), S. 757-783.
Hasebrink, U.; Hölig, S. (2014): Topografie der Öffentlichkeit.
[Topography of the Public Sphere] In: Aus Politik und
Zeitgeschichte, no. 22-23/2014. pp. 16-22.
Paus-Hasebrink, I./ Hasebrink, U. (2014): Kommunikative
Praxen im Wandel. Eine Verknüpfung von Sozialisationsund Repertoireperspektive [The Change in Communicative Practises. Linking the Perspectives of Socialisation and
Repertoires]. In: MedienJournal. Zeitschrift für Kommunikationskultur. Vol. 38, no. 1, pp. 4-14.

Presentations
“Kommunikationsrepertoires und digitale Öffentlichkeiten. Ein
konzeptioneller Ansatz und erste empirische Befunde” [Repertoires of Communication and Digital Public Spheres. A Conceptual Approach and Initial Empirical Findings], talk by U.

Hasebrink at the annual conference of the DGPuK on 29 May
2014 in Passau.
“Deconstructing Audiences in Converging Media Environments: Media Repertoires as ‘Cultural Institutions’”, presentation by U. Hasebrink at the “Deconstructing Media Convergence Conference” on 22 November 2013 in Salzburg.
“Kommunikative Praxen im Wandel. Eine Verknüpfung von
Sozialisations- und Repertoireperspektive” [The Change in
Communicative Practises. Linking the Perspectives of Socialisation and Repertoires], talk by U. Hasebrink and I. PausHasebrink at the 2013 Communication Studies Convention of
the Austrian Society for Communication Studies on 18 October 2013 in Klagenfurt.
“Medienrepertoires. Ein analytischer Rahmen zur Untersuchung des ‚Nebeneinander’ verschiedener Medien” [Media
Repertoires. An Analytical Framework for Investigating the
‘Contiguity’ of Various Media], presentation by U. Hasebrink
at the Jahrestagung der DGPuK-Fachgruppe Rezeptions- und
Wirkungsforschung [Annual Colloquium of the DGPuK
Section Reception and Media Effects] on 25 January 2013 in
Vienna.

5. Software: the Shaping of Social
Participation by Codes
This sub-project runs in the context of the DFG
proposal, “Communicative Figurations”, for establishing a special research area at the universities of
Bremen and Hamburg (see project 3). Its purpose
is to investigate the role of software systems in
communicative figurations. To that end, we will
conduct two case studies on participation in the
public sphere of the media. They will analyse the
communicative figurations of producing and
adopting web-based communication platforms and
analyse the software as such.
What are the multiple options and services are
supported by such platforms? To what extent does
their differing distribution represent an asynchronicity in the changes in media?
Using a multi-method design, the case studies
demonstrate how communicative figurations comprising users, providers and developers shape the
basic software and how these, in turn, integrated
into the practise as tools and communication
space, determine the communicative figurations of
social participation. In this process, the regulations
for control and the securing of it through software
occupy the foreground, and we will investigate the
patterns of transformation in them.
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Researccher: J.-H. Schhmidt
Publicattions:
Loosen, W
W./J.-H. Schmidt (2012): (Re-)Disscovering the Auddience: The Relationshipp between Journaalism and Audiennce
M
Information, Communicati
tion
in Neetworked Digital Media.
& Society 15 (6), 867--887.
kmale, Praktikenn
Schmidt, JJ.-H. (2011): Dass neue Netz: Merk
und F
Folgen des Web 2.0.
2 [The New Neet: Characteristicss,
Practiises and Consequuences of Web 2.0
0] 2nd revised ediition, K
Konstanz: UVK.
Schmidt, JJ.-H.; I. Paus-Hassebrink/U. Haseb
brink (eds.) (20099):
Herannwachsen mit dem
m Social Web: Zu
ur Rolle von Webb
2.0-A
Angeboten im Alltag von Jugendlicchen und jungen
Erwaachsenen [Growinng up with the Social Web: on the
day Life of Younng
Role of Web 2.0 Serviices in the Everyd
Peoplle and Young Addults]. Berlin: Vistas.
Schmidt, JJ.-H. (2012): Dass Partizipationspaaradox der sozialeen
Medien [The Participaation Paradox of the
t Social Media]].
G
(eds.), Digitale Herausforde-In E. Bettermann, R. Grätz
rung: Internationale Beziehungen in Zeeiten von Web 2.00.
Göttinngen et al.: Steidll, pp 165-169.
Schmidt, JJ.-H. (2013): Onllinebasierte Öffen
ntlichkeiten: Prakktiken, A
Arenen und Strukkturen [Online-baased Public Spherres:
Practiises, Arenas and Structures]. In C. Fraas, S. Meier,, C.
Pentzzold (eds.), Online-Diskurse: Theo
orien und Methodden
transm
medialer Online-D
Diskursforschung
g. Köln: Herbert
von H
Halem, pp. 35-56.
Schmidt, JJ.-H. (2013): Pracctices of Network
ked Identity. In J..
Hartleey, J. Burgess, A.
A Bruns (eds.), Co
ompanion to New
w
Media Dynamics. Chichester, UK: Willey-Blackwell, S.
365-3374.

6. The Youth Media Protection and Media
Educcation in digiital Media Ennvironments.

The furtther developm
ment of the chiildren and youuth
media pprotection andd the closely related topic of
media eeducation in thhe family rem
main on the pollitical agenda, given thee current deveelopments in tthe
media.
The relevant fieldd of politics iss determined by
a compplex regulatorry regime wiith many stakkeholders,, by considerrable gaps in our knowleddge
and, at the same tim
me, by a high degree of em
motional iinvolvement on the part of citizens, by
strong m
market dynam
mics with regaard to the reggulated seectors as welll as limited enforcement of
nationall provisions inn cross-bordeer environmennts.
Given tthis point off departure, itt is particular
arly
importaant that reseaarchers contin
nuously obserrve
current developmentss and tackle possible
p
optioons
for actioon from an em
mpirical standp
point.
Thiss is the backgground to a project
p
in whiich
the Hanns Bredow Innstitute will develop
d
the ffollowing rresearch compponents, as co
ommissioned by
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th
he Federal Ministry
M
for tthe Family, Seniors,
Women
W
and Yo
outh:
– Monitorin
ng of the currrent developm
ments in
seervices offered
d to children aand their use of them,
ass well as regulatory developpments in thee EU; the
reesults will be published
p
in hhalf-yearly rep
ports.
– Preparations with reggard to conteent for a
co
ongress on youth media pprotection an
nd media
ed
ducation in digital
d
media environmentss, anticipaated in early 2015.
2
– A qualitaative study onn the acceptaance, use
an
nd further dev
velopment of technical instruments
fo
or protecting young
y
peoplee: here, the In
nstitute is
making
m
connecctions to earllier, standardiised surveeys on the use of these insstruments and
d investigaates the questiion as to how
w such instrum
ments can
bee integrated in
nto families’ ev
everyday life
- A qualitatiive study on thhe mobile Inteernet use
in
n the everyday
y life of childr
dren and youn
ng people
(see project 35)). There has beeen a change in online
usse by children
n and young ppeople, in com
mparison
with
w the comprehensive survvey carried outt in 2010
in
n the context of the EU K
Kids Online Network,
N
an
nd this changee lies essentiaally in the rap
pidly incrreasing significance of mobbile devices for accessin
ng the Interneet. The studyy follows thiis up by
in
nvestigating th
he particular conditions governing
mobile
m
Internett use in more ddetail.
The overall goal of the pproject lies in developin
ng and consolidating as com
mprehensive a perspectiv
ve as possiblee on current qquantitative an
nd qualitaative findings on questions relating to yo
outh mediia protection and media eeducation, diiscussing
th
hem as regard
ds the politicaal challenges developin
ng from this siituation and innvolving the appropria
atte political bod
dies. http:/// hbi.to/5405
Duration of the project: 11/20013 to 6/2015
5
Researcher: S. Dreyer,
D
U. Haasebrink (conttact),
Christopherr Hohage (untiil 5/2014),
Rechlitz, W. Schulz
J. Kühn, C. Lampert, M. R
Sttudent Assistaants: S. Adriann, L. Christofff
Fu
unding: Bundeesministerium
m für Familie,
Senioren, Frrauen und Juggend (BMFSF
FJ)
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7. Trennds in Develo pment and Use in the Areea
of D igital Media and the Conccomitant
Challlenges for Y outh Media Protection
P

By the eend of 2015 and
a in the con
ntext of the prrogrammee, „Young People
P
and th
he Media”, tthe
Swiss ffederal parliaament wishes to achieve an
overall appraisal, of whether
w
theree is any need ffor
dia protectionn at
additionnal regulation in youth med
a federaal level and off how youth media
m
protectiion
in Switzzerland shouldd be formulatted in future. To
accompany these tassks, the Federral Social Insuurance Offfice, as the boody responsiblle, has institutted
a projecct group consisting of representatives of tthe
confedeeration, of thee cantons and of the meddia
sectors and, in this connection, it has envisagged
commisssioning variious investig
gative researrch
studies.
The Hans Bredow
w Institute recceived the maandate forr the first of thhe advertised research
r
invesstigations,, which was intended to demonstrate
d
tthe
trends iin developmeent and usagee in the area of
digital media and to
t identify th
he concomitaant
m
protecttion.
challengges for youth media
In thhe first instannce, the study collated the eexisting kn
knowledge froom research in
nto media usaage
in the aarea of minorss and identifieed what areas of
questionning are germ
mane to mediaa usage by chhildren annd young peopple and are capable of beiing
discerneed and prefiggured. These questions weere
catagoriized both accoording to the role of childrren
in comm
munication prrocesses and the
t nature of tthe
current problems andd offer insight into what itt is
that prooduces the peertinent risk and
a does so ffor
which fforms of usagge and what potentially
p
neggative ressults this cann have. Furth
hermore, in tthe
context of an analysiis of new emp
pirical numbeers,
w the situatiion
the Insttitute has esstablished how
manifessts itself in Switzerland
S
in
n comparison to
the otheer European coountries.
Agaainst the backkground of the foreseeabble
risks, thhe part of the study researcching regulatoory
framewoorks indicatess the abstract--legal threshollds
and thee broad direcctive goals of current youuth
media pprotection, in order
o
to identify the regulat
atory proggrams, as requuired of the state in geneeral

d on risk facto
tors, as well as
a to anaterms and based
yse the theoreetical deficitss of some trraditional
ly
ap
pproaches to governance.
g
Inn this way, the regulatio
ons specificaally needed iin Switzerlan
nd were
id
dentified and prioritized aggainst the bacckground
off the data on usage.
u
http:////hbi.to/4939
Researchers: S. Dreyer, U. H
Hasebrink (con
ntact),
C. Lampert,, H.-D. Schrödder,
Fu
unding: Swisss Federal Sociial Insurance Office
O
(BSV)
Pu
ublications:
Drreyer, S.; Hasebriink, U.; Lampert,, C.; Schröder, H..-D.
(2013): Heraussforderungen für den Jugendmedieenschutz
durch digitale Medienumgebung
M
ngen. [Challenges for Youth
Media Protection through Digittal Media Environ
nments]
Soziale Sicherh
heit (CHSS) no. 44/2013, pp. 195-1
199.
Drreyer, S.; Hasebriink, U.; Lampert,, C.; Schröder, H..-D.
(2013): Entwic
cklungs- und Nutz
tzungstrends im Bereich
B
der
digitalen Medien und damit verb
rbundene Herausfforderungen für den Jug
gendmedienschuttz, Teilbericht II. [Developmental and Usage
U
Trends in tthe Area of Digittal Media
and the Concom
mitant Challengees for Youth Med
dia Protection. Interim Report
R
II) In: Beitrräge zur Sozialen
n Sicherheit. Forschung
gsbericht no. 9/133.

Leecture:
“E
Entwicklungs- un
nd Nutzungstrendds im Bereich deer digitalen
Medien und damiit verbundene H
Herausforderungeen für den
Ju
ugendmedienschutz” [Developmenntal and Usage Trends in
thee Area of Digital Media and the C
Concomitant Chaallenges for
Yo
outh Media Protection], lecture bby U. Hasebrink
k at the 2.
Naationalen Fachforum Jugendmeddienschutz “Kom
mpetent mit
deen Chancen und Gefahren
G
von digiitalen Medien um
mgehen” on
7 March
M
2013 in Be
ern.

8. Identifying Good Practicce in Youth Media
M
Protection in Internationnal Comparisson

In
n the context of the Swisss programme, „Young
Peeople and thee Media” (seee project 7), the
t Institu
ute is pursuing
g a further com
ommission in cooperatio
on with colleagues from tthe University
y of Fribu
urg (Switzerlaand) and the FFU Berlin. The project
en
nvisaged a com
mparative studdy of regulato
ory models for youth protection
p
in vvarious Europ
pean and
no
on-European countries.
c
Onn the basis of a survey
off the respectiv
ve legal founddations, of an extended
e
deescription and
d analysis of th
the interaction
n of state
an
nd private acttors in youth media protection, as
well
w as of comp
plementary m
measures in thee preventiv
ve area and of
o current poliitical discussiions in a
raange of countries, the study analyses the strengths
s
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and weaaknesses of thhe various app
proaches. Subssequently,, good practicce examples will
w be identifi
fied
and testted, if they apppear sensible and practicabble
for Swittzerland. The country’s currrent system w
will
be incluuded in the com
mparative exp
position.
The project was completed in
n July 2014.
http://hbbi.to/ 5087
Researcchers: K. Dankkert, S. Dreyerr, W. Schulz
(conntact)
Cooperaation partner: M. Puppis (U
University of
Fribourg), M. Künnzler (FU Berrlin)
Fundingg: Swiss Federral Social Insu
urance Office
(BSV
V)
9. MIRA
ACLE (Machinne-readable and
a
Inte roperable Ag e Classification Labels inn
Euroope)

The fraagmentation of
o the legal systems
s
for tthe
protectioon of minors among the individual
i
couuntries haas meant thatt age-classificcation of meddia
contentss has happenned internally
y in each caase.
Labels uused in these contexts are as a rule visuual
only.
monising the approaches to
o the protectiion
Harm
of minoors, for example, on a Europ
pe-wide basis,, is
not posssible in the fooreseeable futture for juridiccal
reasons and is also not desirable in the light of
distinctlly different cultural
c
valuees in individuual
regions..
The high numbeer of nation-rrelated system
ms,
however, result in a great deal of overall classiification ddata and ratinng information
n, which remaain
tied to tthe respective countries desspite the increaasing digittalisation and trans-border media
m
use.
MIR
RACLE (Machhine-readable and Interoper
erable Agee Classificatioon Labels in Europe)
E
is a prroject co--financed by the
t EU Comm
mission and intended tto sound out the
t technical possibilities
p
aand
synergisstic effects off interoperable electronic aage
indicatoors. The mainn aim is to deevelop a technnologicallyy neutral andd open data structure, on tthe
basis off which differrent systems and
a applicatioons
can excchange mechaanically and process
p
existiing
and futuure informatioon on age-classifications.
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It is not a question
q
of inntroducing a new
n
sysment or of harrmonising thee content
tem of assessm
off existing systtems of classiification, but of creatin
ng a technical infrastructuree to enable thee transfer
off existing categories
c
innto machine--readable
fo
orms, aimed at
a making theem exchangeable and
prrocessable usiing the same standards of descriptio
on across thee borders beetween counttries and
sy
ystems. The result
r
would be a wider base of
acccessible metadata specificc to age-grou
ups and,
with
w
that, a more
m
effectivee utility of ap
pplicable
in
nformation fro
om producerrs, service providers,
classification agencies,
a
as well as betteer information
m
for pareents and childrren.
As a pilot project, MIR
RACLE will not
n only
deevelop an app
propriate set of specificattions for
daata and offer it for discussioon, but will im
mplement
th
he data model in five diffferent system
ms BBFC
(U
UK), NICAM (NL), PEGI (supranationaal), FSM
(D
DE) und NCBII (CZ).
As soon as this
t makes intteroperable daata availab
ble, the projecct will supporrt the develop
pment of
ap
pplications an
nd innovative services, in order to
deemonstrate thee gains from technically in
nteroperab
ble age-classiifications andd to enable their
t
use
th
hroughout Europe.
The consortium for the pilot project extends
ov
ver five differrent member ccountries and
d consists
off classification
n agencies, sself-regulating
g bodies,
saafer-internet ceentres and filtter software providers.
http:// hbi.to//5487
Duration of the project: 2/20 14 to 6/2016
Researchers: S. Dreyer (conttact), A. Herzo
og
Cooperation paartners: BBFC
C (British Boarrd of
Film Classiffication, UK),, NICAM (Neederlands
Instituut voo
or de Classificcatie van
Audiovisuelle Media, NL)), PEGI (Pan
European Game
G
Informattion, BE), FSM
M
(Freiwillige Selbstkontrollle MultimediiaDiensteanbiieter, DE), NC
CBI (Národní centrum
bezpečnějšího internetu, C
CZ), JusProg (Verein
zur Förderung des Kinderr- und Jugend
dschutzes
in den Telem
medien e.V., D
DE), Optenet (ES).

Res earc h P r oje c ts „ Media Sys tem and Policy”

Fundingg: ICT Policy Support Programme of the
EU C
Commission
10. Oppoortunities an d Organisatioon of Cross
Bordder Online Laabelling

Age resstrictions and age labelling
g are traditionnal
protectioon instrumentts in youth media
m
protectioon.
As regaards online coontents, howeever, the signiificance oof the labels has consisteently waned ffor
parents bringing up children.
c
Add
ded to this is tthe
m
new media display ddycircumsstance that many
namic or user-geneerated content, which maake
classifyiing it statisttically difficu
ult, or outrigght
impossiible.
The contents peopple use are disstributed digittally and gglobally, yet youth protecttion tends to rremain „reegional” or „aanalogue” in its
i age labellinng.
In orderr to develop more
m
realistic possibilities ffor
more fllexible and comprehensivee approaches to
classificcation in digittal environmeents, for seveeral
years nnow the Hanss Bredow Insstitute has beeen
workingg in this area alongside researchers aand
practitiooners. Our gooal here is to
t build on tthe
breadth of knowledgee already exissting about claassificatioon and on the labels alread
dy familiar, affter
the fashhion of the MIRACLE
M
projject we are cuurrently ruunning (see prroject 9).
One of these inittiatives, the Global
G
Alliannce
Matrix (GAM), envisages aggregaating these claassificatioons for contennts with existting ratings aand
harmoniizing their connceptual signiificance with tthe
aid of allgorithms relaating to culture and context so
that “cuulturally neutrral” informatio
on on their reelevance foor youth proteection can be made availabble.
The dattabase objectiified in this way
w can then be
read byy technical protection softw
ware applied by
parents. In this proccess, suitable monitoring aand
filteringg can be arrangged by introdu
ucing a templaate
correspoonding to yoour own mod
de of educatiing
your chiildren to act as
a preliminary sensor.
In thhe area of prreviously unlaabeled contennts,
the GAM
M initiative is
i investigatin
ng the possibiilities of iintroducing laabeling instrum
ments operatiing
from thee perspective of providers, of users and of
the com
mmunities of users
u
and enaabling classificca-

ons compatible with the m
matrix. The goal is to
tio
esstablish a form
m of uniform descriptive laanguage,
which
w
can be used
u
independe
dently of media, devicess and locationss.
Since 2012,, Stephan Dreeyer heads thee „Techniical Task Forcce on Interopeerability and MachineM
Readability” off the „CEO C
Coalition to Make
M
the
nternet a Saferr Place for Kidds”, which surrveys the
In
po
ossibilities of data models ffor future stan
ndards of
electronic age classifications
c
s spanning secctors and
co
ountries. Thiss work is coontinued in 2014.
htttp://hbi.to/ 46
678
Researcher: S. Dreyer
D
Pu
ublications:
Drreyer, S.; Drechlsser, M. (2014): CE
EO Coalition Tassk Force
on Interoperability and Machinee-Readability – 2013
2
Report on Activitties and Results. 115 January 2014.
Drreyer, S.; Schellen
nberg, S. (2014): Proposal for a Common
C
Data Model for Age Classificatitions and Electron
nic Labels
by the CEO Co
oalition Task Forc
rce on Interoperab
bility and
Machine-Readability. Hamburgg, 15 March 2014
4.

Leecture:
“T
Tools, Maschinen
n, Metadaten – Wie sieht der technische
Ju
ugendmedienschutz der Zukunft aus?” [Tools, Machines,
Metadata – What will
w the Technoloogical Youth Med
dia Protectio
on Look Like in the Future?] talkk by S. Dreyer at
a the FSM
Fo
okus #4 on 28 Ma
arch 2014 in Berliin.

111. Changes in Asian Mediaa Systems

Many
M
Asian staates are underrgoing an uph
heaval on
seeveral levels as
a far as theirr media structtures are
co
oncerned. Thee technical posssibilities accompanyin
ng digitalizatio
on and Internnet-based com
mmunicatio
on are imping
ging on these countries, ass they do
on
n European states.
s
At thee same time, political
up
pheavals affecct media structtures and also
o the way
media
m
freedom is understoodd.
In this areaa, the Institutee is sought after as a
paartner in dialogue, all thee more so because of
Germany’s
G
experiences poost-war. Acco
ordingly,
th
he way freedom
m of expressioon and of the media in
arrt. 5 Abs. 1 GG
G (article 5 paaragraph 1 Baasic Law)
is understood can be interestiing for societiies in the
midst
m
of a dem
mocratization process and anxious
ab
bout the opinion-forming poower of strong private
grroupings, giveen the rapid ecconomic development.
In
n addition, theere is interestt in our experrt insight
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12. UNE SCO Chair onn Freedom of
Com
mmunication and
a Information

fo
or a “UNESCO
O Chair on FFreedom of Co
ommunicaation and Information”, whiich will be held by W.
Scchulz. In the context of tthis joint pro
oject, the
In
nstitute’s exissting contactss in the Asia-Pacific
reegion are to be
b consolidateed into a netw
work and
in
ntensified. Alo
ongside the iinternational research
work
w
in workshops, suppoort for begin
nning reseearchers, as well as knowleddge transfer in
n thresholld and develo
oping countriees, also stand
ds at the
fo
orefront. The visibility and
nd durability of these
acctivities will be
b documentedd in academic publicatio
ons.
In tandem with
w UNESC
CO and the University
off Hamburg, th
he National Laaw University
y in Delhii, India, and th
he law facultyy of the Univ
versity of
Haifa as well as the Friedrichh-Ebert-Foundation in
Bangkok, Thailland, are suppporting these projects.
We
W are thus lo
ooking to exttend our interrnational
paartnerships.
In Octoberr 2013, reseaarchers and students
Haifa had the opporfrom Hamburg
g, Delhi and H
tu
unity to exchaange ideas onn current quesstions of
in
nformation and communicaations law fro
om intercu
ultural viewpo
oints. The innstruction led up to a
sim
mulation gam
me where studdents took the roles of
vaarious interestt groups and ddeveloped sug
ggestions
fo
or a regime off liability apply
lying to interm
mediaries
an
nd observing all the humann rights involv
ved. The
fo
ormat has proved successfuul, so that wee are enviisaging more of this sort oof summer school.
htttp://hbi.to/518
88

Togetheer with the University
U
off Hamburg, tthe
Hans Brredow Instituute has made a successful bbid

Researchers: W.
W Schulz (conntact), M. Losee,
F. Seitz

into new
w forms of reggulation and into
i
the functiion
of publiic broadcasting systems.
Agaainst this backkground, the Institute – w
with
the suppport of the Friiedrich-Ebert--Foundation – is
involvedd in consultattions on the reeform processs in
Thailandd, for instancce, through workshops
w
w
with
represenntatives of thee government, the local pubblic
broadcaasting system and
a with reforrmers.
The Institute is considering
c
th
he possibility of
systemaatically collatting these acctivities in tthe
Asia-Paacific region by bringing in contacts to
colleaguues at the Cennter of Creatiive Industries in
Brisbanne (project 11)). And in add
dition, a letter of
understaanding has allready been signed
s
with tthe
Nationaal Law Univerrsity in Delhi, India. In adddition, wee are planninng to collaborate with Hoong
Kong U
University on the
t particular topic of “privvacy”. hhttp:// hbi.to/5187
All tthese activities concern more than the meere
transfer of knowledgge: on the one
o hand, maany
colleaguues in those loocalities are working
w
at a hiigh
level intternationally, so that it app
pears sensiblee to
cooperaate in researchh. On the otherr, the Institutee is
expandiing its undersstanding of how
h
media syystems coompare and off the way legaal instruments of
ocial and cultuurgovernaance function in different so
al conteexts.
Researcchers: W. Schuulz (contact), M. Lose
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Researcchers 2013/20014: Dr. Per Christiansen, K
Kevin Dankertt, Stephan Dreeyer, Nele Heiise, PD Dr. Wiebke
W
Loosen,, Martin Lose,, Markus Oerm
mann, Dr. Jann-Hinrik Schm
midt, Maria Fraanziska Schrooeder, Prof. Drr. Wolfgang Scchulz (contact)), Lennart Zieebarth
Associates 2013/20144: Florian Seittz

13. Anallyzing the Goovernance Strructures of
Sociial Media

This coollaborative project
p
with the HIIG (T
The
Alexandder von Humbboldt Institute for Internet aand
Society)) and Univerrsity of Haifa
fa falls into tthe
categoryy of investigaations into fo
orms of reguulation. Bllogs, wikis, video
v
portals and social nnetworks iincreasingly offer
o
users thee opportunity to
pursue ttheir social relations and to publish conteent
they gennerate themseelves. In this context,
c
theree is
often a ttense relationsship between the use of soccial
media aand widely-heeld values; heere, the focuss is
on, forr example, questions relating to seelfdeterminnation in deaaling with information or to
the wayy intellectual property
p
is und
derstood.
The Social Mediaa Governancee research grooup
is lookiing into factors affecting users’
u
behavioour
as it rellates to values – for instan
nce, the publiccation of images on social networks, that migght
affect riights of persoonality or copy
yright laws. T
The
goal is to gain an apppreciation of the normatiive
backgroound to users’ behaviour in social media.
To oobtain as compprehensive a picture
p
as posssible, the research grooup is bringin
ng these insighhts
togetherr, in accordannce with its interdisciplina
i
ary
approacch. To that ennd, the analyttical framewoork
differenntiates betweeen four factorrs, which affe
fect
users’ bbehaviour: staatutory law, contracts, tecchnology and social noorms. The Soccial Media Goovernance research grooup is creatin
ng a theoreticcal
and meethodological groundwork in a transdissciplinary framework inn order to anaalyse these foour
factors bby collating existing academ
mic insights aand
establishhing categoriees capable off abstraction aand
also appplicable to thhe four factors. Building on
these, thhe capacity of
o the model of social meddia
governaances thus deeveloped will be empiricaally

ncies betested. In a neext step, the iinterdependen
tw
ween the factors will be exam
amined empirically.
oration with ppartners from the UniThe collabo
veersity of Haifaa, in turn, outtlines the crosss-border
ch
haracter of th
he matters it is investigatting and
ad
dopts an interrnational persspective for comparic
so
ons. By way of
o example: a ppilot study will investig
gate the vario
ous regulatory
ry structures touching
on
n “privacy management”” on Faceb
book.
htttp://hbi.to/476
61
Researchers: W.
W Schulz (conntact), J.-H. Scchmidt,
M. Lose, M. Oermann
Sttudent Assistaant: K. Johnsenn
Cooperation Paartners: Alexannder von Hum
mboldt
Institute for Internet and SSociety; Prof.. Dr.
Niva Elkin-Koren, Univeersity of Haifaa/
University School
S
of Law
w New York
Pu
ublication:
Oeermann, M. (2014
4): Use of Culturaal Artifacts by Way
W of
Interpretation and
a Application ((in preparation).

144. Code as Control in Onlinne Spaces

“C
Code is law”. With this dicttum, the Intern
net jurist
Laawrence Lessiig had, in 19999 already ach
hieved an
esssential insigh
ht: the behavioour of people today is,
ap
part from thee influence oof markets, laaws, and
so
ocial conventiions, also pow
werfully regu
ulated by
so
oftware, “codee”. Like wallss in a real roo
om, code
deetermines who
o can access what on the Internet,
ass well as who
o is excludedd from what. And the
neetbased softwaare reaches inncreasingly beyond the
neet – from thee smallest puurchase to thee biggest
stock exchangee trading, from
m the letter to
o the edito
or to the petitio
on.
The Hans Bredow
B
Instituute is not only working
on
n the question
n as to how ssoftware regu
ulates be-
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haviour in online sppaces in seveeral sub-projeects
within the research programme on “Regulatoory
Structurres and the Formation
F
off Regulations in
Digital Spaces of Communicatio
C
on”, but also at
gh other transsfer
events, in publicationns and throug
activitiees: in January 2013, the Insstitute cooperrated with the HIIG to initiate an international intterms
disciplinnary workshopp, in order to tackle the form
and connsequences of
o regulating behaviour vvia
codes annd to chart ressearch questio
ons still pendinng.
A paneel at the re:publica13
r
continued tthe
discussiion focussingg it on the form
mation of meddia
– keywoord “Code Litteracy”. http
p://hbi.to/50922
Researcchers: S. Deterrding, S. Drey
yer, N. Heise
J.-H
H. Schmidt (contact)
Student Assistant: K. Johnsen
Publicattion:
Dreyer, S.; Heise, N.; Johnnsen, K. (2013): “Code
“
as code cann”.
d
StaatsbüürWaruum die Online-Geesellschaft einer digitalen
gerkuunde bedarf [Whyy the Online-Sociiety needs Digitall
Literaacies]. In: Comm
municatio Socialis, vol. 46, no. 3-4,,
pp. 3448-358.

Events:
“Code Liiteracy – Verstehhen, was uns on
nline lenkt” [Undderstanding what directs us online] worksho
op by N. Heise,, S.
Dreyer, JJ.-H. Schmidt, K.
K Johnsen & S.
S Deterding in the
context oof the conferencee, „re:publica13 – in/side/out”, 6-8
May 20133 in Berlin.
“Code as Control”, Internnational Specialist Workshop at the
Hans Breddow Institute on 17/18 January 20
013.

Lecture:
“‘Code as Code can’ – Anmerkungen zur
z medienethischhen
Relevanz von Code“ [‘Coode as Code can
n – Remarks on the
Relvance of Code for Meedia Ethics], talk by N. Heise at the
symposium
m, “Täuschung,, Inszenierung, Fälschung” onn 9
January 2014 in Cologne.

15. Noti ons of the Puublic in Information Law

Internett-based comm
munication has
h
structuraally
changedd how we understand public
p
spherres.
Where w
we once sepaarated the priv
vate sphere aand
the pubblic sphere, as
a constructed by the maass
media, analytically, many new arreas of „privaate
public sspheres” havee today emerrged somewheere
betweenn these poles. The use of social
s
network
rks,
in particcular, exempliifies this.
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The projecct investigatees these new
w public
pheres and, in
n particular, thhe factors chaaracterizsp
in
ng them. In th
he process, vaarious legal questions
q
arre prompted – such as, for eexample, thosse on the
efffects of such developmentts on society’s idea of
itsself and on th
he processes oof establishing
g the will
off the people through demoocracy. Simillar questio
ons do, howev
ver, also arisee in the everyd
day praxis of law courtts. The new ddemands sharre a consp
picuous featurre in the way the existing norms
n
of
th
he law on perrsonal rights have been deeveloped
within
w
the norrmative and llegal structure of the
traaditional med
dia. According
ngly, it seemss, for instance, a moot point whetheer traditional rules for
co
onsidering freedom of exprression and th
he law on
peersonal rights can also be applied adequ
uately to
uttterances conv
veyed on Intternet platforms. The
reesearch group precedes froom these questions to
an
nalyse the existing legal diffferentiations between
th
he private sphere and variou
ously defined forms of
(p
partial) public sphere, so tha
hat it can draw
w conclusions on how to
t handle the new forms of
o public
phere appropriiately.
sp
The Institute seeks to sheed light on theese questio
ons in the con
ntext of a colla
laborative projject with
th
he Alexander von
v Humbolddt Institute forr Internet
an
nd Society (HIIIG). In the firrst instance, th
he investig
gation should
d result in thhe publicatio
on of an
arrticle in a jo
ournal for jurrisprudence.
http://
hb
bi.to/5181
Researchers: W.
W Schulz (conntact), S. Drey
yer, M.
Lose, L. Zieebarth
166. Legislation in Times of Changing Media

In
n the field of the
t law, the cu
current changees in mediia throw up th
he question: ddoes the self-direction
off democratic societies chan
ange through enacting
laaws? Parliameentary law m
making is ceentral to
deemocratic selff-direction. Hoowever, the normative
webs
w
of interreelations, the pplaces where laws are
en
nacted, are theemselves increeasingly comm
municated
d through the media. Theyy seem to be changing
c
strructurally as they
t
become m
more diverse. In additio
on, they are beecoming moree indirect by including
acctors not origiinally involveed in law mak
king. The

Research Projects „Media and Telecommunications Law”

sub-project’s context is the DFG proposal,
“Communicative Figurations”, intended to establish a special research field at the universities of
Bremen and Hamburg (see project 3), and it aims
at investigating these changes in the law on media
and communication.
In this process, we intend to examine parliamentary law making from the perspective of the
theory of figuration, to analyse the emerging
communicative figurations of the legislative setting of norms and to define the particular characteristics of the field of law. Our research interest
focuses on parliamentary laws, the standardisation
of law making and its relationship to the transformations in the communicative figurations of legislative norm-setting.
Researcher: W. Schulz
Publications:
Hasebrink, U.; Schulz, W.; Deterding, S.; Schmidt, J.-H.;
Schröder, H.-D.; Sprenger, R. (2013): Leitmedium Internet? Mögliche Auswirkungen des Aufstiegs des Internets
zum Leitmedium für das deutsche Mediensystem. [The Internet as Core Medium? The Possible Effects of the Internet ‘s Rise to Core Medium for the German Media System] Hamburg: Verlag Hans-Bredow-Institut (Arbeitspapiere des Hans-Bredow-Instituts no. 27).
Schulz, W. (2014): Collaborative Lawmaking as a Knowledge
Problem – Lessons learned from Internet Regulation in
Brazil and Germany. Annenberg School’s Observatory, in
print.
Schulz, W. (2012): Beurteilungsspielräume als Wissensproblem - am Beispiel der Regulierungsverwaltung [Spaces for
Making Assessments as a Research Problem – the Example of Regulation Management]. Rechtswissenschaft 3 (3),
330-350.
Schulz, W. (1999): Rechtsetzung in der “Informationsgesellschaft”: Renaissance für die Gesetzgebungslehre? Entwicklung von Regulierungsprogrammen am Beispiel “Digitales Fernsehen” in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland und
in Großbritannien [Legislation in the “Information
Society”: a Renaissance for Studies in Law Making? The
Development of Programmes of Regulation using the Example of “Digital Television” in the Federal Republic of
Germany and in Great Britain]. In K. Imhof/O. Jarren; R.
Blum (eds.), Steuerungs- und Regelungsprobleme in der
Informationsgesellschaft. Wiesbaden: Westdt. Verl., S.
342-360.
Schulz, W.; Dreyer, S.; Hagemeier. S. (2011): Machtverschiebung in der öffentlichen Kommunikation [Shifts in Power
in Public Communication] Bonn: Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung

17. Concepts for the Future Regulation of
Audiovisual Media in Europe
European law has established the framework for
regulation in the audiovisual area and has deter-

mined national laws using linearity as definition
of broadcasting, as with the German Interstate
Broadcasting Treaty. It has now become clear that
the criterion linearity is losing plausibility. How
can services with a particular significance for
public communication be so defined in future that
European law can cover them? What regulatory
options are there and how do they fit into the
system of European legislation? In response to
these questions this project, also known as “Hermes”, can make a contribution: the Greek god is
namely also “responsible” for finding what is
sought for, an important element in a future media
regime.
Cooperation partner: Institute for Information
Law, Amsterdam
Researchers: W. Schulz (contact), M. Lose
Funding: RTL Group
18. Convergence and the Regulatory
Consequences
This report has been commissioned by the German states, and it deals with convergence and its
regulatory consequences. Increasing technical
convergence presents media regulation with new
challenges just as much as convergence in previously separate media branches. In principle, media
law proceeds from regulation based on concepts
by way of technical marks of difference. These
technical criteria become blurred with increasing
convergence and present less and less points of
connection for modern media regulation.
One example of this regulatory concept being
called into question is that of hybrid TV, where
Internet and television content can be viewed on
the same device. However, other developments
are also challenging the conceptual categories of
telemedia and broadcasting law.
Beyond that, questions arise about the harmonizing of the law on competition with that on
media where competitive interests encounter each
other, and about the securing of diversity. Our
report thus intends to also serve as a preparation
for the talks between federal government and the
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states onn harmonisingg the respectiive legal reguulations alrready in force.
New
w questions off media law also arise whhen
dealing with non-jouurnalistic influ
uences on pubblic
opinion, e.g. as regarrds intermediaries and meddia
agencies.
Our report will analyse these regulatory
r
areeas
and inveestigate them as to their po
otential for opptimisationn. Our analysis of the prob
blem is based on
assessinng the decisioons of courts and authoritiies,
researchh analyses and informaation from tthe
branchees concerned.
Researcchers: W. Schuulz (contact), K. Dankert
Fundingg: The Broadccasting Comm
mission of the
Fedeeral States
19. Searrch for Indicaators for Indeependence annd
Efficcient Functio ning of Audioovisual Mediaa
Servvices Regulattory Bodies

The Haans Bredow Institute (leead contractoor),
Katholieeke Universiteeit Leuven, Central
C
Europeean
Universsity, Cullen International as
a well as P erspectivee Associates as
a a subcontrractor on behhalf
of the E
European Com
mmission until January 20011
carried out a study inn order to dev
velop indicatoors
for the independencee and effectiveeness of reguulatory boddies in the auudiovisual secctor (“Indicatoors
for inddependence and
a
efficient functioning of
audiovissual media seervices regulaatory bodies ffor
the purppose of enforrcing the rules in the AVM
MS
Directivve” (SMART 2009/ 0001))). The consorrtium was supported byy a network off correspondennts
for eachh of the 43 couuntries covered by the studyy.
Backkground of thhis study wass Art. 30 of tthe
Audioviisual Media Services Dirrective (AVM
MS
Directivve) which meentions “indep
pendent reguulation aggencies” withhout further defining theem.
Hence, there was an
a interest in
n clarifying tthe
meaningg of “indepeddence” in this context. All tthe
more ass in academic literature indeependent reguulators aree viewed as beneficial
b
to effective
e
reguulation. Hoowever, more and more oft
ften the questiion
about ddisadvantages arises, which
h could be, ffor
examplee, deficits in democratic
d
dep
pendence.
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The study was
w publishedd by the EU CommisC
sion in Octobeer 2011 and besides a reegulatory
heoretical fram
mework conta
tains a detailled legal
th
deescription and
d analysis of rresponsible reegulatory
in
nstitutions in the
t field of au
audiovisual media serviices in 43 co
ountries, an aanalysis of th
he actual
ex
xecution of th
he legal guideelines for regu
ulators in
th
he respective countries,
c
as w
well as the id
dentificatio
on of key chaaracteristics fo
for „independeent regulaation institutio
ons” in the seense of the EU
U guidelin
ne for audiov
visual media sservices. As a follow
up
p the project team has foocused on thee central
ap
pproaches and
d results in thee form of a vo
olume of
arrticles and exp
panded them with articles recountin
ng experiencess with the MeediaDem Project. This
pu
ublication app
peared in Janua
uary 2014.
In parallel with
w this, we were able to collaboraate with the European Plaatform of Reegulatory
Authorities
A
(EP
PRA) in connducting a follow-up
fo
su
urvey. In this context, we collated the project’s
prractical effectss and consequuences from th
he viewpo
oint of regulattory bodies. A
As a result of the
t questio
onnaire, the regulators
r
havve taken noticce of the
fin
ndings and ap
pplied the pra
ractice-related
d ranking
to
ool to themselv
ves. Among m
more than halff of those
su
urveyed, the study’s
s
resultss have led to
o internal
orr informal extternal converssations or disccussions.
Th
he European Commissionn has annou
unced its
in
ntention to com
mmission an uupdated versio
on of the
IN
NDIREG study
y. http://hbii.to/3241
Prroject website: http://www.iindireg.eu/
Researchers: S. Dreyer, J. Beeeskow (until 3/11),
W. Schulz (contact),
(
R. SSprenger (until 1/11)
Cooperation Paartners: CEU, Centre for Meedia and
Communicaation Studies, K.U. Leuven,,
Interdiscipliinary Centre ffor Law and
Information
n & Communic
ication Techno
ology
(ICRI), Persspective Assocciates, Cullen
n
Internationaal
Fu
unding: Europ
pean Commisssion – Audiov
visual
and Media Policies
P
Pu
ublications:
Scchulz, W.; Valcke
e, P.; Irion, K. (edds.) (2014): The IndependI
ence of the Me
edia and its Regullatory Agencies. Shedding
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new L
Light on Formal and
a Actual Indep
pendence against tthe
Natioonal Context. Brisstol. With articless by S. Dreyer, Loocatingg a Regulator in the
t Governance Structure:
S
A Theooreticaal Framework for the Operationalizzation of Indepenndence, pp. 83-110, and by W. Schulz, Ap
pproaches to Indeependeence, pp. 3-12.
Schulz, W
W. (2011): Eine Armlänge
A
entfernt. Die Ergebnisse
einer Studie zur Medieenaufsicht in Europa [An Arm’s
M
Regulation iin
Lengtth Away. Resultss of a Study on Media
Europpe]. epd medien No.
N 15 v. 15.4.2011, pp. 6-9.
Hans Breddow Institute for Media Research//Interdisciplinaryy
Centrre for Law & ICT
T (ICRI), Katholieeke Universiteit
Leuveen/Center for Meedia and Commun
nication Studies
(CMC
CS), Central Euroopean University//Cullen Internationall/Perspective Asssociates (eds., 201
11): INDIREG. Inndicatoors for independeence and efficientt functioning of au
audiovisual media servicces regulatory bod
dies for the purpoose
of enfforcing the rules in the AVMS Dirrective. Study connducteed on behalf of the European Comm
mission. Final Reeport. February 2011. http://hbi.to/44
454

20. Poteential Improv ements in the
Orgaanisational S tructures for Combating
Chil d Abuse Imagges in the Intternet

This shoort study for the
t BMFSFJ forms
f
the oper
erative worrking basis foor the specialisst commissionn 1
of I-KiZ
Z, the Centree for Child Prrotection on tthe
Internett. The suggesstions for imp
provement gaathered aree constantly extended.
e
Thee study is bassed
on 14 qualitative annd anonymou
usly held intterwith experts, which
w
directly
y and by profe
fesviews w
sion aree involved in combating
c
chiild abuse imagges
in the Internet, suchh as represen
ntatives of laaw
ment, hotliness, ISPs or victim associationns.
enforcem
The purpose of these anonym
mous interview
ews
had beeen to extract unfiltered feeedback, suggeestions annd criticism directly out of the practiccal
fieldworrk while prottecting the intterview partneers
from cooncerns for pootential reaction in media ffor
any com
mment made.
The interviews allow identifying possibble
courses of action for policy makerrs and providee a
comprehhensive list off suggestions of the intervieew
partnerss how to opttimize the cu
urrent set up of
involvedd organizationns and processses.
Publlication of thee results is planned for 20114.
http:///hbi.to/5112
Researccher: P. Christtiansen

Leectures:
“S
Strukturelle Probleme und Fehlaanreize in den organisatoo
risschen Strukturen zur Bekämpfunng von Darstellu
ungen von
Kiindesmissbrauch im Internet” [Structural Prob
blems and
Ineeffective Incentiives in the Orgganisational Stru
uctures for
Co
ombating the Rep
presentation of C
Child Abuse in the Internet],
leccture by P. Christiansen in the Intternet-Kinderschu
utzzentrum
[C
Centre for Child Protection on thhe Internet] on 31
3 January
20
013 in Berlin.
“E
Ergebnisse der Studie:
S
Vorschlääge zur Verbessserung der
Strrukturen zur Bekämpfung von D
Darstellungen vo
on Kindesmiissbrauch im Inte
ernet” [Results off the Study: Sugg
gestions for
Im
mproving the Stru
uctures for Combbating Child Abu
use Images
in the Internet], lec
cture by P. Christtiansen at the BM
MFSFJ on 5
Deecember 2012 in Berlin.

211. Optimizatioon of the Reguulatory Concept in
Data Protecction Law

Th
his base study
y outlines the current statuss of suggeestions for and thoughts onn how to optimize the
reegulatory conccept for data protection reegulation
in
n national and
d internationall literature resspectively
y.
“Regulatory
y concept”, ass a term, not only invo
olves legal norms but also tthe underlying
g regulato
ory instrumen
nts (e.g. selff-regulation, co-regulaation, commaand-and-controol regulation
n), techniical measures on both sidees, user and data
d
contro
oller/processo
or, aspects of data security,, training
an
nd Internet liteeracy as well aas contributio
ons based
on
n corporate responsibility.
The projectt focuses on individual reegulatory
to
opics (regulato
ory methods, ggovernance sttructures,
rissk regulation, points of ccontact with the law,
in
nformation reg
gulation etc.)
The individ
dual topic-areaas are to be published
p
in
n analytical arrticles. The ffirst of these concentraates on the conditions
c
ennsuring successsful coreegulation in daata protection.. http://hbi.tto/ 5113
Researcher: P. Christiansen
C
Fu
unding: Google Germany
Leecture:
“V
Value of Processes: Putting Policiees into Action”, podium
p
discussion in th
he context of the “2. DatenDialog – Google
Big Tent” on 16 October 2012 iin Berlin.

Fundingg: BMFSFJ
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22. Innoovation Worksshop “Data Protection”

This project was com
mpleted in March
M
2014 aand
highlighhts the (regulaatory) dialogu
ue between daata
protectioon surveillance and firms in the Internnet
branchees during the shift from th
he classical suurveillancce activity to a monitoring
g and control of
data proocessing activvity in the in
nterests of thoose
affectedd by it towardds a regulatory
y governance of
data-proocessing particcipants in thiss market.
Diallogue as a reggulatory instru
ument has a ceentral signnificance in thhe context off a “data proteection reggulation”. We have investig
gated commun
unication inn a variety of situations:
– (innformal) dialoogue for orien
ntation and prreliminaryy clarification,
– inndividual connsultation by the monitoriing
body annd
– claarification of disagreementts in formal prroceedinggs.
kshops with reepThe project consiisted of work
resentattives from praaxis and from research organ
anisations, as well as ann online surveey of firms, laawyers, daata protectionn consultants and represenntatives of the monitorinng authorities.
Our investigation has shown th
hat the followiing
may be employed to effect
e
a dialog
gue
– prrioritising actiive communiccation as one of
the monnitoring authorrity’s tasks,
– crreating legal and/or operrational grouund
rules foor various diaalogue situatio
ons, in order to
replace informal annd sometimess undependabble
b “arenas fo
or conversatioon”
dialoguee situations by
with cleearly defined rules,
r
– m
mitigate eventuual worries over
o
disadvanntageous coonsequences of
o a mutual ex
xchange,
– woork towards clarification off legal questioons
over datta protection as far as posssible at an eaarly
stage off developmentt or even as a preliminary,
p
– creeate alternativve paths to the little-used liitigation pprocedure for legal queries on data proteection, byy which the law on data protection ccan
developp by specifyingg definitions for
f norms.
Detaails may be found
f
in our reported
r
resullts,
which aare available foor download (see
(
below).
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This projecct stands alonne, in contrasst to the
prroject, “Optimierung ddes regulattorischen
Konzepts
K
im Datenschutz”
D
[Optimization
n of the
Regulatory Co
oncept of D
Data Protectio
on Law]
Project 21), which
w
aims m
much more at research
(P
in
nto basics. Thee content of bboth could resu
ult in the
reeciprocal disclosure of new
w insights. The
T project’s method follows the iinnovation workshop,
w
“K
Kreativität
und
Urheeberrecht
in
i
der
Netzökonomie”
N
” [Creativity and Copyrigh
ht in the
In
nternet Economy] of 2009//2010. http
p://hbi.to/
51
182
Researchers: P. Christiansen (contact),
J.-H. Schmiidt, W. Schulzz
Sttudent Assistaant: L. Just
Fu
unding: Deparrtment for Meedia, Senate
Chancellery
y, Freie und H
Hansestadt Ham
mburg
Pu
ublication:
Ch
hristiansen, P.; Sc
chmidt, J.-H. (20114): Dialog als In
nstrument
der Datenschuttzregulierung. Einne wissenschaftliiche Innovationswerksta
att im Austausch m
mit Datenschutzb
behörden
und der Interne
etwirtschaft. Ergeebnisse, [Dialogu
ue as an Instrument for Regulating Data Prrotection. An Inn
novatory
Research Work
kshop via an Exchhange with Data Protection
Authorities and
d the Internet Inddustry] May 2014. Hamburg: Verlag Hans-Bredow-Inst
H
titut (Hans Bredo
ow Institute
Working Paperrs; 29).

Leecture:
“D
Dialog als Regulie
erungsinstrumentt im Datenschutzz: Einschätzu
ungen von Daten
nschutzaufsicht uund Internet-Unternehmen”
[D
Dialogue as a Regulatory
R
Instruument in Data Protection:
Asssessing Data Prrotection Monitooring and Intern
net Firms],
leccture by J.-H. Sc
chmidt und P. Chhristiansen at thee DGPUKsymposium on the topic, “Kommuunikationspolitik und Medien
nregulierung in der
d digitalen Geesellschaft” on 8 February
20
014 in Berlin.

233. iLinc: Estab
blishing a Eu ropean Network of
Law Incuba
ators

Th
he Hans Bred
dow Institute is collaboratting with
Queen Mary an
nd Westfield C
College at thee Universitty of London, the Universiity of Amsterrdam and
th
he Catholic Un
niversity of L
Leuven to con
nduct the
prroject, iLinc: Establishing a European Network
off Law Incubattors that Briddge ICT Entreepreneurs
an
nd Start-ups with
w Law Studdents”, as supp
ported by
th
he EU Comm
mission. The consortium has
h been

Research Projects „Media and Telecommunications Law”

successful in the contestable finance round of the
7th EU general programme.
The projects aims to support educational projects in Europe, where students under supervision
make legal expertise available to persons and
firms (as yet) unable to afford professional legal
advice.
Such advice is needed, for instance, in the early phases of start-ups, so that it is, above all, centres of new enterprise which can profit from it.
Such “law clinics” are already a widespread part
of education in the USA; in Europe they are just
emerging.
In the first instance, the project is intended to
highlight the most important challenges met by IT
firms and to create models and instruments for
fostering the exchange of experience among clinics, for instance, through joint workshops, providing material in data bases and formulating model
contracts.
Alongside the four project partners and Brooklyn Law School, which is supporting the project
with its advice as consultant, we intend to include
further institutions with an interest in developing
their own clinics and incubators. The clinic projects at the University of Hamburg and the HIIG
in Berlin should profit from the exchange of experience.
Researchers: W. Schulz, M. Lose (contact), M. F.
Schroeder
Cooperating partners: Ian Walden (project
coordinator), Queen Mary and Westfield
College at the University of London; Nico van
Eik, University of Amsterdam; Peggy Valcke,
Catholic University of Leuven; Jonathan
Askin, Brooklyn Law School (Associate
Partner)
Funding: EU-Commission

PHD PROJECTS
Decisions in Cases of Uncertainty in the
Protection of Minors in the Media
The insight from research into regulation, to the
effect that that knowledge is important for legislative governance processes, point to the way the
legislature and authorities find themselves faced
increasingly with the question as to how situations
of not-knowing do affect legal decisions.
The PhD project takes up this enquiry using
the example of youth media protection and sets
out concretely the leeway for assessment and
prognosis the various actors have, verifiable legally only to a certain extent, at the levels of the
legislature, of the responsible authorities and of
the institutions of voluntary self-regulation – in
the face of uncertainty.
Work on this aims to analyse more closely the
criteria, selection, boundaries, preconditions and
characteristics of the individual categories among
the areas of leeway, for instance, normativefactual, those related to parties involved or assessments interpreting real situations – and their
integration with each other. Alongside this, investigations will be carried out into the extent to
which, with uncertain decisions, the uncertainty
can, nevertheless, be used to the advantage of the
decision making process, for instance through
mechanisms for delegation and for establishing
procedures and promoting flexibility.
We plan to conclude the project in 2014.
Researcher: S. Dreyer
Guarding Access to Online-Platforms in Media
Law
Mass media communication is always dependant
on certain infrastructural elements acting as an
intermediary between communicator and recipient. In the field of traditional mass media – such
as broadcasting and print media – the German
constitutional court (Bundesverfassungsgericht)
developed some legal standards to try to limit
influence on the distribution of media content at
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one particular level. The sub-constitutional legal
framework hence provides some legal instruments, e.g. must-carry rules for the distribution of
broadcasting via cable network.
Nowadays not only the distribution of traditional media content like print media or broadcasting is relevant to the question as to what influence
can be tolerated regarding the constitutional guarantees of article 5 of the German Basic Law.
Through the changes in the recipient’s consumption of media content, an increase of the distribution of media content by the use of online communication can be observed. In this digital environment similar questions arise. Online platforms
play an important role in this context, as they can
have a strong influence on the user´s ability to
access content. Content can be banned or offered
in a way imlying it is less relevant than other
content.
This PhD project analyses the legal standards
promulgated by the German Basic Law regarding
the distribution of traditional mass media and
investigates which of these standards are also
valid for online platforms. In a second step, the
sub-constitutional law (esp. the German broadcasting act and the German law prohibiting competitive restrictions) will be examined to see
whether it meets the constitutional standards.
Researcher: M. Lose
Lecture:
“Access to Online Platforms”, impulse talk by M. Lose at the
ABC/HBI/CCI Research and Collaboration Workshop in
Sydney, Australia, on 29 February 2012.

Network Neutrality in the Internet – The
Necessity for and Attainment of it by Means of
the Existing German Law
Net neutrality in the Internet means – if interpreted very strictly – that data transported via the
Internet must always be sent as fast as possible
(the so called „Best-Effort-Principle”). Following
that principle, there may be no discrimination of
data in matter of transport speed. Besides this
narrow understanding of the term, other suggestions exist. One of these is net neutrality as con-
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tent neutrality, by which a data may be treated
differently when it comes to matters of transport
speed, though the differentiation may never be
decided by the content of the data in question.
Therefore the dispute about net neutrality leads
towards the question, whether network providers
should be allowed to transport data at different
speeds or priorities. A question that is heavily
discussed, considering the implications for communicative basic rights and their exertion via
Internet entwined with it.
This thesis aims at contributing to this discussion by disclosing if net neutrality in the Internet
really is a necessity and how far it is already provided under current German law. Therefore especially the German basic law and the effects of the
revision of the German telecommunication act
will have to be taken into consideration.
Researcher: L. Ziebarth
Ensuring the Possibility of Internet-based
Communication – a Survey of the Concept of
Protection in Consitutional Law
Access to information via Internet-based services
and applications and the possibility of communicating via the Internet, are decisively important for
individuals in the information society. Against this
background, the question arises as to the status of
constitutional guarantees for individuals’ possibilities to communicate Internet-based: does the
Basic Law perhaps contain a comprehensive
„basic right to Internet access” and, if so, what
guarantee does it incorporate?
A heuristical analytical framework forms the
background to this doctoral project’s investigation
of legislation. The framework combines the levels
of a model of transmitting information with the
actual conditions for the uses individuals make of
technological systems for conveying information
and it specifies the „Internet” as an object of
study. It assists in making explicit what figures
here as the differentiated structure and the extent
of the guarantees under constitutional law.
Subsequently, we will use selected regulatory
regimes of telecommunication and copyright law

Research Projects „Media and Telecommunications Law”

to assess, for various levels of technical information transference, whether the current assurance, as provided by sub-constitutional legislation,
of individual, Internet-based access to information
accords with the identified demands of constitutional law.
Researcher: M. Oermann
Disciplinary Law in Schools and the Combating
of Cyberbullying – an Analysis with Elements
of Comparative Law
Disagreements over unacceptable utterances on
the Internet by school pupils have recently been
before German courts. The substance of these
cases was the sanction imposed by schools, e.g.
temporary or long-term exclusion ordered as a
reaction to utterances made on the Internet by
school pupils in their leisure time. Schools’ disciplinary law may, however, only be applied to

pupils’ leisure time behaviour in exceptional cases
where it disturbs a school’s proper function. Numerous questions of demarcation emerge at this
point, and as yet no adequate concrete criteria
have been formulated in the literature and through
case law.
Comparable questions have already arisen
considerably earlier in the USA. In the meantime,
local academic lawyers there have discussed the
matter thoroughly and come up with some remarkable conclusions. This dissertation seeks to
assess whether, and to what extent, the criteria for
demarcation thus developed can be applied to
Germany and can contribute to a higher degree of
legal certainty in this country too. In this process,
“peer group standards” will be taken into account,
in particular, and supplementary preventive
measures from the area of media education in
schools will be included.
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R ESE A R CH PR O JE CT
C S “ME D I A OR GA NIS A T IO N A N D M E D I A I ND US
S TR Y”

Researcchers 2013/20014: Nele Heise, PD Dr.. Wiebke Lo
oosen, Julius Reimer, Dr.. Jan-Hinrik Schmidt
(contactt), Dipl.-Soz. Hermann-Die
H
eter Schröder

24. The (Re-)Discoveery of the Auddience.
Jourrnalism unde r the Conditioons of Web 22.0

The Weeb 2.0 changees the traditio
onal relationshhip
betweenn journalism and audiencee: new forms of
participaation of the audience an
nd changed ddemands ffor inclusion of
o users lead to shifts betweeen
the tradiitional roles of
o communicattor and recipieent
respectiively betweeen profession
nal and noonprofessiional developpment of stateements. Againnst
this bacckdrop journallism has to acccept constrainnts
of its innclusion abilitty and at the same time deeal
with thee audience’s demand
d
for incclusion.
The research project aims to study with a vaarimethods how
w professionall, editorially oorety of m
ganised journalism integrates paarticipatory eelements inn its offeringss and which role
r
the expecctations annd expectationns of expectattions of journnalists andd of the audieence play. Heence, the projeect
focuses on the quesstion what efffect journalisstic
professiional orientation and partiicipation of tthe
audience have on each other. The project is
plannedd as multiple case
c
study; forr four case stuudies in tootal, three dim
mensions of con
ntrast:
1. T
TV vs. print editorial
e
officces/offerings including their respectivve online coun
nterparts;
2. N
News-orientedd vs. entertaainment-orientted
journaliism;
Weekly vs. dailly publication
n.
3. W
For jourrnalistic proviiders as well as
a for audiencces,
inclusioon benefits annd inclusion expectations w
will
be raiseed in order to determine in combination tthe
respectiive inclusion levels (exteent of audiennce
integratiion) and incclusion distan
nces (extent of
httpp://
accordaance of respecctive expectations).
hbi.to/4173
Researcchers: N. Heisee, W. Loosen (contact),
J. Reeimer, J.-H. Schmidt
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Sttudent Assistaants: A. Attroddt, C. Heller, H.
H
Holdmann, J. Klein, A. Q
Quader, M. Scheler,
N. Weith
Fu
unding: Deutssche Forschunngsgemeinschaaft ()
[German Reesearch Founddation]
Pu
ublications:
Lo
oosen, W.; Dohle, M. (eds.) (2014)): Journalismus und
u (sein)
Publikum. Schnittstellen zwischhen Journalismussforschung
und Rezeptions- und Wirkungsfforschung. [Journ
nalism and
m Re(its) Audience. Conjunctions beetween Journalism
search and Rec
ception and Effeccts Research.] Wiesbaden:
Springer VS.
Heeise, N.; Loosen, W.; Reimer, J.; SSchmidt, J.-H. (20
013):
A
Compaaring the Attitudees and ExIncluding the Audience.
pectations of Jo
ournalists and Ussers towards Partiicipation
in German TV News Journalism
m. In: Journalism Studies
d 10.1080/14611670X.2013.8312
232.
(online first). doi:
Lo
oosen, W. (2013): Publikumsbeteilligung im Journaalismus
o the Audience in Journalism]. In
n: K. Mei[Participation of
er, C. Neuberger (eds.): Journallismusforschung. Stand und
Perspektiven. Baden-Baden:
B
Noomos, pp. 147-16
63.
Lo
oosen, W.; Schmiidt, J.-H.; Heise, N
N.; Reimer, J.; Sccheler, M.
(2013): Publiku
umsinklusion beii der Tagesschau.. Fallstudienbericht aus dem
d DFG-Projektt „Die (Wieder-) Entdeckung des Publikums”. [Inclusio
ion of the Audien
nce in the
Broadcast]. A Casse Study
“Tagesschau” [Evening News B
t Audifrom the DFG Project, “The (Ree-)Discovery of the
urg: Hans-Bredow
w-Institute, März 2013
ence”]. Hambu
(Working Pape
ers of the Hans Br
Bredow Institute no.
n 26).
Lo
oosen, W.; Schmiidt, J.-H.; Heise, N
N.; Reimer, J. (20
013):
Publikumsinklusion bei einem A
ARD-Polittalk. ZusammenZ
fassender Fallsstudienbericht auss dem DFG-Projeekt ARDpolittalk with Audience
A
Particiaation. [Including the
t Audience in an ARD
D Panel on Politic
ics. A Stocktaking
g Report
on Case Studie
es from the DFG pproject, “Die (Wieder)Entdeckung des Publikums” [T
The (Re) Discoveery of the
Audience] . Ha
amburg: Verlag H
Hans-Bredow-Institut
(Working Pape
ers of the Hans Br
Bredow Institute no.
n 28).
Reeimer, J.; Loosen, W.; Heise, N.; SSchmidt, J.-H. (20
014):
u Erwartungserw
rwartungen an Pu
ublikumsErwartungen und
beteiligung beii der Tagesschau.. [Expectations an
nd the Expectation of Ex
xpectations in Auudience Involvem
ment in the
TV Daily New
ws Bulletin] In: B.. Stark, O. Quirin
ng, N.
Jackob (eds.): Von
V der Gutenbeerg-Galaxis zur GoogleG
Galaxis. Alte und
u neue Grenzveermessungen nach
h 50 Jahren DGPuK. Schriftenreihe der Deutschen Geselllschaft für
v 41.
Publizistik- und Kommunikatioonswissenschaft, vol.
Konstanz: UVK
K, pp. 135-150.
Scchmidt, J.-H. (201
13): Vom Gatekeeeping zum Gatew
watching.
Verändern Soz
ziale Medien den Journalismus? [F
From Gatekeeping to Gatewatching. Aree Social Media Ch
hanging
Journalism?] In
n: Bundeszentralee für politische Bildung
B
(ed.), Dossier Lokaljournalismu
L
us,
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http://www.bpb.de/gesellschaft/medien/151433/ vomgatekeeping-zum-gatewatching.
Schmidt, J.-H.; Loosen, W.; Reimer, J.; Heise, N. (2014):
Journalism and Participatory Practices – Blurring or Reinforcement of Boundaries between Journalism and Audiences? In: Recherches en Communication, No. 39 (in
print).

Lectures:
“‘Neue Amateure’ oder ‘traditionelle Rezipienten’? Empirische Befunde zur Beziehung zwischen Journalismus und
seinem Publikum unter sozialmedialen Bedingungen“ [‘New
Amateurs’ or ‘Traditional Recipients’? Empirical Findings on
the Relation between Journalism and its Audience in the
Context of the Social Media], lecture by W. Loosen and J.
Reimer in the Context of the Annual Meeting entitled “The
New Amateurs – on the Currency of a Social Figure” in collaboration with the Section for Cognitive Sociology of the
German Sociological Association on 5/6 June 2014 at the
Institut für Soziologie of the TU Berlin.
“Was Journalisten wollen und sollen: Rollenselbstverständnis
im Abgleich mit Erwartungen des Publikums“ [What Journalists want and what they should do], lecture by W. Loosen, J.
Reimer, N. Heise and J.-H. Schmidt in the context of the
Annual Meeting of the DGPUK on 29 May 2014 in Passau.
“Journalism as a (De-)Differentiated Phenomenon. Or: One
Way to Make Sense of ‘Blurring Boundaries’”, lecture by W.
Loosen in the Context of the Expert Workshops, “Rethinking
Journalism II. The Societal Role & Relevance of Journalism in
a Digital Age” on 23 January 2014 in Groningen.
“Assessing Audience Participation in Journalism through the
Concepts of Inclusion Level and Inclusion Distance”, lecture
by J.-H. Schmidt and W. in the Context of the “Future of
Journalism” Conference at Cardiff University on 13. September 2013 in Cardiff.
“‘What is it Good for? Absolutely Nothing!?’ Comparing
Attitudes and Expectations of Journalists and Users towards
Audience Participation in News Journalism”; lecture by N.
Heise, W. Loosen, J. Reimer and J.-H. Schmidt in the context
of the „International Communication Association’s 63rd
Annual Conference” on 21 June 2013 in London.
“‘Bitte schließen Sie den Kommentarbereich!’ – Erwartungen
und Erwartungserwartungen an Publikumsbeteiligung im
Journalismus” [’Please close the Commentary Section’, Expectations and Anticipations of Expectations of Audience Participation in Journalism], lecture by W. Loosen, J.-H. Schmidt, N.
Heise and J. Reimer in the context of the 58th Annual Conference of the DGPuK on 10 May 2013 in Mainz.
“‘Brückentechnologien’ – Technische Artefakte als Intermediäre zwischen Journalismus und Publikum” [‘Bridging Technologies’– Technological Artefacts as Intermediaries between
Journalism and its Audience], lecture by N. Heise at the colloquium, „Journalism and Technology” of the DGPuK Section
Journalism and Journalism Research on 9 February 2013 at the
Munich IfKW.
“Vertrauen durch Transparenz? Zu Potenzial und Problemen
journalistischer Selbstoffenbarung” [Trust through Transparency? On the Potential and the Problems of Journalistic SelfDisclosure], lecture by J. Reimer in the context of the specialist
colloquium “Change and Assessibility of Public Trust in the

Age of Web 2.0” at the Institute for Practical Research into
Journalism and Communication, IPJ e. V., on 25 January 2013
in Leipzig.
“Public Participation in TV News. Expectations and Practices
of Audience Inclusion at the ‚Tagesschau'”, lecture by N. Heise
and J. Reimer in the context of the seminar “Journalism and its
Audience” on 8 January 2013 at the Universität Hamburg

25. Relationships between journalism and
audiences: Role differentiation and news
production
This sub-project of the DFG proposal, “Communicative Figurations”, for establishing a special
research area at the universities of Bremen and
Hamburg (see project 3) will investigate the
communicative figurations in the relationship
between journalism and its audience as well as
current transformations of this figurations. The
core premises are: communicative figurations are
not longer characterised by the forms of communication in mass media alone, but increasingly by
social media forms as well.
That imparts a dynamisation of the communicative figurations in the relationship between
journalism and its audience: new, more varied
roles emerge, and the patterns of relationship are
based on more complex chains of communicative
activity.
These changes proceed differently in different
editorial offices, or respectively between “permanent” and “freelance” journalists: that process
ranges from new formations to the reworking of
existing communicative figurations and their constellation of roles. Reconstructive interviews,
online diaries and content analyses allow us to
research the consequences of these changed communicative figurations for the framing of journalists’ utterances.
The sub-project links to diverse preliminary
studies, above all to the DFG project, “The (Re-)
Discovery of the Audience” (see project 24).
Researcher: W. Loosen
Publications:
Heise, N.; W. Loosen; J. Reimer; J.-H. Schmidt (2013): Including the Audience: Comparing the Attitudes and Expectations of Journalists and Users towards Participation in
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German TV News Journalism. Journalism Studies. DOI:
10.1080/1461670X.2013.831232.
Loosen, W.; Dohle, M. (eds.) (2014): Journalismus und (sein)
Publikum: Schnittstellen zwischen Journalismusforschung
und Rezeptions- und Wirkungsforschung [Journalism and
(its)Audience: Junctures between Journalism Research and
Research into Reception and Effects]. Wiesbaden: VS.
Loosen, W.; Schmidt, J.-H. (2012): (Re-)Discovering the
Audience: The Relationship between Journalism and Audience in Networked Digital Media. Information, Communication & Society 15 (6), 867-887.
Loosen, W.; Scholl, A. (2012): Theorie und Praxis von Mehrmethodendesigns in der Kommunikationswissenschaft
[The Theory and Praxis of Multi-Method Designs in
Communications Studies]. In W. Loosen; A. Scholl (eds.),
Methodenkombinationen in der Kommunikationswissenschaft. Cologne: Halem, pp. 9-25.
Loosen, W. (2013): Publikumsbeteiligung im Journalismus
[Participation of the Audience in Journalism]. In: K. Meier, C. Neuberger (eds.): Journalismusforschung. Stand und
Perspektiven. Baden-Baden: Nomos, pp. 147-163.
Loosen, W.; Schmidt, J.-H.; Heise, N.; Reimer, J.; Scheler, M.
(2013): Publikumsinklusion bei der Tagesschau. Fallstudienbericht aus dem DFG-Projekt „Die (Wieder-) Entdeckung des Publikums”. [Inclusion of the Audience in the
“Tagesschau” [Evening News Broadcast]. A Case Study
from the DFG Project, “The (Re-)Discovery of the Audience”]. Hamburg: Hans-Bredow-Institute, März 2013
(Working Papers of the Hans-Bredow-Institute No. 26).

26. Audience Participation in Youth Radio
The project’s concept follows the editorial case
studies carried out in the context of the abovementioned DFG project, “The (Re-)Discovery of
the Audience” and transfers this concept to radio
programming.
We are investigating how participatory elements are integrated in the context of radio editorship, how and why they are used by the audience
and what expectations on the part of editors and
audience play a role here.
Our methodology involves an online-based
audience survey, guided interviews with editorial
staff, as well as a content analysis of editorial
posts and user comments. Given the high relevance a Facebook presence has as a means of
audience participation for youth radio, the analysis
of Facebook comments is planned.
Researchers: W. Loosen (contact), H.-D. Schröder
Student Assistents: L. Just, N. Oberlender

27. When ‘Data’ Becomes ‘News’: Developing an
Instrument for a Content Analysis of Datadriven Coverage
Technological innovations have always been a
constituting element in the evolvement of journalistic statements. Currently however journalism
and the evolvement of journalistic statements are
mainly challenged to deal with the enormous
amount of data on the Internet. The cooperation
project with the University of New York aims to
explore the change of journalism through „big
data”.
Special interest is, among others, put on the
phenomenon of the so called „data journalism”,
the role of algorithms in processing and editing
data as well as in general the changing work and
production routines 21st century newsrooms. Key
research questions in that context are:
– How are algorithms influencing journalistic
work routines in terms of both gathering and presenting news?
– What are some of the key algorithmic processes (on selection, categorization, aggregation
of data) affecting journalism today?
– In how far does „computational journalistic”
evolve into a distinct form of reporting patterns?
– How do open data/transparency initiatives in
different counties influencing computational/data
journalism?
In the context of the project, which is being
developed in cooperation with the Humboldt Institute for Internet and Society, we are currently
working particularly on developing an instrument
for data collection, with the above questions as
our general background.
Such an instrument is necessary to collect systematic knowledge about the topics and the data
sources dealt with in data journalism. These are
especially important aspects essential to answering the question as to what actually makes up the
core of data journalism and whether a new pattern
of reporting is developing here.
Researcher: W. Loosen
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Cooperation partner: C. W. Anderson (University
of New York)
Funding: Humboldt Institute for Internet and
Society

PHD PROJECT
Branded Journalists. The Theoretical
Conception and Empirical Exploration of
Branding in Journalism
This doctoral project investigates the strategies
journalists use to build up and (further) manage
their own brand in journalism. It is being supervised by Prof. Dr. Klaus Meier from the Catholic
University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt and Prof. Dr.
Frank Lobigs from TU Dortmund University,
where the project is also based.
Social networks like Facebook and Twitter,
search engines like Google and developments
towards more (actor-)transparency in (online)journalism (e.g. presentation of staff on editorial
desks, including photos, careers and lists of previous contributions) make individual journalists
themselves, as well as their working processes and
results, their expertise, specialisations etc. more
visible to their audience and those active in journalism than was customary and possible in the
days of traditional mass media. When this is combined with a diversification (similarly promoted
by networked digital media) of audience interests
and requirements, increasingly precarious working
conditions in journalism (for instance, the increasing number of freelancers) and the search for new
strategies for restoring lost trust and for increasing

circulation (perhaps by explicitly presenting the
expertise of journalistic actors), it does not just
lead to new possibilities but also to an increased
pressure on freelance and salaried journalists to
position themselves as brands to one side of, or as
supplementary to, the editorial desk they work for.
Against this background, we will proceed by
setting out how these developments promote, or
even necessitate, a shift from medial and editorial
branding towards the brands of individual journalists and how journalist-brands, as well as the strategies for constructing and managing them can be
meaningfully conceptualised. On the basis of indepth interviews with journalists in various stages
of constructing their brands, we will subsequently
investigate the concrete brand-management strategies empirically. These latter include, among
others, forms of specialisation or of generalised
competence, both of which relate to topics, expert
knowledge, distribution media, templates for reporting, forms of presentation, political orientation, special and management competencies etc.,
but also networking with other journalistic actors
and organisations, sources, potential protagonists
of reporting, audience members etc., as well as the
practices by which these facets of your own brand
are displayed and communicated.
Researcher: J. Reimer
Lecture:
“Der Freiberufler als Marke am Beispiel des Journalisten”
[The Freelancer as a Brand, the Example of Journalists],
lecture by J. Reimer in the context of the Event Series, “Freiberuflich in Kultur & Medien’ [Freelancers in Culture and the
Media] at the tu>startup Entrepreneurship School of the Technical University of Dortmund on 22 January 2014 in Dortmund.
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R ESE A R CH PR O JE CT
C S “ME D I A C O N TEN T A N D M E DI A C UL T UR E”

Researcchers 2013/20014: Michael Grimm, Prof.. Dr. Uwe Haasebrink, Dr. Claudia Lamppert (contact), PD Dr.
Wiebke Loosen, Dr. Jan-Hinrik
J
Schmidt, Alina L
Laura Tiews, Dr. Hans-Ulrich Wagner, SStefanie Wahll
Associates 2013/20144: Prof. Dr. Jo
oan Bleicher, JJuliane Fingerr
28. Sociial Media andd Networked Public Spher es

The diggitally networkked media aree contributingg to
a fundam
mental changge in the structure of the puublic spheere. Platformss like YouTu
ube, Wikipeddia,
Faceboook, Twitter and
a
blogs arre reducing tthe
barriers to making innformation of all sorts avaiilable and to networkinng with other people. Profe
fesn journalism, in
sionals in communiccation, e.g. in
politics or in public relations
r
havee to adapt to thhis
change in the media just as much as private inddividuals wanting to shhare aspects of their personnal,
everydaay routines wiith their exten
nded social nnetwork.
mmunication ddisThe emerging spaces for com
play thheir own „arrchitecture”, which stronggly
influencces the distribbution and monitoring of iinformatioon and knowlledge. At the same time, oour
understaanding of bouundaries betw
ween public aand
private spheres is chhanging. Thee proposition of
everyonne being able to participatee in society aand
its conffiguration wiith the aid of
o digitally nnetworked media confroonts the observ
vation that pooww more pow erer differrences only shhift or even wax
ful.
The project, „Soocial Media and Networkked
Public S
Spheres” is unniting numero
ous publicatioons
and sppeaking actiivities on this topic.
http://hbbi.to/5097
Researccher: J.-H. Schhmidt
Student Assistents: K.
K Johnsen, L. Just
Publicattions:
Schmidt, JJ.-H. (2014): Twiitter and the Rise of Personal Pub-lics. IIn: K. Weller, A. Bruns, J. Burgess, M. Mahrt, C.
Puschhmann (eds.), Tw
witter and Society. New York, NY::
Peter Lang, pp. 3-14.
Schmidt, JJ.-H. (2013): Persönliche Öffentlichkeiten und
Privaatsphäre im Sociall Web [Personal Public
P
Spheres annd
the Prrivate Sphere on the Social Web], In: S. Halft, H.
Krah (eds.), Privatheitt. Strategien und Transformationen
T
n.
Passaau: Karl Stutz, pp. 121-138.
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Scchmidt, J.-H. (201
13): Soziale Mediien und das Partizzipationsparadox [Socia
al Media and the PParticipation Paradox]. In:
Landeszentrale
e für Politische B
Bildung Baden-Württemberg
(ed.), Deutschlland & Europa, no
no. 65, pp. 46-53.
Scchmidt, J.-H. (201
13): Social Web – Praktiken und Risiken
R
[The Social Web – Practises and
nd Risks]. In: H. Friedrichs,
F
T. Junge, U. Sa
ander (eds), Jugen
endmedienschutz in
Deutschland. Wiesbaden:
W
Sprinnger VS, pp. 331--336.
Scchmidt, J.-H. (201
13): Social Mediaa. Wiesbaden: VS
S Verlag.
Scchmidt, J.-H. (201
13): Practices of N
Networked Identiity. In: J.
Hartley, J. Burrgess, A. Bruns (eeds.), A Companiion to New
Media Dynamiics. Malden, MA
A: Wiley-Blackweell, pp.
365-374.
Scchmidt, J.-H. (201
13): Onlinebasiert
rte Öffentlichkeiteen: Praktiken, Arenen un
nd Strukturen. [O
Online-based Publlic
Spheres: Practiises, Arenas and Structures] In: C. Fraas, S.
Meier, C. Pentzold (eds.), Onlinne-Diskurse. Theorien und
Methoden transmedialer Onlinee-Diskursforschun
ng. Cologne: Herbert von
n Halem, pp. 35-556.
Scchmidt, J.-H. (201
13): Internet: Freiiheit oder Fremdb
bestimmung? [The In
nternet: Freedom or Remote Contrrol] In:
Praxis Politik, no. 2, pp. 4-9.
Scchmidt, J.-H. (201
13): Die digitale G
Gesellschaft: Teilhabe,
Befähigung, Sc
chutz. [The Digittal Society: Particcipation.
Empowering, Protection.]
P
In: D
Denkwerk Demok
kratie, eds.
Roadmaps 202
20. Wege zu mehrr Gerechtigkeit, NachhalN
tigkeit und Dem
mokratie. Frankfu
furt am Main: Cam
mpus, S.
66-71.

Leectures:
“D
Digital vernetzte Öffentlichkeit uund das Partizipationsparado
ox” [The Digitally
y Networked Pubblic Sphere and the
t Participaation Paradox], keynote lecture byy J.-H. Schmidt at the Discu
ussion on ”Digitaller Straßenkampff oder Selbstverpflichtung –
wiie entstehen Rege
eln im Netz?” [Diigital Streetfightiing or SelfReegulation – How do Rules Emergge in the Net?] att the Deutsche Institut für Vertrauen
V
und Siccherheit im Interrnet on 14
May
M 2014 in Berlin
n.
“D
Der Reiz der neu
uen Medien” [T
The Attraction off the New
Media],
M
opening le
ecture by J.-H. Scchmidt at the Ann
nual Meeting
g of the “Katholischen Jugendsozzialarbeit Nord” on
o 5 March
20
014 in Hamburg.
“W
Was ist der Reiz der sozialen Meedien? Jugendliche und ihr
Um
mgang mit Faceb
book & Co. aus SSicht der Kommu
unikationswiissenschaft” [Wh
hat is the Attracction of the Sociial Media?
Yo
oung People and
d Their Involvem
ment with Facebo
ook & Co.
fro
om the Viewpoint of Communnication Studies]], opening
leccture by J.-H. Schmidt at the Speecialist Meeting of
o the Bundeeselternrat on the
e topic of “Gessunder Umgang mit neuen
Healthy Involveement with
Medien
M
im schulischen Alltag” [H
Neew Media in the
e School Routinne] on 24 Januarry 2014 in
Po
otsdam.
“D
Das Partizipationsparadox. Soziale
le Medien und Teilhabe
T
an
Öfffentlichkeit” [Th
he Participation PParadox. Social Media and

Research Projects „Media Content and Media Culture”

Participation in the Public Sphere], lecture by J.-H. Schmidt at
the one-day symposium on “Democracy and the Internet” at
the Goethe-Institute on 17 October 2013 in Salvador de Bahia,
Brazil.
“The Paradox of Participation. Social Media and Networked
Public Spheres”, guest lecture by J.-H. Schmidt at the Universidade Federal do Pará on 16 Oktober 2013 in Belem, Brasil.
“Wie das Netz die Debattenkultur verändert” [How the Net
Changes Debating Culture], opening lecture by J.-H. Schmidt
at the discussion panel, “Debates in the Net” held by VOCER
and süddeutsche.de on 20 September 2013 in Hamburg.
“Das Ende der Privatsphäre? Digitale Medien und der Wandel
der Öffentlichkeit” [The End of the Private Sphere? Digital
Media and the Change in the Public Sphere], lecture by J.-H.
Schmidt in the context of the Neusser Wirtschaftstreff on 15
May 2013 in Neuss.
“Persönliche Öffentlichkeit im Social Web – Entstehen,
Strukturen, Dynamiken” [The Personal Public Sphere in the
Social Web – Emergence, Strucutres, Dynamics], lecture by J.H. Schmidt in the context of the Forum for Journalists 2013
“Öffentlichkeiten und Kirche in der Mediengesellschaft des
Web 2.0” of the Catholic-Social Institute on 1 March 2013 in
Bad Honnef.
“Das Internet und der neue Strukturwandel der Öffentlichkeit”
[The Internet and the New Changes in the Public Sphere],
lecture by J.-H. Schmidt in the context of the lecture series
“Internet & Gesellschaft” [Internet and Society] at the University of Göttingen on 22 January 2013 in Göttingen.

29. The Network of Competencies for
Complementary Medicine in Oncology
(KOKON)
What are the existing offers and informational
needs required by the topic of complementary
medicine in oncology and in what ways can evidence-based knowledge be optimally conveyed to
patients, therapists and counsellors? A collaborative interdisciplinary project, supported by the
Deutsche Krebshilfe (German Cancer Aid), is
engaging with these questions and consists of
various subprojects.
In the framework of this research network, the
Hans Bredow Institute is investigating the extent
as well as the nature of what is contained in representations of treatment regimes involving complementary medicine in oncology, as these are
presented in various media sources, together with
how patients perceive and evaluate them. Qualitative interviews with patients in various stages of
illness are being conducted alongside an analysis
of print, television and Internet sources.
On the basis of the findings from this subproject and from others, informational resources
specific to particular target groups will be config-

ured, which will contribute to improving access to
information on treatment regimes involving complementary medicine in oncology and, in addition,
to the transparency of that information.
Duration of the project: June 2012 until June
2015.
Spokesperson for the collaborative project: Dr. M.
Horneber (Nuremburg Hospital)
Researchers: C. Lampert (contact), M. Grimm,
S. Wahl
Student Assistants: T. Allweiss, N. Drolshagen,
J. Ebenau, L. Eißfeldt, R.Groeneveld,
K. Kruse, A. Woznica
Funding: Deutsche Krebshilfe (German Cancer
Care)
30. Entangled Media Histories (EMHIS)
The research network, “Entangled Media Histories” (EMHIS) is being financed by the “Swedish
Foundation for International Cooperation in Research and Higher Education” (STINT) from
Autumn 2013 to Spring 2017. It has the task of
promoting the collaboration of three research and
teaching institutions in the area of media history:
the Department of Media History at the University
of Lund (Sweden), the Centre for Media History
at Bournemouth University (Great Britain) and the
Research Centre for the History of Broadcasting
in North Germany at the Hans Bredow Institute in
Hamburg.
The research network promotes work on European media history, furthers research on the perspective of “entanglement” in media history and
tackles previously neglected aspects of the European influence on the development of media history. With the concept of “entanglement”, methodological considerations on a “histoire croisée” are
being transferred for the first time onto the area of
media history and thus demands for transnational
research on media history are being addressed.
The project mounts workshops (EMHIS forums) and conferences to a regular timetable. In
this process, the exchange of beginning researchers and residence by guest researchers from Sweden in England, or respectively Germany, and
vice-versa is being specifically promoted. The
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participaants in the EM
MHIS project regularly repoort
on thee network’s activities at
a the addreess
http://em
mhis.blogg.lu..se/.
The EMHIS forum
m I on the top
pic of “entanglled
t 15 Novembber
perspecttives” took pllace from 13 to
2013 at the Hans Breedow Institutee. Guest resideencies by doctoral studdents from Sw
weden and Greeat
Britain as well as by the reseearchers, Maiike
Helmerss (Bournemoouth) and Marie
M
Cronqvvist
(Lund), accompaniedd the event. The
T EMHIS ffoE
Meddia
rum II on the topic of “Doing Entangled
History”” took place from
f
7 to 9 May
M 2014 at tthe
Centre ffor Media Hisstory in Bourn
nemouth. It w
was
preceded by a “Writting Retreat”, in which Aliina
Laura T
Tiews took parrt. http://hbii.to/###
Researcchers: A. L. Tiiews, H.-U. Wagner
W
(contacct)
Cooperaation partners: P. Lundell an
nd M.
Cronnqvist (Lund University),
U
H.
H Chignell annd
K. S
Skoog (Bourneemouth Univeersity), Ch.
Hilggert (Universittät Gießen)
Fundingg: Swedish Fooundation for International
I
Coopperation in Reesearch and Higher
H
Educcation (STINT
T)
Events:
“Doing Enntangled Media History”,
H
EMHIS
S-Forum II, 7-9 M
May
2014 at thhe Centre for Meddia History in Bou
urnemouth.
“Entangleed Perspectives”, EMHIS-Forum I, 13-15 Novem
mber
2013 at thhe Hans Bredow Institute.
I

Lectures:
“Entangleed Media Historyy – What Does It Mean, What Cann It
Achieve?””, lecture by H.-U
U. Wagner at thee EMHIS-Forum 1 –
Entangledd Perspectives at the Hans Bred
dow Institut on 14
November 2013.
“German Refugees and Expellees
E
as Reprresented in Germ
man
Post-War Motion Picturees”, lecture by A.
A L. Tiews at the
EMHIS-F
Forum 1 – Entanggled Perspectives at the Hans Breddow
Institut onn 14 November 20013.

31. Publlic Communiccation as Facilitated by thhe
Med ia from the 1950’s
1
to the 1980’s

The prooject devotes itself to several questions of
public ccommunicatioon facilitated by the meddia,
focussinng mainly on the 1950’s to
o the 1980’s aand
with a particular em
mphasis on programme offe
ferings froom the NDR (North
(
Germaan Broadcastiing
Corporaation). In this process, topiccs on the histoory
of instittutions and programmes
p
are
a taken up as
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well
w as the wo
ork of leadingg journalists and
a their
co
ommunicativee activity invesstigated.
In 2012, a working and communicatiions projeect on “new ventures in tthe media” in
n 1960’s
Hamburg
H
beg
gan under tthe title, “M
Medialer
Aufbruch.
A
Das andere Fernssehen und daas andere
Kino
K
in Hamb
burg in den 11960er Jahren
n” [New
Ventures
V
in thee Media, Thee other Televiision and
th
he other Cinem
ma in Hamburrg in the 1960
0’s]. The
prroject is invesstigating how it was that new artisticc and politicall forms of prooducing televiision and
fillm were able to
t arise speciffically in Ham
mburg.
In 2013, a report on progress so far and
so
ources consullted, “Geschiichte des No
ord- und
Westdeutschen
W
Rundfunkkverbands (NWRV)
(
(1
1956-1961)” [The Historyy of North an
nd West
German
G
Broad
dcasting (NW
WRV) (1956
6-1961)],
was
w made availlable. The NW
WRV, a joint organisao
tio
on of the bro
oadcasters, N
NDR and WD
DR, from
19
956 to 1961 formed
f
the innstitutional fraamework
fo
or television in
n northwesternn Germany.
Its work cam
me about agaiinst the backg
ground of
th
he ascendancy
y of televisionn as the leadin
ng medium
m; its dissolution came sim
multaneously with the
“ttelevision judgement” of tthe German ConstituC
tio
onal Court in
n 1961 and thhe ensuing creeation of
th
he “Second German Televission”, as welll as with
th
he introduction
n of third teleevision channeels at the
brroadcaster, AR
RD, shortly affterwards.
In 2013/14
4, a report w
will be produced on
so
ources and literature connsulted regard
ding the
deebates on reg
gionalisation in the history
y of the
NDR
N
from its foundation tto the solution of the
crrisis over the treaty betweeen the states. In terms
off communicattions history, the question arises as
to
o how public broadcasting
b
ttries, as an acttor in the
media,
m
to createe regional spaaces of commu
unication
an
nd how it contributes to pprocesses of regional
id
dentity-formation in the longg term.
In addition,, a report on sources and literature
l
co
onsulted is beeing prepared,, which should facilitaate a study on the NDR as a cultural and economicc factor (1956--1980).
The fact that public bbroadcasting in West
Germany
G
post-war was not left up to thee market
bu
ut made indeependent of the economicc profitmotive
m
by deriv
ving its financce from a fee lends
l
it a
paarticular statu
us from the vviewpoint of business
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history. As public serrvice broadcassting could draaw
on this fee, it is in a different posiition to publisshers of books, magaazines and neewspapers, w
who
have to make a profiit, and so it commits itselff to
using its financial resources accorrding to its sttatutes to produce andd broadcast programmes.
In
p
contempporary terms, shareholder value
v
and pubblic
value coonfront each other.
o
Resuults from thee individual sub-projects
s
aare
publisheed as regular contributionss to “NDR Geeschichte (n)” [NDR History
H
(ies). The
T goal of thhis
online pproject by the NDR is “to present
p
the vaarious faceets of the NDR
R’s history an
nd make it avaailable to users.” All “NDR
“
History (ies)” can be
downloaaded from thhe NDR homeepage.
httpp://
hbi.to/1699
Researcchers: A. Tiew
ws, H.-U. Wag
gner (contact)
Publicattions:
Badenochh, A.; Wagner, H.-U. (2013): Coming Home into Thhin
Air. R
Radio and the Soccio-Cultural Geog
graphy of Home-cominng in Germany 19945-1955. In: S. Gemie, S. Soo
(eds.)): Coming Home?? Vol. 1: Conflictt and Return Migr
gration inn the Aftermath of
o Europe’s Twen
ntieth-Century Ciivil
Wars. Newcastle uponn Tyne: Cambridg
ge Scholars Publiishing, ppp. 145-163.
Tiews, A. L.; Wagner, H.-U
U. (2013): Mit deem “Taxi nach
ntribution to the
Leipzzig”. [By “Taxi too Leipzig”], a con
onlinee series “NDR History(ies)”.
Tiews, A. L.; Wagner, H.-U
U. (2013): Stahln
netz: Dieser Fall iist
C
is True!], a contribution to thhe
wahr! [Steelnet: This Case
onlinee series “NDR History (ies)”.
Tiews, A. L.; Wagner, H.-U
U. (2014): Töne und
u Bilder “aus dder
m the “new world””],
Neuen Welt” [Sounds and Images from
R History (ies)”.
a conntribution to the online series “NDR
Wagner, H
H.-U. (2013): Derr Nord- und Westtdeutsche Rundfunkvverband (NWRV)) [The North and West German
Broaddcasting Associattion] 1956-1961. Ein Arbeits- undd
Quelllenbericht. Hambburg, http://hbi.to//webfm_send/7066.
Wagner, H
H.-U. (2013): Diee Funkbilder aus Niedersachsen.
N
[The Broadcasted Imaages from Lower Saxony], a contriibutionn to the online seeries, “NDR Histo
ory(ies)”.
Wagner, H
H.-U. (2014): “Der Film-Club” im
m NDR Fernsehenn.
[The “Film Club” in NDR
N
Television], a contribution too
DR History(ies)”.
the onnline series, “ND
Wagner, H
H.-U. (2014): “Gesucht wird…” – Der NWDR undd
der D
DRK-Suchdienst. [“Being Sought…
…” – the NWDR
and thhe DRK Search Agency],
A
a contrib
bution to the onliine
seriess, “NDR History((ies)”.
Wagner, H
H.-U. (2014): Das Zweite vor dem
m Zweiten. [The
Seconnd before the Seccond], a contributtion to the online series, ““NDR History(ies)”.
Wagner, H
H.-U. (2014): Derr öffentlich-rechttliche Rundfunk uund
das liiterarische Feld inn der Metropolreg
gion Hamburg. Zu
Zugängee, Annäherungen und Erkundungeen für die Jahre
1948--1955. [Public Brroadcasting and th
he Literary Field in
the M
Metropolitan Regiion of Hamburg. Submissions,
S
Ap-proacches and Investigaations for the Yeaars 1948-1955] Inn:
M. M
Mergler, H.U. Waggner, H.-G. Winter, (eds.): “Hamburg, das ist mehr als ein Haufen Steine.“ Das kulturellee
Feld iin der Metropolreegion Hamburg 1945-1955. Dresdden:
Theleem, pp. 80-95.

Wagner,
W
H.-U. (2014): Gute Unterhhaltung aus dem Norden.
N
North], a contribu
ution to
[Good Entertaiinment from the N
the online serie
es, “NDR Historyy(ies)”.
Wagner,
W
H.-U. (2014): Hans-Bredow
w-Institut für Meedienforschung. In: M. Behmer, B. Bernnard, B. Hasselbrring (eds.):
Das Gedächtniis des Rundfunkss. Die Archive derr öffentlich-rechtlichen
n Sender und ihree Bedeutung für die
d Forschung. [Broad
dcasting’s Memorry.The Archives of the
Public Broadca
asters and Their SSignificance for Research.]
R
Wiesbaden: Sp
pringer VS, pp. 1005-108.

Leectures:
“C
Communicative Figurations
F
of Innterpretive Comm
munities in
Hiistorical Change”
”, lecture by H.--U. Wagner at th
he ECREA
Co
ommunication History Workshopp “History of thee Media in
Trransition Periods” on 5 Septembber 2013 at the Fundação
Po
ortugesa das Com
municações in Lisssabon.
“H
Hans Magnus Enz
zensberger – Schhriftsteller und MedienkritiM
keer”, [Hans Magnu
us Enzensberger – Writer and Media Critic],
leccture by H.-U. Wagner
W
at the cconference, “125 Jahre St.Klliment-Ochridski-Universität Sofiaa / 90 Jahre Germ
manistik: in
So
ofia. Traditionen, Herausforderunggen und Perspekttiven in der
geermanistischen Le
ehre und Forschuung” on 11 Octob
ber 2013 in
thee St.-Kliment-Ochridski-Universitty, Sofia.
“M
Medienmacher, Medienmetropole.
M
. Lebenswerke, Porträts und
wiissenschaftliche Projektarbeit”
P
[M
Media Makers, Media
M
Metrop
polis. Lifetime Achievements,
A
PPortraits and Ressearch Projeccts], short lecture
e by H.-U. Wagneer at the presentaation of the
Internet project, www.hamburger-p
w
persoenlichkeiten
n.de in the
Museum
M
für Hamburgische Geschicchte on 3 Septemb
ber 2013.
“B
Begegnungen im Niemandsland. Bilder von Heim
matsuchendeen nach 1945 im Film und Fernsehhen von DDR un
nd Bundesrep
publik” [Meeting
gs in No-Man’s--Land. Images of
o postwar
Diisplaced Personss in East Germ
man Film and Television],
T
leccture by A. L. Tiiews at the sympposium, “Displaced Persons
im
m Nachkriegsdeutschland: eine H
Herausforderung im Kalten
Krrieg” on 25 May 2013 at the Goethhe Institute in Parris.

322. „Sounds like…“ Sounds from the Passt and
Historical Communicattions Processses.

Th
his project inv
volves sound hhistory and paarticularly
y radio produ
uction, radio programmes and the
way
w they used
d to be receivved in the past.
p
Our
fo
ocus is on “so
ounds from th
the past” as a part of
hiistorical com
mmunications processes, as
a these
haave been increeasingly attrac
acting attention
n among
reesearchers into contemporaary history under
u
the
heeading of “heearing the paast” (Thomas Lindenbeerger). They work
w
with an archaeological model
fo
or investigatin
ng sound, whiich understand
ds sound
ass construction
ns, as producced and broadcast by
raadio as a tech
hnological maass medium based
b
on
ap
pparatus as weell as sounds pperceived and
d adopted
by
y a contemporrary audience.. Here, we aree investigaating particulaarly how mediia foster the fo
ormation
off communitiess, or respectivvely, the processes for
fo
orming identity
y.
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The end of 20133 saw the beeginning of tthe
“
Sound ddes
large-sccale multimeddia project, “Der
Jahrhunnderts. Geräussche, Töne, Stimmen. 18889
bis heuute” [The Souund of the Century.
C
Noiise,
Sounds and Voices. 1989
1
to Today
y], conducted by
Gerhardd Paul and Ralph
R
Schock
k. The Fedeeral
Agencyy for Civic Edducation is pu
ublishing a boook
of over 600 pages with
w a DVD. For
F the purposses
of this ppublication, we
w have proviided the articlles
on the hhistory of the “microphone professions”, of
radio siggnals and radiio messages, as
a well as of tthe
sound oof radio plays.
The semi-structurred, interdisciiplinary and iinn
“Rad
dio Aestheticss –
ternationnal research network,
Radio Identities”, is concerned, cu
urrently, histoorically annd through muulticultural comparisons, w
with
manifesstations of radio
r
aesthetiics, with thheir
communnicative roless as well as th
he processes by
which tthe acoustic medium
m
is taaken up. In thhis
context,, a process is dealing with
w
the toppic,
“Soundss like the Sixties…”. Allready early on
program
mme makers worked hard
d to reach thheir
audiences – not onlyy through their content, bbut
also through the wayy their sound performed. T
The
1960s aas the period for
f investigatiion is especiaally
interestiing because this
t
decade figures
f
in maany
respectss as a period of
o change; and
d because raddio,
as a meedium based on
o programmes, underwent
nt a
fundameental change during this tiime and lost its
positionn as a leadingg medium. In the 1960s, hoow
did the m
mediatised vooices of the pro
oducers of raddio
in the Federal Repuublic of Germ
man change in
contact with their heaarers? http:///hbi.to/4381.
Researccher: H.-U. Wagner
Publicattions:
Wagner, H
H.-U. (2013): Achhtung, Aufnahmee! Mikrofonberuffe
in derr Geschichte des Rundfunks / Halllo! Hallo! Hier R
Radio! …
…[Attention! Reccording! ‘Microphone Professionss’
in thee History of Radioo / Hallo! Hallo! This is Radio! …
…]
Geschhichte der Radiossignale / Radiomeeldungen. Von
Seew
wetterberichten, Suuchmeldungen un
nd Verkehrsnachrrichten / Träume. Die Geschichte des
d Hörspiels. In::
G. Paaul, R. Schock (edds.): Sound des Jaahrhunderts. Gerääusche, Töne, Stimmen – 1889 bis heute. Bonn: Bundeszeentfür politische Bilddung, pp. 116-121
1; 122-127; 332rale fü
337; 3364-369.

Lectures:
“Radiohörren und soziale Iddentitäten – Radiioaneignungsprozzesse in der DDR und in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland in dden
1960er Jaahren” [Listeningg to Radio and Social Identitiess –
Processes of Adopting Raadio in the GDR
R and in the Fedeeral
Republic of Germany in the
t 1960s], lecturre by H.-U. Waggner
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at the Symposium of the GfM-AG A
Auditive Kultur und Sound
Studies “Von akusstischen Medien zur auditiven Ku
ultur? Zum
Veerhältnis von Me
edienwissenschaft
ft und Sound Stu
udies” on 1
Feebruary 2014 in Bonn.
B
“S
Sounds like the Fiifties – Radio-Ässthetiken/Radio-Identitäten”
[Sounds like the Fifties
F
– Radio A
Aesthetics/Radio Identities],
leccture by H.-U. Wagner
W
on 6 Junee 2013 at the Mu
unich Ludwiig-Maximilian-Un
niversity.

333. Media Memory: Communnication about the
Past

In
n all current social proceesses for estaablishing
id
dentity, a centtral componennt is, in fact, communiication about the past. Thiss is something
g that the
cu
urrent „memory boom” is, not least, dem
monstratin
ng, as it also makes clear what a large role the
mass
m
media pllay in the neegotiation of concepts
an
nd interpretatiions of historyy in society. The projeect is enquiring into thee role of th
he social
web/web
w
2.0, investigates
i
thhe mass mediia as acto
ors in the culture of remem
mbrance, link
ks media
memory
m
and trransnational ccommunication, traces
jo
ournalistic initiatives in hiistory and reesearches
th
he status of co
ontemporary w
witness in media (Mediia Witnessing)).
media too aree increasThe digitally-networked m
in
ngly entering into what is a particular sphere
s
of
acctivity within the overall cculture of mem
mory. In
th
he German-speaking spheree, as well as internatio
onally, Interneet projects aree evolving, which aim
att conserving and
a communiccating (recent) historicaal contexts, and
a
within tthis framework users
co
onfigure mem
mories, impresssions and experiences.
Based on a surrvey of the stuudies existing
g to date,
ou
ur goal is to identify gapps in the reseearch, to
deevelop a model for classifyying actors, to
o present
crriteria for inv
vestigating thhe different contribuc
tio
ons from posssible commuunicative accomplishments
m
and hence to analysee which of theem fulfil
th
he processes of
o rememberiing, as users generate
th
hem.
In conjunctiion with this, studies on th
he role of
pu
ublic broadcassting as an acttor in processses of the
cu
ulture of remembrance will be conducted
d at regulaar intervals. In
n response too the question
n, “What
Does
D
Remain from
f
Televiseed Representaations of
th
he Holocaust?””, we have devveloped an integrative
ap
pproach to lin
nking the persspectives of recipients
an
nd journalists empirically.

R e s e a r c h P r o j e c t s „ M e d i a C o n t e n t a n d M e d ia C u l t u r e ”

We have linked an empiricaal study on tthe
d representatioons
long-terrm significancce of televised
for menntal images off the holocausst with an inveestigation of the Majdaanek trial thro
ough journalisstic
DR
historioggraphy, or resspectively the three-part ND
televisioon documentaary, “Der Prozzeß” [The Triial]
by Eberrhard Fechner.. http://hbi.tto/4710.
Researcchers: J. Fingeer, H.-U. Wagn
ner (contact),
J.-H
H. Schmidt, A. L. Tiews
Publicattion:
Finger, J.;; Wagner, H.-U. (2014):
(
Was bleib
bt von FernsehDarsttellungen des Hollocaust? Ein integ
grativer Ansatz zuur
empirrischen Verknüpffung von Rezipien
nten- und Journal
alistenpperspektive [Whaat Does Remain from
fr Televised Reepresenntations of the Holocaust? An Integ
grative Approachh to
Linkiing the Perspectivves of Recipients and Journalists
Empiirically.] In: W. Loosen,
L
M. Dohlee (eds.), Journalis mus uund (sein) Publikkum. Schnittstellen zwischen Journnalismuusforschung und RezeptionsR
und Wirkungsforschu
W
ung.
Wiesbbaden: Springer VS,
V pp. 335-355.

34. Coll ective Identitties: Discoursses in
Ham
mburg and Leiipzig 1919-19975 on Identitty
as R
Related to Lo calities

This is a sub-projectt in the conteext of the DF
FG
proposaal, “Communiicative Figurations”, intendded
to estabblish a speciall research are at the univerrsities of B
Bremen and Hamburg
H
(seee project 3), aand
will invvestigate comm
municative fig
gurations of tthe
th
t
construcction of identtity in the 20 century as rrelated to locality.
We are taking thee media citiess of Leipzig aand
Hamburrg as exampples for an investigation
of
i
discoursses on identityy in media wee consider loccally relevvant in the metropolitan
m
area.
a
Our ba sic
premisee is: the com
mmunicative figurations aare
becominng increasinglly diverse and
d the relation of
their coonstruction too their localitty is becomiing
“more inndirect” with the changes in media. Theese
construcctions of idenntity related to locality aand
their linnk to media, however, do, in part, diff
ffer
considerrably in diachronic and sy
ynchronic com
mparison.. What are the social conteexts of relatioons
which tthe media deppicts and wh
hich can be ddiscerned here? That will
w result fro
om a historiccal
discoursse analysis off textual, audiitory and visuual
sources..
Researccher: H.-U. Wagner
Cooperaation partner: Prof. Dr. Ingee Marszolek,
Univversität Bremeen

P H D PROJEC T
Watching
W
the Holocaust
H
on TV – the Meaning of
Teelevision for the Long-ter m Developmeent of
Reecipients’ Representationss of the Holocaust

Th
he PhD project aims to deevelop an app
proach to
co
onceive long-tterm media eeffects, which
h can be
ap
pplied to variou
us topics. The selected exam
mple is the
reepresentation of
o the Holocaaust in Germaan televisio
on. The leadin
ng question forr the research is which
lo
ong-term mean
ning televisionn has for menttal represeentations (kno
owledge, episoodic memoriees, emotio
ons) of the Ho
olocaust. Longg-term in thiss case relaates to cumulatted experiencees in the coursse of life.
As
A yet there arre hardly anyy approaches of
o media
im
mpact studies, which
w
exceed sshort- or mediu
um-term,
i.ee. hours or weeeks. The exam
mple of the Hollocaust is
off particular relevance
r
reggarding the continual
memory
m
of the Holocaust. Teelevision is alrready one
off the most used
d sources of innformation on National
So
ocialism and th
he Holocaust. In the future, after the
diisappearance of
o the last coontemporary witnesses,
w
th
he medial know
wledge transferr on this topic will gain
reelevance.
m
efIn an empiirical survey, long-term media
feects are being accessed throough today’s perspectiv
ve. Media-bio
ographic interrviews and grroup discu
ussions with people from different gen
nerations
an
nd education levels will bbe executed. Thereby
from today’s perspective
p
eaarly experiences with
th
he Holocaustt topic are reconstructeed from
memory
m
and co
onnected to m
mental represeentations.
Th
he results of this
t work conttribute to fund
damental
reesearch in the field of meddia effect stud
dies. The
ch
hoice of the example is furrther supposed
d to contriibute to the question
q
how tthe processing of Natio
onal Socialism
m and the Hoolocaust can be dealt
with
w in the futu
ure.
Researcher: J. Finger
F
Pu
ublications:
Finger, J.; Wagner,, H.-U. (2014): W
Was bleibt von ferrnsehjournalistischen Da
arstellungen des H
Holocaust? Ein in
ntegrativer
Ansatz zur emp
pirischen Verknüüpfung von Journ
nalistenund Rezipiente
enperspektive. [W
What Remains of Holocaust
Representation
ns in TV? An Inteegrative Approach
h Linking
the Perspective
es of Journalists aand Recipients] In
n: W.
Loosen, M. Do
ohle (eds.), Journa
nalismus und (sein
n) Publikum. Schnittsstellen zwischen JJournalismusforsschung und
Rezeptions- un
nd Wirkungsforscchung. Wiesbaden
n: Springer VS, pp. 335-355.
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Researchers 2013/2014: Stephan Dreyer, Prof. Dr. Uwe Hasebrink (contact), Dr. Sascha Hölig, Joana Kühn,
Dr. Claudia Lampert, Marcel Rechlitz, Dr. Jan-Hinrik Schmidt, Hermann-Dieter Schröder, Dr. Anne Schulze

35. Mobile Internet Use in the Everyday Life of
Children and Young People
With the increasing spread of online-capable tablets
and smartphones, as well as the increase in favourable flat rates, the possibilities for accessing the Internet have widened as well as the possibilities for
going online regardless of location. If in 2010 “only” 13 per cent of twelve to 19-year olds accessed
the Internet through a cell phone, the proportion was
already 49 per cent in 2012 and reached 73 percent
in 2013 (MPFS 2012, p. 32, MPFS 2013, p. 30,
referring to Internet use in the last 14 days).
At the same time, we note that there are only a
few findings available to indicate what status mobile Internet usage has in children’s everyday life
and what is the attitude of parents and teachers to
the possibilities for mobile online access in general
and with regard to their children; how they deal
with the topic in everyday family life or in their
teaching and how far they (are able) to keep up with
their children’s Internet use, when this increasingly
escapes their notice or – in the case of school and of
extra-school circumstances – takes up more and
more space.
Diesen und anderen Fragen wird im Rahmen einer qualitativen Studie nachgegangen, die Kinder
im Alter von zwei bis 16 Jahren sowie Eltern und
Pädagogen in den Blick nimmt. Das methodische
Design ist eng angelehnt an das europäische Projekt
„Net children go mobile“, das seit Ende 2012 im
Rahmen des Safer Internet Programms gefördert
wird. Auf diese Weise können vergleichbare qualitative Daten zur mobilen Internetnutzung deutscher
Kinder in das europäische Projekt eingebracht und
diese gleichzeitig vor dem Hintergrund der Daten
aus den am Projekt beteiligten Ländern reflektiert
werden.
We will pursue these and other questions in the
framework of a qualitative study, which encompasses children, aged two to 16 as well as parents
and teachers. The methodological design borrows
40

closely from the European project, “Net children
go mobile”, which has been receiving funding
since the end of 2012 in the context of the “Safer
Internet” programme. This approach enables us
to gather comparable qualitative data on the
mobile Internet usage among German children
and consider it against the background of the
data from the countries participating in the project.
Laufzeit: November 2013 bis September
2014
Bearbeiterinnen: J. Kühn, C. Lampert
Duration: November 2013 to September 2014
Researchers: J. Kühn, C. Lampert
Student Assistant: L. Christoff
Funding: Federal Ministry for Family Affairs,
Seniors, Women and Youth (BMFSFJ)
36. The Acceptance, Use and Further
Development of Technical Instruments for
Youth Media Protection
The focus of this study lies in the more detailed
reconstruction of the grounds for or against the
use of technical instruments for youth media
protection, as well as the concrete application of
these technical aids in the everyday life of families. On behalf of the BMFSFJ [Federal Ministry
for Family Affairs, Seniors, Women and Youth]
in 2011 and 2012, the Institute undertook surveys on the awareness, acceptance and use of
instruments for youth protection in the family
home. The results of the latest survey revealed
that most parents, in fact, know about software
for youth protection but that relatively few of
them use it.
A qualitative study involving 40 families
links to these findings and seeks to offer insight
into where, from a parental viewpoint, the practical obstacles lie in integrating the measures for

Research Projects „Media Use and Media Effects“

technical youth media protection in families’ everyday life. We are also tackling the question as to how
far parents’ conscious decision not to use suitable
measures leads to an educational, or respectively,
supervisory compensation in the family home, or
whether structural gaps in protection exist at this
point in parental praxis, or respectively, whether
they develop.
In this context, we are also considering the possibilities of positive youth media protection, as, for
instance, the role of online labels, the function and
use of whitelists and browsers for children, as well
as the integration of technical measures into parents’ concepts of childrearing.
The findings are meant to indicate the value allotted technical measures in youth media protection
in conjunction with other protective measures and to
what extent the concrete design of the instruments,
as well as information about using them, can improve their effectiveness.
Duration of the project: 11/2013 to 10/2014
Researchers: M. Rechlitz, C. Lampert
Student Asssistent: S. Adrian
Funding: Bundesministerium für Familie, Senioren,
Frauen und Jugend (BMFSFJ) [The Federal
Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens,
Women and Youth (BMFSFJ)]
37. Children and (Online) Advertising. Forms of
Advertising Material, Cross-Medial Marketing
Strategies and their Reception by Children
Children are beginning to use and explore the Internet at younger and younger ages. As their surfing
range and their online activities expand, they automatically come into contact with online advertising
and other commercial contents. In this situation, it is
not yet clear to what extent and from what age they
are in a position to recognise advertising as what it
is and to differentiate it from non-advertising contents, or respectively, to identify persuasive messages.
There has not been, by and large, much research
on the questions as to how far the reception of
commercial communication, in a situation where
any capacity to deal with advertising only develops
gradually, can affect the development of children’s

personalities, and what is demanded of primary
school children in order for them to interpret and
assess commercial online contents.
In the context of the project, these and other
questions will be comprehensively investigated
from an interdisciplinary perspective.
The project comprises five interconnected
research modules overall:
– The analysis of selected Internet sites as
regards forms of advertising and other commercial communications they display, their embedding in the contents as well as indications of
demarcation from non-advertorial contents.
Both, Internet sites especially for children and
material not directed towards children yet used
by them for preference will be considered.
– Expert legal opinion on the topic of children and online advertising, consisting of a survey of the legal and administrative regulatory
frameworks, the criteria of juridical classification of the risks found through the analysis of
the material.
– A study of the reception of advertising,
consisting of several substudies. The focus lies
on the investigation (both partially standardised
and representative) of the reception of advertising by children aged six to eleven. Framework
data on socialisation and education relating to
advertising will be obtained by means of standardised questionnaires for parents.
– International consultation of experts on
best practice initiatives in the area of conveying
the capacity to deal with advertising, drawing on
media pedagogy.
On the basis of the empirical findings, media
pedagogical recommendations for action, suggestions for legal regulation, as well as practiceoriented recommendations for providers will be
formulated for the topic area of children and
online advertising.
Duration of the project: 1/2013 to 7/2014
Researchers: C. Lampert (contact), S. Dreyer, A.
Schulze
Student Assistants: A. Becker, A. K. Kirsch,
L. Mußlick, C. Servais, T. Siemens,
A. Studemund, J. Theobald, M. Voss
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Funding: Landesmedienanstalt Nordrhein-Westfalen
(LfM) [The State Media Authority of
Northrhine-Westphalia], Bundesministerium für
Familie, Senioren, Frauen und Jugend
(BMFSFJ) [The Federal Ministry for Family
Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth]
Lecture:
“Werbung im Netz: Akteure, Funktionen und Strukturen. Befunde und Fragen aus Sicht der Forschung” [Advertising in the Net:
Actors, Functions and Structures. Findings and Questions from a
Research Viewpoint], keynote lecture by S. Dreyer in the context
of the workshop, “Kinder und Online-Werbung”, at the Landesanstalt für Medien Nordrhein-Westfalen (LfM) and the Bundesministerium für Familie, Senioren, Frauen und Jugend (BMFSFJ)
on 26 November 2013 in Düsseldorf.

38. Reuters Institute Digital News Survey
Technical devices, together with the services available for consuming news, are continuing to differentiate themselves; at the same time the various options for consuming news are converging, as quite
different types of service can be used with one single device. The technical and content-related base
for social information and the formation of opinion
are hence changing considerably. Accordingly,
there is a greater need for research on the way the
population, or respectively, various groups within it,
is altering its consumption of news and into what
role the various technical platforms and news services are playing in that process.
These questions are central to the Reuters Institute Digital News Survey, conducted for the first
time in 2012 by the Reuters Institute for the Study
of Journalism located in Oxford. The enquiry was
carried out simultaneously in the United Kingdom,
Brazil, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Japan,
Spain and in the USA, in order to be able to discern
general trends but also national peculiarities. Since
2013, the Hans Bredow Institute has beenthe collaborating partner responsible for the German contribution, as supported by the media authorities.
The study’s core areas are:
– a current assessment of news consumption
covering all potential platforms and services;
– observing changes over time and
– a comparison between the various countries.
The results of the study can be downloaded from
the Institute’s website and from www.digitalnews
report.org.
Researchers: S. Hölig (contact), U. Hasebrink
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Student Assistant: L. Just
Cooperating partners: David Levy, Nic
Newman, Reuters Institute for the Study of
Journalism
Funding: die medienanstalten [media
authorities]
Publications:
Hölig, S.; Hasebrink, U. (2014): Wo informieren sich die
Deutschen? Muster der informationsorientierten Mediennutzung im internationalen Vergleich [Where do
Germans Get Their Information? Patterns of Media Use
Directed towards Information in an International Comparison]. In: die medienanstalten (ed.), Programmbericht
2013. Fernsehen in Deutschland. Programmforschung
und Programmdiskurs. Berlin: Vistas, pp. 107-125.
Hölig, S.; Hasebrink, U. (2013): Nachrichtennutzung in
konvergierenden Medienumgebungen. International
vergleichende Befunde auf Basis des Reuters Institute
Digital News Survey 2013. [The Use of News Media in
Coverging Media Environments. Internationally Comparative Findings on the Basis of the Reuters Institute
Digital News Survey 2013]. In: Media Perspektiven
11/2013, pp. 522-536.
Hasebrink, U.; Hölig, S. (2013): Lagging Behind or Choosing a Different Path? Information Behaviour in Germany. In: D. Levy, N. Newman (eds.), Reuters Institute
Digital News Report 2013. Oxford, pp. 81-83.

Lectures:
“Wie informiert sich die Gesellschaft? Informationsinteressen und Nutzungsmuster im internationalen Vergleich”
[How does Society Get Its Information? Information Concerns and Patterns of Use in International Comparison],
lecture by S. Hölig for the 34. Semesterabschlusstreffen of
the Chair for “Historische und Systematische Kommunikationswissenschaft” at the Institut für Kommunikations- und
Medienwissenschaft of the University of Leipzig on 24
January 2014.
“Wo informieren sich die Bürger? Zur Nutzung von Angeboten, Plattformen und Geräten im internationalen Vergleich” [Where do Citizens Get Their Information? On the
Use of Services, Platforms and Devices in International
Comparison], lecture by U. Hasebrink and S. Hölig to the
“Ausschuss für Medien- und Kreativwirtschaft” of the
Hamburg Chamber of Commerce on 5 November 2013 in
Hamburg.
“News Usage, Platform Segments and the Role of Social
Media Within Them”, lecture by S. Hölig on the panel,
“Patterns of News Consumption in Social Media” at the
“Transforming Audiences 4 Conference” on 4 September
2013 in London (together with David Levy, Kim Christian
Schrøder und Rasmus Kleis Nielsen).
“Wie informieren sich die Bürger in Deutschland?” [How do
German Citizens Get Their Information?], lecture by U.
Hasebrink and S. Hölig at the 4. Hamburger Mediensymposium: “auffinden │ auffindbar machen │ auffindbar sein.
Informative Inhalte in digitalen Medien” on 12 June 2013 in
Hamburg.
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39. Info rmation Repeertoires of the German
Popuulation

A continuous monitooring of the diversity
d
of m
media
and opinnion in Germaany requires not
n only studiees on
the leveel of media providers
p
and
d their offers,, but
also sysstematic invenntories of the information
i
reepertoires oof the Germann population. On behalf off the
federal commissioneer for culturee and media, and
followinng a decision of the Germaan Parliamentt, the
Hans B
Bredow Instituute developed
d a concept ffor a
regular (e.g. annual) survey on cross-media
c
innformation repertoires of
o the German
n population and
tested itt in a pilot studdy in 2011.
The findings show
wed that, at present,
p
televiision
remainss the most im
mportant medium influenncing
opinion. The Interneet actually rep
presents the m
most
or young peoople;
importaant informatioon medium fo
but in annswer to the concrete
c
questtion as to the m
most
importaant sources influencing
i
political
p
opiniions,
they alsso cite televisiion programm
mes most frequuently, or reespectively, daaily newspapeers for informaation
on theirr own region.
o this data took
Morre detailed assessments of
place inn 2013/2014, in
i order, for in
nstance, to iddentify differrences specifiic to particularr milieux betw
ween
differennt population groups.
g
In aaddition, we developed pllans for a reepeat
study aand were inn talks on financing itt.
http://hbbi.to/3795
Researcchers: U. Haseebrink (contact), S. Hölig,
J.-H
H. Schmidt
Fundingg: Der Beauftrragte der Bund
desregierung ffür
Kulttur und Medieen [Commissio
oner of the
Fedeeral Government for Culturre and Media]
Publicattion:
Hasebrinkk, U.; Hölig, S. (22014): Topografiee der Öffentlichkeeit.
[The Topography of thhe Public Sphere..] In: Aus Politik und
Zeitggeschichte, vol. 222-23, pp. 16-22.
Hasebrinkk, U.; Schmidt, J.-H. (2013): Mediienübergreifende
Inform
mationsrepertoirees [Cross-media Information
I
Repeertoiress]. In: Media Persspektiven, No 1, pp.
p 2-12,
http:///www.media-perrspektiven.de/uplo
oads/tx_mppubli cations//01-2013_Hasebrrink_Schmidt.pdff.
Hasebrinkk, U.; Schmidt, J.-H. (2013): Inforrmationsrepertoirees
und M
Medienvielfalt in der Großstadtöfffentlichkeit. Eine Untersucchung der Berlineer Bevölkerung. [Information
[
Reppertoiress and Media Diveersity in Urban Pu
ublic Spheres. Ann Investiggation of the Berllin Population]. In
n: B. Pfetsch; J. G
Greyer; J. Trebbe (eds.): MediaPolis
M
– Kom
mmunikation zwis chen
Bouleevard und Parlam
ment. Strukturen, Entwicklungen
E
un
und
Problleme von politischher und zivilgeseellschaftlicher Öff
ffentlichkeeit. Konstanz: UV
VK (Schriftenreih
he der DGPuK; 400),
pp. 1661-184

Hasebrink, U.; Sc
chmidt, J.-H. with
th assistance of S. Rude, M.
Scheler, N. Tosbat
T
(2012): Innformationsreperttoires der
deutschen Bevölkerung. Konz
nzept für eine regeelmäßig
ende bevölkerunggsrepräsentative Befragung
B
durchzuführe
im Rahmen des
d Vorhabens „E
Erfassung und Daarstellung
der Medien- und Meinungsviielfalt in Deutschlland“ [Inepertoires of the G
German Populatiion. Conformation Re
cept for a reg
gular representatiive survey in the course of
the project „Capture and Desccription of Mediaa and
Opinion Plurrality in Germanyy”]. Hamburg (working papers of the Hans
H
Bredow Instititute No. 24, Dow
wnload at
http://hbi.to/957).
Hölig, S. (2013): Informationsreppertoires Jugendlicher und
ung
junger Erwachsener [Young PPeople’s and You
Adults’ Inforrmation Repertoiires]. In: merz. Zeeitschrift
für Medienpädagogik, vol 57 , no. 3, pp. 15-24
4.
ebrink, U. (2012)): Regionalzeitung
gen in den
Schmidt, J.; Hase
Informationssrepertoires der D
Deutschen [Regio
onal Newspapers in Ge
ermans’ Informatiion Repertoires]. In: new
business Reg
gionale Tageszeittungen, Septembeer 2012,
pp. 8-10.

Lecture:
“Informationsrep
pertoires der deuutschen Bevölkerrung” [The
Information Repe
ertoires of the Geerman Populace],, lecture by
U. Hasebrink att the Versammluung der Niederssächsischen
Landesmedienanstalt on 28 Novem
mber 2013 in Han
nover.

40. COST Prog
gramme „Trannsforming Auudiences
– Transforming Societ ies”

The Action, “Transforming
“
g Audiences – Transforming Sociieties” (Actioon IS0906) ran
r from
2010 to Febru
uary 2014 in the frameworrk of the
COST-Prograamme (Europpean Cooperration in
Science and Technology) and was devoted to
r
fostering inteernational coooperation in researching usage and receptioon (see ww
ww.costtransforming--audiences.eu)). The Hans Bredow
Institute was represented on its Man
nagement
Committee by
y Uwe Hasebrrink.
In the fram
mework of thhe programmee, the Institute participated above aall in publicaations on
the topic of crossmedia an
and convergen
nce from
the perspectiv
ve of users. T
This context generated
g
the initiative for an internnationally com
mparative
study on “E
European Meedia Audiences” (see
project 41). U.
U Hasebrink aand S. Hölig were coeditors of a sp
pecial issue oof the journal “Participations” on th
he combinatioons of methods used in
reception ressearch. In adddition, U. Hasebrink
H
and Rudolf Kammerl joointly contrib
buted an
article on Geermany to a ccomparative survey of
European pollicy in supporrt of media co
ompetency. http:// hb
bi.to/3617
Researchers: U.
U Hasebrink,, S. Hölig
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Cooperating partners: Divina Frau-Meigs (Sorbonne
Nouvelle, Paris), Rudolf Kammerl (Universität
Hamburg).
Publications:
Bjur, J.; Schrøder, K. C.; Hasebrink, U.; Courtois, C.; Adoni, H.;
Nossek, H. (2014): Cross-Media Use – Unfolding Complexities in Contemporary Audiencehood. In: N. Carpentier; K. C.
Schrøder; L. Hallett (eds.), Audience Transformations. Shifting Audience Positions in Late Modernity. New York, NY:
Routledge, pp. 15-29.
Kammerl, R.; Hasebrink, U. (2014): Media and Information
Literacy Policies in Germany. Paris: ANR TRANSLIT and
COST “Transforming Audiences, Transforming Societies”,
http://ppemi.ens-cachan.fr/data/media/colloque
140528/rapports/GERMANY_2014.pdf.
Schrøder, K. C.; Hasebrink, U.; Hölig, S.; Barker, M. (2012)
(eds.): Exploring the Methodological Synergies of Multimethod Audience Research. Special Issue of “Participations.
Journal of Audience and Reception Studies”, Vol. 9, issue 2.

Lecture:
“Future Audiences: Towards Longitudinal Studies of European
Media Audiences”, lecture by U. Hasebrink and S. Hölig at the
final conference of the COST-Action “Transforming Audiences,
Transforming Societies” on 7 February 2014 in Ljubljana (together with K. B. Jensen).

41. European Media Audiences
Considerable shifts in the use of media accompany
both the technical convergence of media services
and their differentiation from each other. In this
connection, the Hans Bredow Institute is interested
in the particular question as to how media users, or
respectively, various sub-groups of the population
combine the different communication services and
thus put together their personal media repertoires.
This project aims to ascertain the media repertoires
in various European countries.
In the context of the COST Action “Transforming Audiences, Transforming Societies”, and on the
initiative of Klaus Bruhn Jensen at the University of
Copenhagen, a group of research teams from ten
European countries, so far, has come together and
developed a common questionnaire, with which an
online enquiry can be conducted into the use of the
various old and new media. The first report, planned
for summer 2014, will offer an initial insight into
common factors among countries and peculiarities
specific to individual ones as regards the way people combine the old and the new media.
Researchers: S. Hölig, U. Hasebrink
Student Assistant: L. Just
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Cooperating partners: Klaus Bruhn Jensen
(University of Copenhagen), Jean-Michel
Lebrun (Ipsos Belgium) together with teams
from eight other European countries.
Lectures:
“Wie informiert sich die Gesellschaft? Informationsinteressen und Nutzungsmuster im internationalen Vergleich”
[How Does Society Get Its Information? Information Concerns and Patterns of Use in International Comparison],
lecture by S. Hölig for the 34. Semesterabschlusstreffen of
the Chair for “Historische und Systematische Kommunikationswissenschaft” of the Institut für Kommunikations- und
Medienwissenschaft at the Universität Leipzig on 24 January
2014.
“Future Audiences: Towards Longitudinal Studies of European Media Audiences”, lecture by U. Hasebrink and S.
Hölig at the final conference of the COST-Action “Transforming Audiences, Transforming Societies” on 7 February
2014 in Ljubljana (together with K. B. Jensen).

42. A Long-term Study on Media Apropriation
This is a sub-project in the DFG proposal,
“Communicative Figurations”, aimed at establishing a special research area at the universities
of Bremen and Hamburg (see project 3), and
investigates the change in media environments
from a long-term perspective. The project links
two empirical approaches: a qualitative metaanalysis of current qualitative and quantitative
investigations on the use of “new” and “old”
media continuously observes how the media
environments of various population groups has
changed with the emergence and disappearance
of media, seen as both technologies, services
and content.
Secondly, we will conduct a long-term study
to research into how various population groups
adopt the respective media available. The results
of both steps will be regularly made available to
the sub-projects directed to concrete communicative figurations, as well as to the wider specialist audience.
Researcher: U. Hasebrink
Cooperating partner: Prof. Dr. Andreas Hepp,
Universität Bremen
43. Convergence from the User’s Perspective
– the Concept of Communication Modes
With this in-house project, the Institute is extending earlier work on the future of television use. In

Research Projec ts „ Media Use and Media Effects“

the facee of the anticiipated difficullty researcherss (as
well as media provideers) will confrront in differenntiating the ttendencies of general
g
media use
u from the uuse of
the respeective individuual media, given an environm
ment
where ciircumstances in
i the media arre further convverging techhnically, the concept of th
he communicaation
mode hhas been put forward. Thiss merits particcular
attentionn because it will
w become inccreasingly diffficult
to recoggnise from thee fact that a particular
p
techn
hnical
gadget iis being used just what its users are actuually
doing. A
As they use gadgets, which – to put it simpply –
can “do it all”, only thhe users themsselves know, inn the
last anallysis, what they are doing in concrete teerms,
that is, iin what comm
munication mod
de they are opperating at anny time.
The thesis here is
i that the bo
oundaries betw
ween
while
technicaal media services are indeeed blurring, w
the bouundaries betw
ween variouss communicaation
modes aand their psycchic, social an
nd cultural siggnificance arre being preserved. Integraating old and new
media ddoes not meaan a levelling
g of demarcattions
betweenn the specificc uses and everyday
e
routtines
connectted to the various media serrvices and leaading
to somee unspecific activity
a
in gen
neral communnication. Onn the contrary: empirical fin
ndings – in paarticular thoose that are deeliberately seeeking out pattterns
of indivvidual media--use that crosss the boundaaries
betweenn the various media – poin
nt to the deveelopment off a very speccific division of functionss between tthe various media
m
servicess. A PhD prooject
identifieed the particcular commu
unication moodes,
which ccan be observeed in dealingss with the Inteernet
(S. Höliig).
The concept is usseful for the analysis
a
of chaaracteristics of linear and non-linear tellevision as weell as
for diffeerent forms of the receptio
on of, movingg images. http:// hbi.to/9913
Researcchers: U. Hasebbrink (contact)), S. Hölig
Publicattions:
Hasebrinkk, U. (2013): Moddi audiovisueller Kommunikation
[Moddes of Audio-Visuual Communication]. In: C. Wijneen, S.
Trültzzsch, C. Ortner (eeds.): Medienwellten im Wandel. W
Wiesbadenn: Springer VS, pp.
p 55-70.
Hasebrinkk, U. (2012): Anyy time? Modi lineearer und nichtlinearrer Fernsehnutzunng [Modes of Lin
near and Non-Linnear
Televvision Use]. In: Medien
M
und Zeit 27
2 (2), pp. 44-53.
Hasebrinkk, U.; Hölig, S. (22013): Conceptuaalizing Audiencess in
Convvergent Media Ennvironments. In: M.
M Karmasin, S. D
Diehl
(eds.)), Media and Connvergence Management. Berlin: Sppringer, ppp. 189-202.
Hölig, S. ((2012): Informatiionsorientierte Ko
ommunikationsm
modi
im Innternet. Eine Diffeerenzierung gratiffikationsbestimm
mter

kommunikattiver Handlungenn zwischen Masseen- und interpersonalerr Kommunikationn [Information-O
Oriented
Communicattion Modes on thhe Internet. A Diff
fferentiation of Comm
municative Actioons Determined by Gratification and Operating
O
betweenn Mass and Interp
personal
Communicattion]. University of Hamburg
(http://ediss.sub.unihamburg. de/volltexte/2012
2/ 5819).

Lecture:
“Information-orie
ented Communiccation Modes in Converging
C
Media Environm
ments”, lecture byy S. Hölig at th
he “Deconstructing Media Convergence Con
onference” on 22 November
2013 in Salzburg
g.

44. EU Kids Online
O

How do children and youung people in
n Europe
net, which rissks do they encounter
use the Intern
and how do they
t
deal withh these? Whaat are the
commonalitiees and differennces between individual countries?? How can saafe and compeetent use
of online media be supporrted? The pro
oject EU
Kids Online deals
d
with theese questions. In 2006,
the European Commissionn accepted thee project,
which is now in its third phhase, in the co
ontext of
the Safer Inteernet Plus Proggramme. 25 European
E
states take part in the reesearch projecct. Sonia
a Leslie Hadddon from thee London
Livingstone and
School of Economics
E
annd Political Science
(LSE) coordin
nate the netwoork.
The project is dividded in vario
ous subprojects:
EU Kids Online I (22006-2009): The
T first
stage focused
d on an invenntory of Euro
ope-wide
available data on online usage of chiildren. It
further concerrned questionns of methodology, the
demands of in
nternationallyy comparative research
etc. In the laast analysis, recommendattions for
action in futu
ure research pprojects and measures
m
for dealing safely
s
with thhe Internet an
nd other
online services were to bee worked outt on this
basis. The results
r
of the
he three-year project,
which were presented in London on 10 June
2009, provid
de an overvieew on the status
s
of
available dataa, as well as oon the urgent need for
research and action.
a
EU Kids Online II (20009-2011): Du
uring the
second projecct stage a reprresentative surrvey was
conducted in
n 25 Europeaan countries, in each
case among 1,000 children
en between ag
ge 9 and
17 as well ass one parent at a time weere interviewed. This gives some inndication of th
he opportunities and riisks related too online usage and also
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allows for the veriffication of hypotheses, w
which
have come up duringg the first projeect, but due too the
present database coulld not yet be examined.
e
EU Kids Online III (2011-20
014): In the tthird
project phase the database
d
with
h surveys onn the
online uusage of childdren in Europe will be upddated
and exteended, on thee other hand data
d
from thee Europe-wiide representaative survey will
w be evaluuated
more ddeeply. In adddition, qualititative intervviews
will be executed in selected cou
utries on the risk
H
cooordiunderstaanding of chiildren. Uwe Hasebrink
nates thhe deepening analysis of qu
uantitative dat
ata in
this projject phase.
Furth
ther informatiion on the prroject and repports
are avaailable at ww
ww.eukidson line.de.
htttp://
hbi.to/3615
Researcchers: U. Haseebrink, C. Lam
mpert (contact)
t)
Student Assistant: M.. Drosselmeier
Fundingg: European Commission,
C
for
f EU Kids
Onliine I also: Statte Media Auth
hority North
Rhinne-Westphaliaa, AOL, Micro
osoft
Deuutschland; for EU
E Kids Online III: State
N
and
Meddia Authority NRW
Meddienpädagogisscher Forschun
ngsverbund
Südw
west
Publicattions:
Hasebrinkk, Uwe; Lobe, B. (2013): The Culttural Context of R
Risk.
On thhe Role of Intercuultural Differencees for Safer Internnet Issues. In: B. O'Neill, E. Staksrud, S. MccLaughlin (eds.), Towardss a Better Interneet for Children? Policy Pillars, Playyers
and P
Paradoxes. Göteboorg: Nordicom, pp.
p 283-299.
Helsper, E
E. J.; Kalmus, V.;; Hasebrink, U.; Sagvari,
S
B.; de H
Haan,
J. (20013): Country Claassification: Oppo
ortunities, Risks,
Harm
m and Parental Meediation. London School of Econoomics
and P
Political Science: EU Kids Online.
Hasebrinkk, U.; Lampert, C.
C (2012): Onlinen
nutzung von Kinddern
und JJugendlichen im europäischen
e
Verrgleich. Ergebnissse der
25-Läänder-Studie “EU
U Kids Online” [A
A European Compparison oof the Online Use of the Internet by
y Children and Y
Young
Peoplle. Results of the Study across 25 Countries, “EU K
Kids
Onlinne”] In: Media Peerspektiven 12/20
012, pp. 635-647.

Lectures:
“Medienkkompetenz
unnd
Medieninkompetenz”
Media
[M
Comptencce and Media Inccompetence], leccture in the conteext of
the public lecture series “Wie geht es unseren Kindernn und
Familien?? Antworten der Wissenschaften!”
W
” at the Hochschuule für
Angewanddte Wissenschaftten Hamburg on 3 June 2014 in Hamburg.
„Challengges of Longitudinnal Research: Leessons Learnt“, leecture
by U. Hassebrink on the EU
E Kids Online-W
Workshop on 15 January 2014 iin Reykjavik.
“Medien, Kommunikatioon und Informationstechnologiee im
Familienaalltag” [The Meddia, Communicaation and Inform
mation
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Technology], lecture by U. H
Hasebrink at thee 4th Europäischer Fachk
kongress Familiennforschung on 7 June 2013
in Bamberg.
“Risiko, Rischio, Ryzyko – Onliinerisiken aus deer Perspektive europäischerr Kinder – Ergebbnisse aus dem Projekt
P
EU
Kids Online” [R
Risk, Rischio, Ryyzyko – Online Risks
R
from
the Perspective of
o European Chiildren – The Ressults of the
Project, EU Kids Online], lecturre by U. Hasebriink and C.
Lampert in the context
c
of the evvent, “Kinder im Netz. Aktuelle Befunde und
u Handlungsannsätze” on 25 Jun
ne 2013 in
Hamburg.

45. Media Edu
ucation throuugh Parents:
Promotion
n of Media Coompetence in the
Family beetween Aspiraation and Reaality

Media Educaation is an inncreasingly sig
gnificant
field of education, becauuse media more
m
and
more permeatte the everydaay life of children and
families. Succcessful mediia education requires
parents who – besides geeneral compeetence in
education – have media competence of their
own and adeequate knowleedge about how children learn meedia.
Parents’ ideas of mediaa education, the
t pracwithin the fam
mily, the
tice of mediaa education w
potential resistance compliicating the reealisation
of media edu
ucation guideliines, as well as information demaands regardinng the topic are the
focus of this project whicch is executed
d by the
Hans Bredow
w Institute in cooperation with the
JFF – Institu
ut für Medieenpädagogik in Forschung und Praxis
P
[JFF – Institute fo
or Media
Education in Research
R
and Practice] on behalf
b
of
the Media Authority
A
Norrth Rhine-Westphalia
(LfM).
Alongsidee a quantitativve survey of 453 parents with chilldren aged fivve to twelve, 48
4 deepening case sttudies of fam
milies were co
onducted.
The results of
o the study w
were presenteed on 19
March 2013 in Düsseldorf. http://hbi.to/4182
Researchers: C. Lampert (ccontact), C. Scchwinge
(until 9/12
2)
Student Assisstants: T. Beuttler, R. Groeneveld,
L. Toledo
Cooperating partners:
p
JFF – Institut für
Medienpäädagogik in Foorschung und Praxis
[JFF – Insstitute for Meddia Education in
Research and Practice] (Dr. Ulrike Wagner,
W
Christa Geebel)
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Funding: Landesanstalt für Medien NordrheinWestfalen (LfM) [Media Authority North RhineWestphalia]
Publication:
Wagner, U.; Gebel, C.; Lampert, C. (eds.) (2013): Zwischen
Anspruch und Alltagsbewältigung: Medienerziehung in der
Familie [Between Expectations and Managing Everyday
Routines: Media Education in Families], Berlin: Vistas
(Schriftenreihe Medienforschung der LfM vol. 72.

Lectures:
“Medienerziehung in der Familie unter den Bedingungen von
Mediatisierung” [Media Education in Families under Conditions
of Mediatisation], lecture by C. Lampert in the context of the
Autumn meeting of the DGfE-Sektion Medienpädagogik on 7
November 2013 in Cologne (jointly with U. Wagner and C.
Gebel).
“Mediennutzung und -erziehung in der Familie” [Media Use and
Education in Families], lecture by C. Lampert in the context of
the lecture series, “Immer und überall online”, on 28 October
2013 in Hamburg.

lenged, Supported, Endangered” (Fritz et al.
2011), as well for the study, „Exzessive Computer- und Internetnutzung Jugendlicher im
Zusammenhang mit dem (medien-) erzieherischen Handeln in deren Familien” [Excessive Use of Computers and the Internet by
young People in connection with (media-) pedagogical Measures in their Families], project
leader: Prof. Dr. Rudolf Kammerl, University of
Hamburg. The qualitative interviews with
gameplayers are assessed through a secondary
analysis devoted to computer game socialisation
within families and the aspects specified above.
Researchers: C. Lampert (contact), C. Schwinge
(until 9/12)
Student Assistant: R. Groeneveld

“Mama, Papa, IPad – Medien(erziehung) in der Familie” [Mama,
Papa, IPad – Media (Education) in Families], workshop by C.
Lampert in the context of the specialist symposium, “Baby mit
Zukunft. Aufwachsen zwischen virtuellen Netzwerken und
emotionaler Präsenz”, at the Ehlerding Stiftung on 5 June 2013 in
Hamburg.

Cooperation partners: Prof. Dr. R. Kammerl,
L. Hirschhäuser (University of Hamburg)

“Je früher, desto besser? Frühkindliche Mediennutzung und
Handlungsansätze für die Elternarbeit” [The earlier, the better?
Media Use in Early Childhood and Approaches to Active Involvement by Parents], contributory lecture by C. Lampert at the
workshop for delegates to the Initiative Eltern+Medien on 15
May 2013 in Marl.

Publications:

“Zwischen Anspruch und Alltagsbewältigung: Medienerziehung
in der Familie – Vorstellung der Ergebnisse der LfM-Studie”
[Between Expectations and Managing Everyday Routines: Media
Education in Families – Presentation of the Results of the LfM
Study], talk by C. Lampert on 19 March 2013 in Düsseldorf
(together with U. Wagner).

46. Computer Game Socialisation in Families
Earlier studies have shown that many gameplayers
have gone through phases of excessive playing in
the course of their use of computer games. Accordingly, the question does arise as to how some gameplayers succeed in terminating a phase of excessive
use, and why it is that others fail.
This question comes in for more precise investigation through an examination of where the differences in computer game socialisation lie and what is
the role of families in all this. In addition, genderspecific differences receive particular emphasis.
This study is based on empirical data gathered in
the context of the project run by the Media Authority of North Rhine-Westphalia (LfM), „Competencies in and Excessive Use among Gamers: Chal-

Funding: State Media Authority NorthrhineWestphalia (LfM)
Lampert, C. (2013): Computerspielen in der Familie und
Ansatzpunkte für die medienpädagogische Arbeit
[Computer Games in Families and Approaches for Media Pedagogy]. In: J. Lauffer, R. Röllecke (eds.), Aktiv
und kreativ medialen Risiken begegnen. Medienpädagogische Konzepte und Perspektiven. Munich: kopaed,
pp. 26-32.
Lampert, C.; Schwinge, C.; Kammerl, R.; Hirschhäuser, L.
(2012): Computerspiele(n) in der Familie [Computer
Games(ing) in the Family]. Düsseldorf (LfMDokumentation; 47).

Lectures:
“Computerspiele(n) in der Familie” [Computer Games/ing in
Families], lecture by C. Lampert in the context of the specialist symposium, “Surfen, daddeln, zocken – Gamer die
unbekannten Wesen?!”, at the Landesstelle Jugendschutz
Niedersachsen on 14 May 2014 in Hanover.
“Computerspiele(n) in der Familie – Computerspielsozialisation von Heranwachsenden” [Computer Games/ing in Families – The Computer Socialisation of Adolescents], lecture
by C. Lampert in the context of the Media Academy specialist symposium, “Das Leben ist (k)ein Spiel! Onlinespiele –
Bereicherung oder Gefährdung der jugendlichen Lebenswelt?”, on 8 November 2013 in Greifswald.
Kernergebnisse aus der LfM-Sekundäranalyse zum Thema
‘Computerspielenutzung aus sozialisatorischer Perspektive’”
[Core Findings from the LfM Secondary Analysis on the
Topic, ‘Computer Game Use from the Perspective of Socialisation’], lecture by C. Lampert in the context of the colloquium, „Es begann eigentlich mit meinem Vater” [„It Actually All Started with My Father”] on 17 January 2013 in
Düsseldorf (together with R. Kammerl).
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PHD PROJECT
„Radio-Activity“ – on the Role of Technological
„Dispositifs” and Technological Competencies for
Participatory Practices: the Example of Radio
Communication
Against the background of the DFG-funded project
„(Re-)Discovery of the audience” (project 24), this
dissertation project is dealing with the overarching
question as to how we can describe and empirically
analyse the notion „active audience” and thus define
what it means.
The project proceeds from a concept frequently
applied in recent times, that of the „active audience”, and it focuses on the role of technological
objects (e.g. broadcasting technology, software
programmes, recording equipment etc.) and their
“affordances” for routines of usage, as well as on
the competencies and experiences (as well as motivating factors), which are the pre-condition for
producing a person’s own content. This (technically
influenced) area of audience activity has not enjoyed much attention as yet, although it has been
already canvassed in many models drawing on social and media theory. Examples are the technological structures of media production in Hall’s encoding/decoding model, or the relationship of „structure” and „agency” in Giddens’ theory of structuration.
It is, then, a fundamental assumption that access
to (media) technologies, that is, owning the equipment for production or reception respectively, as
well as the reception of contents and also the capacity to produce and receive contents cuts in ahead
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of a person’s own interaction with other audiences and of any participation in content or the
organisation of media.
In this context, this project will explore to
what extent the motivation and ability to participate actively are related to specific personality
traits, media competence and particularly to
technical competence as a structural dimension
of usage patterns.
It is intended to investigate these questions
by means of various forms and cases of contemporary „radio communication”, that is media
content using the auditive channel predominantly. Qualitative investigations of case studies are
chiefly envisaged, as follows: conventional radio
stations, web radio, open channels, podcasts and
amateur radio. In choosing the case studies, it is
assumed that these contents allow/require various degrees of participation and that, at the same
time, technical equipment (e.g. owning microphones), as well as skills in using and production figure to varying extents. The empirical
construct overall is oriented according to research aimed at generating theory.
The goal of the doctoral project is to augment, collate and systematize existing theoretical approaches, but also to furnish an objectrelated description of what „doing radio”
amounts to nowadays. In this vein, the case
studies will be located and systematized with
regard to the various communicative configurations they bring about in terms of „radio communication”.
Researcher: N. Heise

C. PROMOTING YOUNG RESEARCHERS
For the Institute, supporting the new generation
means above all supervising doctoral work, primarily of those employees who work as academic
researchers at the Institute, contribute to projects,
events and publications and parallel work on their

PhD projects. But the Institute can also contribute
to supporting students and post-doctorands, so it
has been participating intensively in the Graduate
School Media and Communication (GMaC) since
2009.

PR E-DOC T ORAL PHAS E
Identifying students who are to be considered for
a PhD and introducing them to research projects is
becoming increasingly important. This has already
been taking place for a long time through the
employment of student assistants who provide
invaluable work for the Institute.
For law students with a study focus on “Information and Communication Law” the Institute
gives an opportunity to participate in the series
“Hamburger Gespräche zum Medien- und Telekommunikationsrecht” [Hamburg Colloquia on
Media and Telecommunications Law], which was
developed for media lawyers. This enables students to make contact with the legal practice and
build their own networks at an early stage. A
summer school on “Freedom of Expression on the
Internet” took place in October 2013 with participation by students from the Law Faculty of the
University of Hamburg in Delhi, India.
After a successful start in 2009 and 2010, the
Institute has also taken part in the 2013 Summer
School, which was offered by the Institute for

Media and Communciation at the University of
Hamburg in cooperation with the Research Center
for Media and Communication (RCMC). Following “Cultural Studies Reception Research” in
2009 and “Media Convergence” in 2010, the topic
of the 2013 Summer School was “Repeat, Remix,
Remediate”.
A special mention requires the participation of
the Institute in the Erasmus Mundus programme
“Journalism, Media, and Globalisation”, which
the Institute for Journalism and Communication
Studies at the University of Hamburg offers in
cooperation with the universities of Århus, Amsterdam, London and Swansea and which hosts
students from all over the world. With a regular
seminar on the topic „Audiences and Identities” as
well as with the supervision of master’s theses the
Institute contributes its research experience to this
curriculum. At the same time this offers good
opportunities to extend the recruitment of young
researchers for the Institute as well as for the
Graduate School to an international level.

D O CT OR AL WO RK A T TH E I N S T IT U TE
Besides the above-mentioned support for PhD
projects by researchers of the Institute, especially
the cooperation with the “Graduate School Media
and Communication” (GMaC) is paramount regarding the promotion of young researchers in the
doctoral phase. The Institute is involved in the
GMaC, Uwe Hasebrink is a spokesperson. The
Graduate School enjoys support in the context of
the State Initiative for Excellence; researchers of
the Institute supervise PhD candidates as first and
second supervisors in the context of a mentoring
programme and with various seminars. Thus, the

Institute is now able to offer the pursuit of a PhD
through a position as „Wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter” (Research Fellow/Assistant Professor)
as well as without formal appointment, but within
a structured doctoral programme with and without
scholarships. For the Institute, the GMaC presents
an opportunity to involve additional young researchers and their respective projects in its research activities.
In addition, the Institute uses its contacts
abroad as well, in order to give doctoral candidates the opportunity to undertake a period of
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research in another institution, where this benefits
their work.
The Institute has already for a long time regarded it as a matter of course that doctoral candidates participate actively in relevant events: participating in specialist symposia elsewhere is
encouraged and supported financially.

Laura Schneider: Pressefreiheit im weltweiten Vergleich. Eine
kritische Analyse bisheriger Messverfahren [Freedom of Press
Compared Worldwide. A Critical Analysis].

Doctorates completed 2013-2014

Nele Heise: „Radio-Aktivität“ – zur Rolle technischer Dispositive und technischer Kompetenzen für partizipative Praktiken
am Beispiel der Radio-Kommunikation [„Radio-Activity „ –
on the Role of Technological „Dispositifs” and Technological
Competencies for Participatory Practices: the Example of
Radio Communication].

In the year covered by this report, two former staff
members of the Hans Bredow Institute have published their doctorates:
Arne Laudien: Präventives staatliches Eingreifen in massenmediale Internetkommunikation [Preventative Intervention by
the State in Mass Media Internet Communication], supervised
by W. Schulz, completed 2013. Published as Laudien, A.
(2013): Präventives staatliches Eingreifen in massenmediale
Internetkommunikation: Der Schutz der Kommunikationsfreiheiten in der Wissensgesellschaft durch das Zensurverbot und
die objektiven Gehalte des Art. 5 Abs. 1 GG. [Preventative
Intervention by the State in Mass Media Internet Communication: the Protection of Communication Freedom in the
Knowledge Society by the Prohibition on Censorship and the
Objective Contents of Statute 5 Abs. 1 GG.] Bremen: Europäischer Hochschulverlag.
Regine Sprenger: Regulierung crossmedialer Konzentrationsprozesse [The Regulation of Crossmedial Processes of
Conentration], supervised by W. Schulz, completed 2013.
Published as Sprenger, R. (2013): Optionen zur Regulierung
des publizistischen Wettbewerbs. Eine konzeptionelle Untersuchung des Kartellrechts und des medienspezifischen Konzentrationsrechts in Bezug auf die Verhinderung vorherrschender Meinungsmacht [Options for Regulating Journalistic
Competition. A Conceptual Investigation of Cartel Law and
the Media-specific Law on Concentration with Reference to
Preventing Predominant Influence on Public Opinion]. Frankfurt: Peter Lang.

Doctoral Projects Supervised by Uwe Hasebrink
in 2013/2014
Amaranta Alfaro Muirhead: Civic Engagement through Social
Media in Chile: Exploring its Potential to Reinforce Social
Cohesion.
Sebastian Deterding: Modes of Play. A Frame Analytic Account of Video Game Play (completed in 2013).
Juliane Finger: Die Rolle von Zeitzeugen für die Herausbildung von Vorstellungen vom Holocaust [The Role of Contemporary Witnesses for the Development of Recipients’ Representations of the Holocaust].
Ole Keding: Social Web-Strategien in Wahlkämpfen in
Deutschland und in den USA [Social Web Strategies in Electoral Campaigns in Germany and in the USA] (completed in
2013).
Ann Mabel Sanyu: New Media Use of African Migrants to
Negotiate Identity and Sense of Belonging. A Comparative
Study of Ghanaian Women Migrants.
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Vitania Yulia: A Study of Media Use in Indonesia: A Repertoire Approach to the Analysis of Patterns of Media Consumption across Paltforms.

Doctoral Projects Supervised by Wiebke Loosen
in 2013/2014

Ines Drefs: Die Rolle des Auslandsrundfunks im Zeitalter von
Social Media [The Role of Overseas Broadcasting in the Age
of Social Media].

Doctoral Projects Supervised by Wolfgang
Schulz in 2013/2014
Simon Assion: Must Carry: Übertragungspflichten auf digitalen Rundfunkplattformen [Must Carry: Transmission Responsibilities on Digital Broadcasting Platforms]
Jan Felix Dein: Rechte der Teilnehmer von Onlinewelten an
ihren virtuellen Repräsentationen [Your Rights as a Participant
in Online Worlds in Their Virtual Representation] (completed
in 2014).
Stephan Dreyer: Entscheidungen unter Unsicherheit im Jugendmedienschutz [Decisions under Uncertainty in Youth
Media Protection].
Max von Grafenstein: Principle of Purpose Limitation in Data
Protection Law with Respect to its Effects on Entrepreneurial
Innovation Processes in Startups.
Fabian Jeschke: Staatliche Maßnahmen zur Presse- und Journalismusförderung.
Martin Lose: Kommunikationsrechtliche Zugangssicherung
auf Online-Plattformen [Guarding Access to Online-Platforms
in Media Law].
Markus Oermann: Gewährleistung der Möglichkeit internetbasierter Kommunikation – eine Vermessung des grundgesetzlichen Schutzkonzepts [Ensuring the Possibility of Internetbased Communication – a Survey of the Concept of Protection
in Consitutional Law].
Philipp Schmidt: Meinungs- und Religionsfreiheit im Spannungsverhältnis – eine rechtsvergleichende Untersuchung
zwischen Deutschland, den USA und Malaysia [Freedom of
Opinion and Religion in a Tense Relation – A Comparative
Legal Survey between Germany, the USA, and Malaysia].
Julian Staben: Der Abschreckungseffekt auf die Grundrechtsausübung [The Deterence Effect of Enforcing the Basic Law].
Felix Zimmermann: Product Placements in den elektronischen
Medien [Product Placements in Electronic Media] (completed
in 2014).

Promoting Young Researchers

Doctoral Project Supervised by Hans-Ulrich
Wagner in 2014
Heidi Svømmekjær: Radio in Proportion. The Hansen Family
and Strategies of Relevance in the Danish Broadcasting Corporation 1925-50 (Roskilde Universitet / Institut for Kultur og
Identitet, completed in 2014).

The journal series, „Hamburger Schriften zum
Medien-, Urheber und Telekommunikationsrecht”
[Hamburg Papers on Media, Copyright and Tele-

communications Law] welcomes particularly
qualified works in the area of media and telecommunications law and the series „Publikationen des
Hans-Bredow-Instituts” [Publications of the Hans
Bredow Institute] welcomes particularly qualified
works from Institute researchers in the area of
communication studies.

P OS T -D OC T OR AL P HA SE
The Institute has not yet been able to establish a
systematic promotion of young researchers in
their post-doctoral phase – except that graduate
researchers at the Institute start their own research
really fast, they are as senior researchers involved
in the overall strategic planning of the Institute
and in (at least) annual appraisals aspects of further education and career planning can be addressed.

Subsequent to our positive experience with a
“Marie Curie Intra-European Fellowship for Career Development” (Dr. Roberto Suárez Candel,
2010-2012), the Institute will attempt to use this
form of support to attract beginning researchers
from other European countries who are working in
the same area as our research programmes.
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D. COOPERATIVE INVOLVEMENT

N A T I O NA L A N D I N T E R NA T I O N A L C O O P E R A TI O NS W I T H R E S E A R C H I N S T I T UT I O NS
University of Hamburg/RCMC
By far the most important partner in cooperation
with the Institute is the University of Hamburg.
Together with the Faculties of Humanities, as well
as Business, Economics and Social Sciences, the
Institute maintains the Research Center for Media
and Communication (RCMC), which was founded
in 2009 and is intended to promote regional networking of media research. The RCMC collates
media research being conducted at the faculties of
the University of Hamburg and at the Hamburg
Media School, coordinates it with the activities
carried out at the Hans Bredow Institute and develops new research initiatives; out of the five
areas of special emphasis formed in this context,
staff of the Institute function as coordinators in
two. Alongside interdisciplinary research projects,
currently including the research alliance, “Communicative Figurations”, with the University of
Bremen (see project 3), the RCMC initiates research events and publications and promotes international exchanges in the area of communication and media studies. In 2014, the RCMC already has about 50 members. The RCMC also
maintains the above-mentioned Graduate School
Communication and Media (GMaC) (see part C).
One important form of cooperation, which involves broadcasting institutions alongside the
Institute and the University of Hamburg, is represented by the Forschungsstelle Geschichte des
Rundfunks in Norddeutschland [Research Centre
for the History of Broadcasting in Northern Germany]. In this cooperative project with the University of Hamburg, being conducted in close
coordination with the NDR [North German
Broadcasting corporation] and also occasionally
with the WDR [West German Broadcasting corporation], the Institute has also been establishing
accents in historical research into media develop-
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ments over the last few years. Whilst establishing
a history of the North West German Broadcasting
Corporation occupied the foreground in the first
years, the research unit is now engaging with
various partial aspects of the programming and
institutional history of broadcasting in North
Germany. The Research Centre for the History of
Broadcasting in Northern Germany is a member
of the working group, “Mediale Erinnerung &
transkulturelle Kommunikation” [Medial Remembrance and Transcultural Communication], at the
Research Center Media and Communication
(RCMC). The working group is developing a
wider perspective on both research into (medial)
remembrance and research on transnational, or
respectively, transcultural communication. Our
goal is to analyse social remembrance in and
through media theoretically and empirically in the
context of processes of transcultural transfer.
Alongside these activities, there are intensive
cooperative projects with individual faculties and
institutions at the university. The Institute has
been cooperating for years on the concept of the
area of special emphasis, “Information and Communication” at the Faculty of Law. Together with
this faculty, an appointment process for a chair in
“Media Law and Public Law including its theoretical Bases” was initiated and now led by Wolfgang Schulz, with which it is intended to reinforce
the study area of jurisprudence at the Institute and
to deepen cooperation with the University. Accordingly, the Institute supports, for instance the
“fireside chats”, where students can talk to successful practitioners about career planning and can
get to know how professions work.
A further example of collaboration with the
University is the joint work with the Erasmus
Mundus Master Programme, “Media, Journalism
and Globalization”, mounted by the Institute of
Journalism and Communication Studies.

Cooperative Involvement

And finally, the UNESCO Chair on Freedom
of Communication and Information (Project 12)
forms a further joint activity with the University.
Humboldt Institute for Internet and Society
(HIIG)
Since 2011, the Hans Bredow Institute has been
an integrated co-operation partner of the Alexander von Humboldt Institute for Internet and Society (HIIG). For the Institute, the cooperation with
the HIIG foremost is a disciplinary extension but
also means easier access to the community of
Internet-oriented international research. Its area of
competence area “Internet and Society” forms the
bridge to the HIIG. With the appointment of
Wolfgang Schulz to the board of the HIIG there is
also a personal relation on management level.
Our collaboration with the HIIG also means
that we are a member of the “Network of Internet
Research Centers” (NoC), along with the NEXA
Center in Turin, Oxford Internet Institute, the Rio
Institute for Technology and Science and the
Berkman Center at Harvard University. Wolfgang
Schulz was the executive director of the international network in the most recent research year
and coordinated its work; this role will go to the
NEXA Center at the end of 2014.
The collaboration is coordinated by the area of
competence, “Internet and Society”, at the Institute and appears in numerous joint research projects.
The Leibniz Research Association for Science
2.0
In the context of the annual general meeting of the
Leibniz Society, the Hans Bredow Institute was
inducted into the Association at the members
meeting of the Leibniz Research Association for
Science 2.0 on 28. November 2013.
The Leibniz Research Association Science 2.0
numbers 35 institutions drawn from academia and
libraries and counts as the biggest of the total of
11 research associations in the Leibniz Society.
The grouping of university and extra-university
research institutions from various research disci-

plines in Germany, Austria and Switzerland is
tackling the question as to how the internet’s numerous web 2.0 applications are changing processes of research and publication. Our goal is to
develop new technologies for systems of infrastructure on the basis of detailed research findings
on researchers’ changed working patterns.
Non-Formalised National and International
Collaborations
As yet, the Institute has not formalised cooperation with institutes, universities and individual
researchers beyond Hamburg in the form of longer-term agreements to cooperate. Such contacts
are, however, numerous, and also extend beyond
Germany and Europe.
Within Germany, the Institute seeks cooperative projects, above all in order to extend its own
disciplinary perspectives in connection with and
by means of concrete projects. The Network for
Media and Health Communication founded in
2003 by C. Lampert as a cooperative project by
the Institute can meanwhile also look back on
several years of success and forms a constituent
part of our area of competence in “Health Communication”.
Among the Institute’s particular characteristics
are its cooperative projects on an intensive and
international level. Through its International Media Handbook, it has enjoyed many years of valuable contacts in all parts of the world. Our participation in several European research projects has
made our contacts particularly close on a European level: examples of this are the research network, EU Kids Online (project 44) and the COSTAction “Transforming Audiences, Transforming
Societies” (project 40) as well as the EU projects
the Institute coordinates on machine-readable and
interoperable age classification labels in Europe
(MIRACLE, see project 9) or on co-regulation and
on the independence of regulative authorities
INDIREG (project 19). In this way, the Institute
has created good premises for devising European
research projects and making applications for
them.
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All in all, a special research emphasis in the
Asian-Pacific region (project 11) has crystallised
out of all these activities – above all in the areas of
jurisprudence – alongside the traditionally intense
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cooperation within Europe and in this way corresponds closely to current tendencies in German
research politics.

Cooperative Involvement

O T H E R C O OPE R A T I VE P R O J E C T S
The Institute is actively involved in the activities
of national and international associations of specialist researchers. In this vein, our staff members
have been active for years as spokespeople or their
representatives in the specialist groups of the
German Society for Journalism and Communication Studies (DGPuK) and members in the Society
for Media Education and Communication Culture
(GMK). Since 2003 the Institute has also provided
the chairperson of the „Study Group Broadcasting
and History” from 2007 until 2011 (H.-U. Wagner). Alongside our institutional membership of
the International Communication Association
(ICA) and the International Association for Media
and Communication Research (IAMCR), the
Institute has been represented (U. Hasebrink) on
the board of the European Communication Research and Education Association (ECREA) since
its foundation in 2005. In Hamburg in October
2010, the Institute hosted the European Communication Conference, staged every two years by
ECREA.
Cooperative projects with non-research institutions take place above all through individuals, not
through membership of the Institute itself.
In the areas of commercial cooperation, we
wish to mention that W. Schulz is co-director of
the Law-Group (previously AK Recht) of Hamburg@Work. Hamburg@Work is a cluster initiative for „MITT-Wirtschaft” (Mass Media, IT,
Telecommunication), which was founded by the
Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg and by
Hamburg firms as a public private partnership.
Stephan Dreyer has headed the “Technical
Task Force on Interoperability and MachineReadability” in the “CEO Coalition to Make the
Internet a Safer Place for Kids” since 2012. This is
an initiative proposed by the EU Commission and
created by over 30 international media firms to
improve youth protection on the Internet.
From May 2010 until February 2013, W.
Schulz has been a member as an independent

expert of the commission of enquiry for the German Parliament „Internet and Digital Society”. In
addition, W. Schulz is a member of the specialist
committee, „Communication and Information”
and of the newly founded consulting unit, „Multiplicity in Forms of Cultural Expression” of the
German UNESCO Commission. U. Hasebrink has
acted as expert in the new commission of the
German Rectors’ Conference on „New Media and
Knowledge Transfer” 2011-2013. U. Hasebrink
and C. Lampert are engaged in the Zentrum für
Kinderschutz im Internet (I-KIZ) [Centre for the
Protection of Children on the Internet (I-KIZ)]. J.H. Schmidt has been one of the leaders of the
project group, „Forum Internet und Gesellschaft”
[Forum Internet and Society] since 2012. In May
2013, the research group organised two events at
the Deutscher Evangelischer Kirchentag [German
Evangelical Church Congress] in Hamburg. H.-U.
Wagner is 2014 member of the jury „Hörspiel des
Monats“/“Hörspiel des Jahres“ [“Radio Play of
the Month”/“Radio Play of the Year”] of the
Deutsche Akademie der Darstellenden Künste
[German Academy of Performing Arts] as well as
in the jury „Hörspielpreis der Kriegsblinden“
[Blind War Veterans’ Prize for Radio Plays] (Film
Foundation Northrhine-Westphalia.
Staff of the Institute are additionally involved in
the consulting and supervisory bodies of various
organisations: the Akademie für Publizistik [Academy for Journalism] (W. Loosen); Center for Social
Responsibility in the Digital Age (S. Dreyer); the
Erfurt Netcode (C. Lampert); Studienkreis Rundfunk und Geschichte [Study Group Broadcasting
and History] (H.-U. Wagner); the Freiwillige
Selbstkontrolle Multimedia-Diensteanbieter e.V.
[The Association for the Voluntary Self-Monitoring
of Multimedia Providers] (FSM) (S. Dreyer), the
„SCHAU HIN!” Initiative (C. Lampert) and
„youthpart“ (J.-H. Schmidt).
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G U ES T R ES EA R C HE R S AT T H E H A NS BR ED O W I NS TI T U T E
Besides the Senior Visiting Research Fellow Dr.
Per Christiansen, the Insitute could welcome the
following guest researchers for stays in
2013/2014:
Dr. Marie Cronqvist, Dr. Marie Cronqvist, guest
researcher at the Hans Bredow Institute and at the
Research Centre for the History of Broadcasting
in Northern Germany from October 2013 to May
2014, is an Associate Professor in Journalism and
Media History at the University of Lund, Sweden.
In the context of the collaborative project, Entangled Media History (EMHIS) (see project no. 30),
financed by STINT (Swedish Foundation for
International Cooperation in Research and Higher
Education), she is investigating the exchange of
television programmes between the GDR and
Sweden from 1969 to 1989. Her research interests
include Swedish and European media history and
particularly the culture and media development
during the Cold War.
Maike Helmers, guest researcher at the Hans
Bredow Institute and the Research Centre for the
History of Broadcasting in Northern Germany in
November 2013, is a Senior Lecturer in Sound
Design and Editing at Bournemouth University in
England. In the context of the collaborative project, Entangled Media History (EMHIS), she was
a guest of the Hans Bredow Institute for two
weeks from 4 November 2013. The project (see
project no. 30) enabled her to do a literature
search in the Institute’s library, as well as a search

for archive material on early German sound film
in Berlin.
Prof. Dr. Marlene Holzhausen, guest researcher at
the Hans-Bredow-Institute and at the Institut für
Germanistik II (Institute for Germanic Studies II)
at the University of Hamburg from June 2013 to
April 2014, is Professor of German Literature at
the Universidade Federal da Bahia (Federal University of Bahia) in Salvador, Brazil. Marlene
Holzhausen has held a scholarship from CAPES, a
foundation administered by the Brazilian ministry
of education, since April 2013. Her post-doctoral
research project is on the topic of „Brazilian Authors on the German Radio Waves”. Her supervisor is Dr. Hans-Ulrich Wagner of the Research
Unit History of Broadcasting in North Germany at
the Hans-Bredow-Institute. Her research aims to
locate and analyse radio plays from Brazilian
writers in radio archives and radio play departments in the Federal Republic. These literary texts
are to be subsequently translated in the Brazilian
project, „Translation, Creative Processes and
Media” and recorded by the theatre group of the
staff and students in the Faculty of Media and
Communication. Marlene Holzhausen has been
the Vice-Coordinator of this project in the University of Bahia. Her research interests lie in the area
of „Concrete Poetry”, as well as in the interaction
of press, radio plays and audio-books. Over the
last few years, she has authored scholarly articles
on these topics as well as numerous translations
for publishing houses.
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E. KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER, CONSULTATION AND SERVICES
Knowledge Transfer and Consultation
The Hans Bredow Institute seeks to transfer the
knowledge arising from its work actively and as
broadly as possible to many different target
groups in multiple ways.
The Insitute’s expertise is sought after by policy-makers and practitioners in the media; the
Institute contributes, for example, to the analysis
of current issues, for example at hearings and by
way of commentary and expertise, but also at
separate events, like, for instance, the annual
Hamburger Mediensymposion [Hamburg Media
Symposium], consistently attracting over 300
participants and held in cooperation with the Medienanstalt Hamburg / Schleswig-Holstein [The
Hamburg/Schleswig-Holstein Media Authority]
and with the Chamber of Commerce.
The Institute is often asked by journalists and
names contact persons within and outside the
Institute. It provides information on the German
media system to interested parties abroad. Furthermore, the broader public audience, e.g. teachers or parents worrying about their children’s
activities on the Internet, demands its research
results.
In addition, the Institute aims to value project
results in terms of their practical relevance and to
actively transfer these to target groups as appropriate.
Many of the Institute’s projects already have,
by dint of their devising, an – to a varying extent
pronounced – element of transfer function.
Above all, this concerns those projects developed withing the Institute’s particular areas of
expertise.
In 2013/2014, the following figured among the
current social topics to which the Institute contributed:
Governance in the Internet
Questions as to how code and legal and informal
social norms determine our online activities are
one component of the research programme, “Re-

gelungsstrukturen und Regelbildung in digitalen
Kommunikationsräumen” [Regulatory Structures
and Formations in Digital Spaces of Communication], and are being tackled in numerous projects,
many of them in cooperation with the Alexander
von Humboldt-Institute for the Internet and Society (HIIG). Among the activities more directed
towards transfer is an exploratory study by J.-H.
Schmidt and K. Johnson on the use of the German
Bundestag’s e-petition server, with particular
reference to role of pseudonymity for participation
(project 2). This was published in June 2014
(Schmidt, J.-H.; Johnsen, K. (2014): On the Use
of the E-Petition Platform of the German Bundestag. Berlin: HIIG, http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/pa
pers.cfm?abstract_id=2444672).
In this area, the stakeholders are national institutions with a role in governance systems, such as
state and federal ministries and parliaments, as
well as actors from civil society, but also international institutions concerned with questions of
Internet governance, like the Internet Corporation
for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). W.
Schulz joined this latter, among others, in participating in a series of conferences held in Brazil on
the topic of “Collaborative Internet Governance
Ecosystems”. Examples are the Brazil-Germany
Meeting on Internet Governance on 22 April 2014
and the conference, “NETmundial – Multistakeholder Meeting on the Future of Internet Governance”, on 23/24 April in São Paulo. The same
topic applied to an event in Istanbul:
– “Multistakeholder Internet Governance”, a
discussion panel moderated by W.Schulz on 22
May 2014 in the context of the event, “Moving
towards a Collaborative Internet Governance
Ecosystem: Contributions by the Academic
Community and Next Steps”, as part of the series
on the Distributed, Collaborative Internet Governance Ecosystem of the Global Network of Interdisciplinary Internet & Society Research Centers.
We also tackle questions relevant to praxis in
the form of workshops or other events in Germa-
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ny. In this vein, the Institute organised a panel on
the topic of “Code Literacy” at the conference,
re:publica 2013. We discussed the extent to which
the understanding of the functioning and programming of digital spaces of communication
might be considered an independent area of media
competency:
– “Code Literacy: Verstehen, was uns online
lenkt”, [Understanding what is directing us
online], workshop by N. Heise, S. Dreyer, J.-H.
Schmidt, K. Johnsen & S. Deterding in the context
of the conference, “re:publica13 - in/side/out”
from 6 to 8 May 2013 in Berlin.
Among further activities in this field are:
– “Digital vernetzte Öffentlichkeit und das
Parti-zipationsparadox” [Digitally Networked
Public Spheres and the Participation Paradox],
keynote lecture by J.-H. Schmidt in the discussion
round, “Digitaler Straßenkampf oder Selbstverpflichtung – wie entstehen Regeln im Netz?”
[Digital Streetfighting or Self-Regulation – how
do Rules develop in the Net?], at the Deutsches
Institut für Vertrauen und Sicherheit im Internet
[German Institute for Trust and Security in the
Internet] on 14 May 2014 in Berlin.
– “‘Code as Code can’ – Anmerkungen zur
medienethischen Relevanz von Code” [‘Code as
Code can’ – Remarks on the Relevance of Codes
for Media Ethics], lecture by N. Heise at the symposium, “Täuschung, Inszenierung, Fälschung”
[Deceiving, Staging, Falsifying] on 9 January
2014 in Cologne.
– “Code as Control”, an international specialist
workshop at the Hans Bredow Institute on 17/18
January 2013.
Further the Institute participates in the discussion on the international media order through W.
Schulz’s membership in the Expert Committee
Information/Communication of the German
UNESCO Commission.

tion, particularly on the part of institutions for
children and young people. In this context the
Institute participated in developing a publication
on data protection for the German Federal Agency
for Civic Education (Schmidt/Weichert [eds.]:
Datenschutz [Data Protection]).
The Institute completed an innovation workshop, “Datenschutz” [data protection] (project 22)
in March 2014. In addition, we have taken up two
individual topics from praxis, which are very
important for effectively regulating data protection: workshops with representatives from both
praxis and research, as well as an online survey of
firms, lawyers, data protection consultants and
representatives of the monitoring authority have
allowed us to identify the potential for optimising
the dialogue on regulation. Paralleling this, we
have investigated the devising of the methods and
the transparency involved in processing data in
such a way that people concerned can actually
understand how processing happens and assess the
consequences for themselves. We have also assessed how practically applicable the methods and
transparency are. The results of this innovation
workshop are available for downloading in our
series of working papers:
– Christiansen, P.; Schmidt, J.-H. (2014): Dialog als Instrument der Datenschutzregulierung.
Eine wissenschaftliche Innovationswerkstatt im
Austausch mit Datenschutzbehörden und der Internetwirtschaft – Ergebnisse. [Dialogue as an
Instrument for Regulating Data Protection. A
Research-based Innovation Workshop in Consultation with Data Protection Authorities and the
Internet Industry – Results] Hamburg: Verlag
Hans-Bredow-Institut, May 2014 (Hans BredowInstitute Working Paper no. 29), available at:
http://www.hans-bredow-institut.de/
webfm_send/973.
Revision of Child Media Protection

Data Protection in the Net
The increased use of social networks by adolescents is leading to a more intensive need for legal
assessments of data as well as personality protec-
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The Hans Bredow Institute has taken the current
efforts in the federal states towards amending
legislation as an opportunity to comment on the
changes being suggested, against the background

Knowledge Transfer, Consultation and Services

of the results of our research evaluation and the
insights gained in the meantime. As commissioned by the BMFSFJ, the Institute had already
presented a research evaluation of the German
protection of minors from harmful media. The
conclusion regarding the interstate treaty on the
protection of minors in the media (JMStV) was
that the actors in a re-modelled system of regulated self-regulation had increasingly found their
roles.
Our research assessment did also identify,
however, some wider points and numerous lesser
ones either hampering the coherent protection of
minors and its enforcement in practice or, at the
least, making it appear in need of optimisation.
The Institute accompanied the discussion about
effective protection of minors in the media
furthter through the following activities:
– The response: “Änderung des Jugendmedienschutz-Staatsvertrages” [Changing the
Interstate Treaty on the Protection of Minors in
the Media], to the states’ discussion paper, authored by S. Dreyer and W. Schulz, 16 May 2014,
is available at: www.hans-bredow-institut.de/
webfm_send/ 1005;
– Dreyer, S. (2013): Recht haben und Recht
bekommen – Zu rechtlichen Möglichkeiten und
Grenzen bei Cybermobbing [Being Right and
Seeking Redress – On Legal Possibilities and
Limits Regarding Cybermobbing]. In: Fachkreis
Gewaltprävention (ed.), Reader “Konflikte und
Gewalt 5”, pp.7-9 (www.gewaltpraevention-ham
burg.de/dateien/Konflikte%20und%20Gewalt%2
05.pdf).
– Dreyer, S. (2013): Rechtliche Grundlagen
des Jugendmedienschutzes [The Legal Bases of
the Protection of Minors from Harmful Media].
In: U. Sander, H. Friedrichs, T. Junge (eds.), Jugendmedienschutz in Deutschland. Wiesbaden:
VS Verlag, pp. 65-82.
– “Bunnykiller Hybrid-TV? Jugendmedienschutz und konvergente Endgeräte” [Bunnykiller
Hybrid-TV? The Protection of Minors from
Harmful Media and Convergent Terminals], lecture by S. Dreyer in the context of the Media

Lunch Break, “Hybrid TV-Geräte – Enabler oder
Gatekeeper?”, at the Field Fisher Waterhouse
practice on 31 January 2014 in Hamburg.
– “Persönlichkeitsschutz im Netz – Rechtliche
Möglichkeiten und rechtliche Grenzen bei Cybermobbing” [The Protection of Individuals on the
Net – Legal Possibilities and Limits Regarding
Cybermobbing], lecture by S. Dreyer in the context of the specialist symposium, “Mobbing und
Cybermobbing. Das analoge und digitale System
der Schikane”, at the AGJ-Fachverbands für Prävention und Rehabilitation in the Erzdiözese Freiburg on 13 November 2013 in Freiburg.
– Participation by S. Dreyer in the radio
broadcast, “Cybermobbing – Wie können sich
Opfer wehren” [Cybermobbing – How Can Victims Protect Themselves?], on NDR 90,3 on 22
October 2013.
– “Bilder, Daten, Werke – Medienrechtliche
Berührungspunkte der Jugendarbeit am und im
Netz” [Images, Data, Works – Points of Contact in
Media Law with Youth Work on and in the Net],
lecture by S. Dreyer in the context of the symposium, “Social Web in der Arbeit mit Jugendlichen”, at the Jugendpfarramt in der Nordkirche 25
September 2013 in Plön.
– “Recht haben, Recht bekommen, Recht
Recht sein lassen... Wo und wie Gesetze bei
Cyber-Mobbing helfen können” [Being Right,
Seeking Redress, Leaving Right Well Alone When and How the Law Can Help with Cyberbullying], lecture by S. Dreyer in the context of the
ajs-annual congress, “Cyber-Mobbing” on 13
March 2013 in Leinfelden.
– “Entwicklungs- und Nutzungstrends im Bereich der digitalen Medien und damit verbundene
Herausforderungen für den Jugendmedienschutz”
[Trends in Development and Use in the Area of
Digital Media and Concomitant Challenges for
Youth Media Protection], lecture by U. Hasebrink
at the 2nd Nationales Fachforum Jugendmedienschutz [National Specialist Forum Youth Media
Protection] “Kompetent mit den Chancen und
Gefahren von digitalen Medien umgehen” [Dealing Competently with the Opportunities and
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Dangers of Digital Media] on 7 March 2013 in
Berne.
– Related to the study “Jugendschutzsoftware
im Elternhaus” [Software for the Protection of
Young People in Parental Homes] (project 10), U.
Hasebrink presented results and recommendations
at a workshop of the initiative “Sicher online
gehen” [Going online safely] on 20 February
2013.
Going beyond the national debate, the Institute
contributes its expertise to considerations of the
demands made by and the options for realisation
of supra-national labelling systems (projects 9 and
10).
Media Socialisation and Media Competence
In this topic area networking and the transfer of
research insights beyond specialist circles are
crucially important in particular. Especially in the
context of the projects “EU Kids Online” (project
44), “Media Education in Families” (project 45)
and “Computer Game Socialisation in Families”
(project 46) C. Lampert, J.-H. Schmidt, and U.
Hasebrink have carried out a large number of talks
and further education events in the most varied
institutional contexts. Examples of this are:
– “Medienkompetenz und Medieninkompetenz” [Competence and Incompetence with Media], lecture by U. Hasebrink in the context of the
public lecture series, “Wie geht es unseren Kindern und Familien? Antworten der Wissenschaften!” at the Hochschule für Angewandte
Wissenschaften Hamburg on 3 June 2014 in
Hamburg.
– “Computerspiele(n) in der Familie” [Computer Games/ing in Families], lecture by C. Lampert
in the context of the specialist symposium, “Surfen, daddeln, zocken – Gamer die unbekannten
Wesen?!” at the Landesstelle Jugendschutz Nieder-sachsen on 14 May 2014 in Hanover.
– “Heranwachsen in der digitalen Gesellschaft” [Growing up in the Digital Society] keynote lecture by J.-H. Schmidt at the Schulentwicklungstag of the Johannes-Brahms-Schule on 7
April 2014 in Pinneberg.
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– “Persönliche Öffentlichkeiten im Social
Web” [Personalised Public Spheres in the Social
Web], keynote presentation by J.-H. Schmidt at
the event, “Ohne Facebook keine Freunde?”, at
the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung on 1 April 2014 in
Hamburg.
– “Der Reiz der neuen Medien” [The Attraction of the New Media] opening lecture by J.-H.
Schmidt at the annual symposium of the
“Katholischen Jugendsozialarbeit Nord” on 5
March 2014 in Hamburg.
– “Was ist der Reiz der sozialen Medien? Jugendliche und ihr Umgang mit Facebook & Co.
aus Sicht der Kommunikationswissenschaft”
[What is the Attraction of the Social Media?
Young People and their Involvement with Facebook & Co. from the Perspective of Communications Studies], opening lecture by J.-H. Schmidt at
the specialist symposium of the Bundeselternrat
on the topic, “Gesunder Umgang mit neuen Medien im schulischen Alltag”, on 24 January 2014
in Potsdam.
– “Computerspiele(n) in der Familie – Computerspielsozialisation
von
Heranwachsenden”
[Computer Games/ing in Families – Adolescents’
Socialisation through Computer Games] lecture
by C. Lampert in the context of the specialist
symposium of the Medienakademie, “Das Leben
ist (k)ein Spiel! Onlinespiele – Bereicherung oder
Gefährdung der jugendlichen Lebenswelt?”, on 8
November 2013 in Greifswald.
– “Mediennutzung und -erziehung in der Familie” [Media Use and Education in Families]
lecture by C. Lampert in the context of the lecture
series,“Immer und überall online”, on 28 October
2013 in Hamburg.
– Organisation of a specialist symposium on
the topic of “Kinder im Netz. Aktuelle Befunde
und Handlungsansätze” [Children in the Net.
Current Findings and Practical Initiatives] on 25
June 2013 in Hamburg.
– “Mama, Papa, IPad – Medien(erziehung) in
der Familie” [Mama, Papa, IPad – Media(Education) in Families], workshop by C.
Lampert in the context of the specialist symposi-
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um, “Baby mit Zukunft. Aufwachsen zwischen
virtuellen Netzwerken und emotionaler Präsenz”,
at the Ehlerding Stiftung on 5 June 2013 in Hamburg.
– “Je früher, desto besser? Frühkindliche Mediennutzung und Handlungsansätze für die Elternarbeit” [The earlier, the better? Media Use in
Early Childhood and Approaches to Active Involvement by Parents], lecture by C. Lampert at
the Workshop für Referentinnen und Referenten
of the Initiative Eltern+Medien on 15 May 2013 in
Marl.
– “Medienbildung in der Kita und der GBS”
[Media Education in Childcare Centres and at the
GBS], lecture by C. Lampert in the context of the
8. Hamburger Fachgespräch der Behörde für Arbeit, Soziales, Familie und Integration on 24 April
2013 in Hamburg.
– “Kompetent oder verloren im Netz? Wie
nutzen Kinder und Jugendliche Angebote im Internet?” Competent or Lost in the Net? How do
Children and Adolescents use Internet Services?],
lecture by C. Lampert in the context of the
CCKids-Fachforum, “Wissenschaft und Praxis im
Dialog”, on the topic, “Verloren im Netz? Medienkompetenzförderung bei Kindern und Jugendlichen”, on 16 April 2013 in Hamburg.
– “Kernergebnisse aus der LfM-Studie zum
Thema ‚Kompetenzerwerb, exzessive Nutzung
und Abhängigkeitsverhalten’” [Core Results from
the LfM Study on the Topic of ‘Acquiring Competencies, excessive Use and Dependence Behaviour’], lecture by C. Lampert in the context of the
specialist colloquium, „‘It Actually Began with
My Father’” – Presentation of the Results of the
Study into the Topic of Computer Games(ing) in
Families” on 17 January 2013 in Düsseldorf.
Moreover, the Hans Bredow Institute commits
itself in various contexts towards a long-term and
sustainable establishment of media competence. In
Hamburg C. Lampert also participated in the discussion about a concept for media competence
promotion by the Senatskanzlei on 11 April 2013
in the Bürgerschaft [parliament] in Hamburg.

Future of Public Service / Public Value
Following the execution of the so-called „Three
Step Test” the evaluation of all experiences has
started. Also during this phase the Institute is
available and sought after as contact. One of the
questions concerns the future role of the internal
supervisory bodies. The Institute evaluates its
experiences from the project INDIREG (project
19) also with regard to the meaning for an organisation of all bodies’ work which is effective and in
conformity with European law. It accompanies the
discussion through:
– participation by W. Schulz in the panel discussion on “Veränderung und Herausforderung –
politischer, medialer und technischer Wandel”
[Change and Challenge – Political, Medial and
Technical Transformation], at the symposium of
the Historische Kommission of the ARD, entitled
“Im öffentlichen Interesse – Bedeutung und Zukunft des öffentlich-rechtlichen Rundfunks” on 28
May 2014 in Hamburg;
– Commentary by W. Schulz on the decision
of the Federal Consitutional Court on the ZDF
State Treaty, delivered before the SPD party directorate commission on the media and the politics of
the
net,
entitled
“Anforderungen
und
Herausforderungen für die zukünftige binnenplurale Kontrolle des öffentlich-rechtlichen Rundfunks” on 26 March 2014 as well as at the workshop of the ARD Gremienvorsitzendenkonferenz
entitled „Rundfunkgremien im Spiegel des Urteils
des Bundesverfassungsgerichts“ on 30 April 2014
at the Norddeutscher Rundfunk in Hamburg.
– “Bestandsaufnahme und Veränderungsbedarfe” [Stocktaking and the Need for Change],
lecture by W. Schulz in the context of the specialist panel, „Perspectives in Public Broadcasting – a
Dialogue within the SPD Party in the Federal
Parliament on Media Politics” on 18 April 2013 in
Berlin;
– “Öffentlich-rechtlicher Rundfunk 2025 –
Funktionsauftrag, Finanzierung und Wettbewerb
in vollkonvergenter Medienumwelt” [Public
Broadcasting 2025 – Remit, Financing and Competition in a Totally Convergent Media Environ-
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ment], lecture by W. Schulz in the context of the
event, “Public Broadcasting Funding in the 21st
Century” of the Centre for Transnational IP, Media and Technology Law and Policy at the Bucerius Law School on 19 March 2013 in Hamburg;
– “Wohin geht die [De-]Regulierungsreise in
Deutschland und Europa? Einführung in die rechtlichen Fragestellungen rund um Connected TV”
[Where is the (De)Regulation Path leading in
Germany and Europe? Introduction to Legal
Questions Surrounding Connected TV], lecture by
W. Schulz in the context of the 4th Conference of
the Chairs of Supervisory Boards, “Connected
TV: Alle auf und unter einen Schirm? Rahmenbedingungen, Herausforderungen, Chancen, Regulierungen [nicht nur] für den öffentlich-rechtlichen
Rundfunk in der konvergenten Medienwelt”
[Connected TV: Everybody Covered by One
Screen? Regulations (not just) for Public Broadcasting in the Convergent Media World] on 21
February 2013 in Hamburg;
Consequences of the Changes in Media for
Media Producers
Among the decisive questions for media politics
as well as media practice are those as to change in
people’s dealings with the media in the face of
digitalised media environments. In this area, the
DFG has supported or respectively proposed
foundational projects on media acquisition (project 42) as well as on the (Re-)Discovery of the
Audience. Journalism under the Conditions of
Web 2.0 (project 24). Alongside them, the Institute is devising synopses of the existing status of
international research in direct cooperation with
media firms and other institutions from the media
sector and it is conducting discussions of the resulting perspectives. Information transfer relevant
for practice the Institute further provided through
lectures to (novice) journalists:
– “Der Freiberufler als Marke am Beispiel des
Journalisten” [Freelancers as a Brand, with Journalists as Example], lecture by J. Reimer in the
context of the event series, “Freiberuflich in Kultur & Medien”, at the tu>startup Entrepreneurship
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School of the Technische Universität Dortmund
on 22 January 2014 in Dortmund.
– “‘Die (Wieder-)Entdeckung des Publikums’
– ein Forschungsprojekt zur Publikumsinklusion
im Journalismus unter den Bedingungen des Social Web” [‘The (Re-)Discovery of the Audience’
– a Research Project on Audience Inclusion in
Journalism in the Context of the Social Web],
lecture by J. Reimer at the Macromedia
Hochschule für Medien und Kommunikation
(MHMK) on 2 April 2014 in Hamburg.
– “Wie das Netz die Debattenkultur verändert”
[How the Net Alters the Culture of Debate], opening lecture by J.-H. Schmidt in the discussion
round, “Debatten im Netz”, staged by VOCER
and süddeutsche.de on 20 September 2013 in
Hamburg.
– “Vertrauen durch Transparenz? Zu Potenzial
und Problemen journalistischer Selbstoffenbarung” [Trust through Transparency? On the
Potential and the Problems of Journalistic SelfRevelation], lecture by J. Reimer in the context of
the specialist colloquium, „Wandel und Messbarkeit des öffentlichen Ve”trauens im Zeitalter
des Web 2.0” [Change and Assessibility of Public
Trust in the Age of Web 2.0] at the Institut für
Praktische
Journalismusund
Kommunikationsforschung IPJ e. V. [Institute for Practical Research into Journalism and Communication]
on 25 January 2013 in Leipzig.
In October 2013, J.-H. Schmidt was also invited to Brazil by the Goethe Institute. At the University of Belem as well as at the Goethe Institute
in Salvador de Bahia, he spoke on the structural
change in the public sphere occasioned by digital
media.
Media and Health
The Institute dealt with the area of media and
health in different contexts last year: be it with
regard to the question, how complementary medical treatments are presented in the media and
perceived by patients (project 29), the potential
health-related „risks and side effects” of media
use, or the opportunities of media for health pro-
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motion (e.g. “Serious Games for Health”). Being
related to medicine and health, new interesting
cooperations and transfers arise. Exemplary are
the following activities:
– The coordination of the network „Media and
Health Communication” and the maintenance of
the website by C. Lampert.
– Collaboration in the Network of Competencies for Complementary Medicine in Oncology
(KOKON).
– “Was steckt drin? Herausforderungen und
Potenziale der Medienanalyse für die Gesundheitskommunikation am Beispiel des Themas
Krebs” [What’s it all about? The Challenges and
Opportunities for Health Communication in Media Analysis, Taking the Example of Cancer as
Topic], lecture by C. Lampert, M. Grimm & S.
Wahl in the context of the 1st symposium of the
DGPuK-Ad-hoc-Gruppe
Gesundheitskommunikation on 23 November 2013 in Hanover.
– “Transparent und evident? Qualitätskriterien
in der Gesundheitsberichterstattung und die Problematik ihrer Anwendung am Beispiel des Themas
Krebs” [Transparent and Evident? Quality Criteria
in Health Reporting and the Problems of its Application, Taking the Example of Cancer as Topic], lecture by M. Grimm & S. Wahl in the context
of the 1st symposium of the DGPuK-Ad-hocGruppe Gesundheitskommunikation on 22 November 2013 in Hanover.
– “Gesünder durch Kommunikationswissenschaft? Herausforderungen und Chancen transdisziplinärer Forschung im Bereich der Gesundheitskommunikation” [Healthier through Communication Studies? Challenges and Opportunities for
Transdisciplinary Research in the Area of Communicating about Health Matters], lecture by C.
Lampert, M. Grimm, S. Wahl and E. Baumann in
the context of the SGKM [Swiss Association of
Communication and Media Research] colloquium
“Transdisziplinarität in der Kommunikations- und
Medienwissenschaft – Return on Investment oder
vergebliche Liebesmüh?” [Transdisciplinarity in
Communication and Media Studies – Return on

Investment or a Futile Labour of Love?] on 13
April 2013 in Winterthur.
– Grimm, M.; Wahl, S. (2014): Transparent
und evident? Qualitätskriterien in der Gesundheitsberichterstattung und die Problematik ihrer
Anwendung am Beispiel des Themas Krebs.
[Transparent and Evident? Quality Criteria in
Health Reporting and the Problems of its Application, Taking the Example of Cancer as Topic.] In:
V. Lilienthal, D. Reineck, T. Schnedler (eds.),
Qualität im Gesundheitsjournalismus: Perspektiven aus Wissenschaft und Praxis. Wiesbaden: VS.
Media History Served Up Online
Under the title, „NDR Geschichte(n)” [NDR History/Stories), NDR online is collaborating with
our research unit on the history of broadcasting in
North Germany (FGRN) to publish small stories
and newspaper reports, which bring the history of
the NDR alive on its homepage. „From quite different, in part very personal viewpoints, these
texts are shedding light on the development of the
NDR and its programmes. Original soundtracks,
images and links complement the individual stories. The NDR stories are a project in train and
will be continuously augmented.” (http://www.
ndr.de/unternehmen/organisation/ndr_geschichten
/index.html).
The FGRN is also participating in the online
project, „Hamburg Personalities”, which is being
set up under the aegis of the hamburgmuseum
(quondam Museum of Hamburg History) and the
Gesellschaft Harmonie von 1789 (a private club
and cultural association in Hamburg), has facilitated the contracting of A. L. Tiews as researcher
since May 2012.
A total of 45 biographies of Hamburg personalities from the media areas of print, radio, television and film were produced and put online.
Services
Enquiries on Current Topics
The staff of the Institute is available to answer
enquiries about literature, to provide subject-
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specific information and expert opinions and to
consult on research enquiries. This sort of „informal” service is also called on intensively by journalists, who turn to the staff of the Institute frequently, and for whom the staff of the Institute
represents sought-after partners. Here, it is often a
question of specialist assessment of current developments in the media through interviews for television, radio, in online offerings or in the press.
Frequently, however, it also concerns discussions
on the background with editors, news agencies
and associations.
Being as far as possible open to these sorts of
enquiries is part of the Institute’s self-image, but it
does not respond to every question; it often helps
by referring on to relevant colleagues or with
background information.
The Institute in the WWW
Our address, www.hans-bredow.institut.de, gives
access to the entire spectrum of the Institute’s
activities: information on the current research
projects and on new publications (also for download) is constantly updated, as are invitations to
events or positions vacant. Anyone interested can
subscribe to a newsletter giving information about
new developments every six to eight weeks or so.
In addition, this site permits online research in the
library catalogue. Materials and courses offered
by individual staff can be found here on their
personal pages.
Individual projects, for instance, on the “(Wieder)Entdeckung des Publikums“ [(Re-)Discovery
of the Audience] (see project 24), are also continually reporting on research results in their own
blog.
The Institute’s newest offering is the
“Bredowcast”, a podcast intended to offer information on topics and projects, staff and what motivates the Institute in the entertaining mode of a
“chat”. We have already produced a few instalments and look to publishing our latest offering in
July, at the earliest.
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Library
The library of the Hans Bredow Institute – one of
the most important specialist libraries on the topic
of media, media research in North Germany – has
holdings of just on 31,000 volumes. It contains
German and foreign-language literature, among
other things, on social, legal, pedagogical and
economic aspects of radio and television, as well
as on the new electronic media.
The book holdings are augmented by serialsdepartment with ca. 185 titles, containing German
and foreign specialist journals, as well as press
and information services on the subject-area mentioned. One frequently used rare item is the magazine „Hörzu”, which is held from issue 1/1946
onwards.
The library is open to the public. Students of the
University of Hamburg and of technical colleges
are its main users, but other users are from all over
Germany.
Beyond this, journalists consult literature: editorial desks in the publishing houses located in
Hamburg and broadcasting providers use the book
holdings for research purposes. There are also a
large number of advertising agencies or businesses
respectively, who need information on the media
branch for their work, as well as law firms taking
advantage of the specialised offering of literature
in the area of media law.
As the entire library catalogue is accessible
online, research can also be conducted from outside
Hamburg at any time. Here, the comprehensive
assessment of specialist journals and of press services as well as individual contributions to collections is a particular service: the journal extracts
from „Medien & Kommunikationswissenschaft”
[Media and Communication Studies], or since 1988
from its predecessor, „Rundfunk und Fernsehen”
[Broadcasting and Television], have been processed
electronically, so that they make available a comprehensive bibliography of articles, which has been
added to since 1997 by the inclusion and indexing
of the contributions in collections.
Currently over 55,000 data items are available
to users via computer. Information on the loan
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F. PUBLICATIONS AND LECTURES
Alongside monographs, the Hans Bredow Institute
produces primarily the following publications and
series:
Medien & Kommunikationswissenschaft
The scholarly journal, „Medien & Kommunikationswissenschaft” (M&K) [Media and Communication
Studies] has been published and edited by the Hans
Bredow Institute since 1953 (up to the end of 1999
under the title „Rundfunk und Fernsehen” [Broadcasting and Television]; it appears quarterly in the
Nomos-Verlag, Baden-Baden. The following are
members of its editorial board: Prof. Dr. Joan Kristin Bleicher, Prof. Dr. Uwe Hasebrink, Anja Herzog, Dr. Sascha Hölig, Dr. Claudia Lampert, PD
Dr. Wiebke Loosen, Christiane Matzen, Dr. JanHinrik Schmidt, Hermann-Dieter Schröder, Prof.
Dr. Wolfgang Schulz and Dr. Hans-Ulrich Wagner.
M&K offers a forum for discussion of questions related to media and communication, as well
as for analysing media developments from various
perspectives and across all forms, be they “new”
or “old”. M&K is open to various scholarly disciplines and methodological approaches and hence
reflects the trends in research and the public discussion surrounding the media.
The spectrum of contents ranges from researchbased contributions into use and reception, journalism, media law and regulation, health communication, media economics, out of political communication, research into effects, cultural studies and media culture to media psychology and media ethics.
The journal runs to ca. 600 pages p.a. and contains articles on the development of theory, current reports oriented to results and methodology
and contributions to discussions, reviews and
reports on literature, a survey of new literature,
and extracts from the relevant international specialist journals.
The editors ensure the greatest possible transparency with an annual report (at www.hansbredow-institut.de). The assessment of manu-

scripts proceeds via an anonymous peer-review
procedure, where experts from the academic
community provide opinions on texts submitted
and in this way help to assure the selection of
contributions oriented towards scholarly quality.
In order to deepen this cooperation and further
involve professional groups, the work of the editorial staff has been supported by by advisors since
spring 2008. All DGPuk sections as well as
SGKM and ÖGK delegate one person as an advisor for two years, currently there are 17 people:
Prof. Dr. Hans-Jürgen Bucher (FG Media Language – Media Discourse), Prof. Dr. Andrea
Czepek (FG Journalism/Journalism Studies), Dr.
Marco Dohle (FG Reception and Impact Research), Dr. Stephanie Geise (FG Visual Communication), Prof. Dr. Marcus Maurer (FG Methods),
Prof. Dr. Carola Richter (DGPuK-FG International and Intercultural Communication), Dr. Bjørn
von Rimscha (FG Economics), Prof. Dr. Ulrike
Röttger (FG PR and Organisational Communication), Prof. Dr. Mike S. Schäfer (FG Communication and Politics), Prof. Dr. Christian Schicha (FG
Communication and Media Ethics), Dr. Christina
Schumann (FG Computer-Mediated Communication), Dr. Josef Seethaler (ÖGK: Austrian Association of Communication Studies), Prof. Dr. Tanja
Thomas (FG Media, Public and Gender), Dr.
Ulrike Wagner (FG Media Education), Prof. Dr.
Jürgen Wilke (FG Communication History), Prof.
Dr. Vinzenz Wyss (SGKM: Swiss Association of
Communication and Media Studies).
The advisors are more than helpful through
their advice and suggestions, which persons are
relevant for assessments and reviews. In case they
would like to review themselves they have first
access to the most recent offers and thereby support the editors with commentary on particular
texts.
The Nomos-Verlag has been offering the issues of „Medien & Kommunikationswissenschaft“
since June 2007 at the website www.m-und-
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k.info. H
Here, all volumes older than three yeaars
can be ddownloaded frree of charge as
a PDF files.
Sincce 2008, M&
&K has been one of the tw
wo
magazinnes included in
i the membeership fee of tthe
Deutschhe Gesellschaaft für Publizistik und Kom
mmunikattionswissenscchaft [German
n Association ffor
Publicisst and Commuunication Stud
dies].
Internattional Media Handbook

The Inteernational Meedia Handbook has been eddited and published byy the Hans Bredow
B
Instituute
since 1957 and apppears in the Nomos-Verlaag,
Baden-B
Baden. The Handbook
H
offfers concise informatioon on the legaal and organissational bases of
the meddia (print, brooadcasting, on
nline offeringgs),
on the m
most importannt practitionerrs, on the meddia
on offerr as well as on
o the development trends in
all Euroopean countriees and in man
ny states arouund
the worlld.
A 28th edition of
o the Handbook with 1,3308
pages w
was released in July 2009
9. A concept is
currentlly developed in order to make
m
the info
formation available in English
E
throug
gh an Open A
Access plaatform. http:/// hbi.to/2705
Publica tions for Dow
wnload

• The series “Arbeitspapiere dess Hans-BredoowInstiituts” [Workking Papers of the Haans
Breddow Institutee] appears in
n irregular ssequennce and on various
v
topic areas under tthe
imprrint of the Hans Bredo
ow Institute.
http:://hbi.to/957
20133/2014 publishhed in this serries:
Schullz, W. (Hrsg.) (22014): Gesetzessaammlung Inform
mation, K
Kommunikation, Medien [Corpuss Juris Informatiion,
Comm
munication, Mediia]. 15th edition July
J 2014 (AP 166).
Chrisstiansen, P.; Schm
midt, J.-H. (2014): Dialog als Insttrument der Datenschutzzregulierung. Ein
ne wissenschaftliiche
Innovvationswerkstatt im Austausch mit
m Datenschutzzbehördeen und der Internnetwirtschaft. Erg
gebnisse. [Dialoggues
as ann Instrument for Regulating Dataa Protection. A R
Researchh-Based Innovattion Workshop in
n Consultation w
with
ReData Protection Authoorities and the In
nternet Industry. R
sults]] May 2014 (WP 29).
Looseen, W.; Schmidt,, J.-H.; Heise, N.; Reimer, J. (20113):
Publiikumsinklusion bei
b einem ARD--Polittalk. Fallstuudienberricht aus dem
m DFG-Projektt “Die (Wiedder)Entddeckung des Pubblikums” [Audien
nce Inclusion inn an

ARD Politicall Discussion Proogramme. Reporrting on a
Case Study fro
om the DFG Projeect, ‘The (Re-)Diiscovery of
the Audience”]]. December 20133 (WP 28).
Schulz, W. (ed
d.) (2013): Gesettzessammlung In
nformation,
Kommunikatio
on, Medien [C
Corpus Juris In
nformation,
Communication, Media]. 14thh edition April 2013 (WP
16).
Loosen, W.; Sc
chmidt, J.-H.; Heeise, N.; Reimer, J.;
J Scheler,
M. (2013): Publikumsinklusionn bei der Tagesschau. Fallstudienbericht aus dem DFG-PProjekt “Die (Wieeder-) Entdeckung des Pu
ublikums“. [Incluusion of the Audiience in the
“Tagesschau” [Evening News Broadcast]. A Case
C
Study
from the DFG Project, “The (R
Re) Discovery off the Audience”]. Hamburg: Hans Breddow Institute, March
M
2013
(Working Pape
ers of the Hans Brredow Institute No.
N 26).

• In the “No
ordwestdeutscche Hefte zu
ur Rundfunkgeschicchte” [Northw
west German Papers
P
on
Broadcastin
ng History], rresults from the
t work
of the “Forrschungsstellee zur Geschichte des
Rundfunks in Norddeuutschland” [R
Research
Centre for the Historyy of Broadcaasting in
Northern Germany]
G
( http:// hbi.tto/2119),
documents and interview
ws with conteemporary
witnesses arre published. The papers appear
a
in
loose sequeence under thee imprint of the
t Hans
Bredow Insstitute and cann be downloaaded free
of charge frrom the. htttp:// hbi.to/2046 (German).
Seeries in the Nomos-Verlag
N
g

• The series, “Publikationnen des Hans Bredow
[
Institutes” [Publications
of the Hans Bredow
Institute], appears
a
in thee Nomos-Verrlag, Baden-Baden. http://hbi.too/1036
• The series, “Hamburgerr Schriften zum Medien-, Urh
heber- und Telekommunikationsrecht” [Ham
mburg Papers on Media, Copyright
C
and Telecommunication Law], edited
d by W.
Schulz, app
pears in the N
Nomos-Verlag
g, BadenBaden. htttp://hbi.to/10337
2013/2014 published
p
in thhis series:
Zwengel, W. (2013): Kulturfllatrates. Vergütu
ungsmechanismen für netzbasierte
n
Nuttzungen urheberrrechtlicher
Schutzgegenstä
ände [Cultural Fllat Rates. Paymeent Mechanisms for Net--Based Use of M
Material Protected
d by Copyright]. Baden-B
Baden: Nomos (R
Reihe Hamburgeer Schriften
zum Medien-, Urheber- und Tellekommunikation
nsrecht; 4).
Heilmann, S. (2013): Anonyymität für User-Generated
Content? [Ano
onymity for User
er-Generated Con
ntent?] Ba-
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den-Baden: Nomos (Reihe Hamburger Schriften zum Medien-, Urheber- und Telekommunikationsrecht; 5).
Brunn, I. (2013): Cache me if you can – Verfassungsrechtliche Aspekte der urheberrechtlichen Einordnung von
Suchmaschinen [Aspects of the Copyright Classification

of Search Engines under Constitutional Law]. BadenBaden: Nomos (Reihe Hamburger Schriften zum Medien-,
Urheber- und Telekommunikationsrecht; 6).
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Schmidt, J.-H. (2013): Social Media. Wiesbaden: VS Verlag.
Schulze, A. (2013): Internetwerbung und Kinder. Eine Rezeptionsanalyse [Internet Advertising and Children. A Reception Analysis]. Wiesbaden: VS.

available at: http://www.verfassungsblog.de/de/auffacebookstreife-polizeiliche-massnahmen-in-sozialennetzwerken-als-mittelbare-grundrechtseingriffe/
Paus-Hasebrink, Ingrid/ Hasebrink, Uwe (2014): Kommunikative Praxen im Wandel. Eine Verknüpfung von Sozialisations- und Repertoireperspektive [Changes in Communicative Practices. Linking Socialisation and Repertoire Perspectives]. In: MedienJournal. Zeitschrift für Kommunikationskultur, vol. 38, no. 1, pp. 4-14.
Wahl, S.; Klimmt, C.; Sowka, A. (2014): Außerschulische
Medienkompetenzarbeit. Akteure, Prioritäten, erlebte
Herausforderungen [Work on Media Competence outside
Schools. Actors, Priorities, Challenges Encountered]. In:
Medien & Kommunikationswissenschaft, vol. 62(2), pp.
236-256.

Articles in (Specialist) Journals

Chapters

Dreyer, S.; Hasebrink, U.; Lampert, C.; Schröder, H.-D.
(2013): Entwicklungs- und Nutzungstrends im Bereich der
digitalen Medien und damit verbundene Herausforderungen für den Jugendmedienschutz, Teilbericht II [Trends in
Development and Usage in the Area of Digital Media and
the Concomitant Challenges for the Youth Media Protection]. In: Beiträge zur Sozialen Sicherheit. Forschungsbericht no. 9/13.
Hasebrink, U.; Schmidt, J.-H. (2013): Medienübergreifende
Informationsrepertoires [Cross-media Information Repertoires]. In: Media Perspektiven, no. 1, pp. 2-12,
http://www.media-perspektiven.de/uploads/
tx_mppublications/01-2013_Hasebrink_Schmidt.pdf.
Heise, N.; Loosen, W.; Reimer, J.; Schmidt, J.-H. (2013):
Including the Audience. Comparing the Attitudes and Expectations of Journalists and Users towards Participation
in German TV News Journalism. In: Journalism Studies
(online first). doi: 10.1080/1461670X.2013.831232.
Hölig, S.; Hasebrink, U. (2013): Nachrichtennutzung in konvergierenden Medienumgebungen. International vergleichende Befunde auf Basis des Reuters Institute Digital
News Survey 2013 [The Use of News Reporting in
Converging Media Environments. Internationally Comparative Findings on the Basis of the Reuters Institute Digital News Survey 2013]. In: Media Perspektiven 11/2013,
pp. 522-536.
Oermann, M.; Staben, J. (2013): Mittelbare Grundrechtseingriffe durch Abschreckung? Zur grundrechtlichen Bewertung polizeilicher „Online-Streifen“ und „OnlineErmittlungen“ in sozialen Netzwerken [Indirect Interventions in Basic Rights through Deterrence? On Assessing
Police “Online Patrols” and “Online Investigations” in Social Networks according to the Basic Law]. In: Der Staat –
Zeitschrift für Staatslehre, Öffentliches Recht und Verfassungsgeschichte 2013, pp. 630-661.
Oermann, M.; Staben, J. (2014): Auf Facebookstreife: Polizeiliche Maßnahmen in sozialen Netzwerken als mittelbare
Grundrechtseingriffe? [On Facebook Patrol: Policing
Measures in Social Networks as Indirect Interventions in
Basic Rights?]. In: Verfassungsblog.de, am 08.04.2014.

Badenoch, A.; Wagner, H.-U. (2013): Coming Home into Thin
Air. Radio and the Socio-Cultural Geography of Homecoming in Germany 1945-1955. In: S. Gemie, S. Soo
(eds.), Coming Home? Vol. 1: Conflict and Return Migration in the Aftermath of Europe’s Twentieth-Century Civil
Wars. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, pp. 145-163.
Dreyer, S. (2013): Rechtliche Grundlagen des Jugendmedienschutzes [Legal Bases of Youth Media Protection]. In: U.
Sander, H. Friedrichs, T. Junge (eds.), Jugendmedienschutz in Deutschland. Wiesbaden: VS Verlag.
Finger, J.; Wagner, H.-U. (2014): Was bleibt von FernsehDarstellungen des Holocaust? Ein integrativer Ansatz zur
empirischen Verknüpfung von Rezipienten- und Journalistenperspektive [What Remains from Television Representations of the Holocaust? An Integrative Approach to
Empirically Linking the Perspectives of Recipients and
Journalists]. In: W. Loosen, M. Dohle (eds), Journalismus
und (sein) Publikum. Schnittstellen zwischen Journalismusforschung und Rezeptions- und Wirkungsforschung.
Wiesbaden: Springer VS, pp. 335-355.
Gehrau, V.; Schulze, A. (2013): Quantitative Beobachtung:
Grundprinzipien und Anwendungen [Quantitative Observation: Basic Principles and Applications]. In: W. Möhring, D. Schlütz (eds.), Handbuch standardisierte Erhebungsverfahren in der Kommunikationswissenschaft.
Wiesbaden: VS, pp. 329-346.
Grimm, M.; Wahl, S. (2014): Transparent und evident? Qualitätskriterien in der Gesundheitsberichterstattung und die
Problematik ihrer Anwendung am Beispiel des Themas
Krebs [Transparent and Evident? Quality Criteria in
Health Reporting and the Problems of its Application,
Taking the Example of Cancer as Topic]. In: V. Lilienthal,
D. Reineck, T. Schnedler (eds.), Qualität im Gesundheitsjournalismus: Perspektiven aus Wissenschaft und Praxis.
Wiesbaden: VS, pp.61-81.
Hasebrink, U.; Lobe, B. (2013): The Cultural Context of Risk.
On the Role of Intercultural Differences for Safer Internet
Issues. In: B. O'Neill, E. Staksrud & S. McLaughlin (eds.),

The most significant publications of all employees
in 2013/2014 are listed below. A complete list of
publications is available at www.hans-bredowinstitut.de, below the profile of the respective
employee.
Monographs
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Towards a Better Internet for Children? Policy Pillars,
Players and Paradoxes. Göteborg: Nordicom, pp. 283-299.
Hasebrink, U.; Hölig, S. (2013): Conceptualizing media audiences in convergent Media Environments. In: S. Diehl, M.
Karmasin (eds.), Media and Convergence Management.
Berlin/Heidelberg: Springer, pp. 189-202.
Hasebrink, U.; Paus-Hasebrink, I. (2013): Trends in children's
consumption of media. In: D. Lemish (ed.), The Routledge
International Handbook of Children, Adolescents and Media. Milton Park & London: Routledge Taylor & Francis,
pp. 31-38.
Lampert, C.; Schwinge, C. (2013): Zum elterlichen Umgang
mit Medien. Ein Überblick über den Stand der Forschung
[On Parental Mediation. A Survey of the State of Research]. In: U. Wagner, C. Gebel, C. Lampert (eds.), Zwischen Anspruch und Alltagsbewältigung: Medienerziehung in der Familie. Berlin: Vistas, pp. 19-51.
Loosen, W. (2014): Das Leitfadeninterview – eine unterschätzte Methode [The Directed Interview – an Undervalued
Method]. In: S. Averbeck-Lietz, M. Meyen (eds.), Handbuch nichtstandardisierte Methoden in der Kommunikationswissenschaft. Wiesbaden: Springer VS (forthcoming).
Loosen, W. (2014): Entgrenzung des Journalismus [DeDifferentiation of Journalism]. In: M. Löffelholz, L. Rothenberger (eds.), Handbuch Journalismustheorien. Wiesbaden: Springer (forthcoming).
Loosen, W. (2013): Publikumsbeteiligung im Journalismus
[Public Involvement in Journalism]. In: K. Meier, C. Neuberger (eds.): Journalismusforschung. Stand und Perspektiven. Baden-Baden: Nomos, pp. 147-163.
Loosen, W. (2014): Journalismus als (ent-)differenziertes
Phänomen [Journalism as a De-Differentiated Phenomenon]. In: M. Löffelholz, L. Rothenberger (eds.), Handbuch Journalismustheorien, Wiesbaden: VS (forthcoming).
Oermann M. (2013): Das „Kommunikationspanopticon“ als
Herausforderung für die Datenschutzregulierung von inkludierenden Onlinekommunikationsdiensten [The
“Communications Panopticon” as a Challenge for the Regulation of Inclusive Online Communications Services to
Ensure Data Protection]. In: J. Taeger (ed.), Law as a Service (LaaS) – Recht im Internet- und Cloud-Zeitalter.
Oldenburg: OWIR, pp. 53-68.
Reimer, J.; Ruppert, M. (2013): GuttenPlag-Wiki und Journalismus. Das Verhältnis eines neuen Medienakteurs im
Social Web zu den traditionellen Massenmedien [GuttenPlag-Wiki and Journalism. The Relationship of a New
Media Actor in the Social Web to the Traditional Mass
Media]. In: U. Dolata, J.-F. Schrape (eds.), Internet, Mobile Devices und die Transformation der Medien. Radikaler
Wandel als schrittweise Rekonfiguration. Berlin: edition
sigma, pp. 303-329
Rössler, P.; Hammer, A.; Jann, J.; Riedel, U.; Schmitt, S.;
Schwörer, L. & Wahl, S. (2013): Können mediale Narrationen das soziale Engagement von Kindern stärken? Integration durch Fernsehunterhaltung: Eine Adaption des
“Modells des Narrativen Verstehens und Erlebens” [Can
Medial Narratives Strengthen Children’s Social Engagement? Integration through Television Entertainment: an
Adaptation of the “Model of Narrative Understanding and
Experience”]. In: K. Imhof, R. Blum, H. Bonfadelli, O.
Jarren (eds.), Stratifizierte und segmentierte Öffentlichkeit. Wiesbaden: Springer VS, pp. 233-248.
Schmidt, J.-H. (2013): Persönliche Öffentlichkeiten und Privatsphäre im Social Web [Personal Public Spheres and the
Private Sphere on the Social Web]. In: S. Halft, H. Krah
(eds.), Privatheit. Strategien und Transformationen. Passau: Karl Stutz, pp. 121-138.
Schmidt, J.-H. (2013): Practices of Networked Identity. In: J.
Hartley, J. Burgess, A. Bruns (eds.), A Companion to New
Media Dynamics. Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell. pp.
365-374.
Schmidt, J.-H.; Johnsen, K. (2014): On the Use of the EPetition Platform of the German Bundestag. Berlin: HIIG
(HIIG Discussion Paper Series No. 2014-03),

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=24446
72.
Schulz, W. (2013): After Snowden: Toward a Global Data
Privacy Standard? In: U. Gasser, R. Faris, R. Heacock
(eds.), Internet Monitor 2013: Reflections on the Digital
World Government as an Actor, Berkman Center Research
Publication No. 27, 12. Dezember 2013. Harvard, pp. 3037.
Schulz, W. (2013): Normativität in der Kommunikationswissenschaft – die medienrechtliche Perspektive [Normativity
in Communications Studies – the Perspective of Media
Law]. In: M. Karmasin, M. Rath, B. Thomaß (eds.), Normativität in der Kommunikationswissenschaft, Wiesbaden.
Springer, pp. 209-225.
Schulz, W. (2014): The Concept of “Privacy”. In: Think Tank
Future Numérique; Carine Dartiguepeyrou (ed.), The Futures of Privacy. Paris: Fondation Télécom, Institut MinesTélécom, pp. 47-53
Wagner, H.-U. (2013): Achtung, Aufnahme!. Mikrofonberufe
in der Geschichte des Rundfunks / Hallo! Hallo! Hier Radio! … Geschichte der Radiosignale / Radiomeldungen.
Von Seewetterberichten, Suchmeldungen und Verkehrsnachrichten / Träume. Die Geschichte des Hörspiels. [Attention! Recording! ‘Microphone Professions’ in the History of Radio / Hallo! Hallo! This is Radio! The Story of
Radio Signals / Radio Announcements. On Marine
Weather Reports, Missing Person Announcements and
Traffic Reports / Dreams. The History of the Radio Play]
In: Gerhard Paul, Ralph Schock (eds.), Sound des
Jahrhunderts. Geräusche, Töne, Stimmen – 1889 bis heute.
Bonn: Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung, pp. 116-121;
122-127; 332-337; 364-369.
Wagner, H.-U. (2014): Hans-Bredow-Institut für Medienforschung. [The Hans Bredow Institute for Media Research]
In: M. Behmer, B. Bernard, B. Hasselbring (eds.), Das
Gedächtnis des Rundfunks. Die Archive der öffentlichrechtlichen Sender und ihre Bedeutung für die Forschung.
Wiesbaden: Springer VS, pp. 105-108.
Wagner, H.-U. (2014): Der öffentlich-rechtliche Rundfunk und
das literarische Feld in der Metropolregion Hamburg. Zugänge, Annäherungen und Erkundungen für die Jahre
1948-1955 [The Field of Literature in the Metropolitan
Region of Hamburg. Submissions, Advances.and Investigations]. In: M. Mergler, H.-U. Wagner, H.-G. Winter
(eds.), “Hamburg, das ist mehr als ein Haufen Steine.” Das
kulturelle Feld in der Metropolregion Hamburg 19451955. Dresden: Thelem, pp. 80-95.
Wagner, H.-U. (2013): Sounds like the Sixties. Approaches to
Analyzing Radio Aesthetics in the Past. In: D. Zakharine,
N. Meise (eds.), Electrified Voices. Medial, SocioHistorical and Cultural Aspects of Voice Transfer. Göttingen, pp. 291-300.

Editorships
Czepek, A.; Hohlfeld, R.; Lobigs, F.; Loosen, W.; Meier, K.:
Neuberger, C. (eds.) (2013 f.): Aktuell. Studien zum Journalismus [Current. Studies on Journalism]. Baden-Baden:
Nomos.
Loosen, W.; Dohle, M. (2014) (eds.): Journalismus und (sein)
Publikum. Schnittstellen zwischen Journalismusforschung
und Rezeptions- und Wirkungsforschung [Journalism and
(its) Audience. Points of Intersection between Research into Journalism and Research into Reception and Impact].Wiesbaden: Springer VS.
Mergler, M.; Wagner, H.-U.; Winter, H.-G. (eds.) (2014):
“Hamburg, das ist mehr als ein Haufen Steine.” Das kulturelle Feld in der Metropolregion Hamburg 1945-1955.
[“Hamburg Is More than a Heap of Stones.” The Field of
Culture in the Metropolitan Region of Hamburg from
1945-1955.] Dresden: Thelem.
Schulz, W.; Valcke, Peggy; Irion, Kristina (Eds.) (2014): The
Independence of the Media and its Regulatory Agencies.
Bristol, UK/Chicago, USA.
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Wagner, U.; Gebel, C.; Lampert, C. (2013) (ed.): Zwischen
Anspruch und Alltagsbewältigung: Medienerziehung in
der Familie [Between Expectations and Managing Everyday Routines: Media Education in Families], Berlin:
Vistas (Schriftenreihe Medienforschung der LfM vol. 72).

Published Working Papers and Conference
Contributions
Hasebrink, U.; Schulz, W.; Deterding, S.; Schmidt, J.-H.;
Schröder, H.-D.; Sprenger, R. (2013): Leitmedium Internet? Mögliche Auswirkungen des Aufstiegs des Internets
zum Leitmedium für das deutsche Mediensystem. [The Internet as Core Medium? The Possible Consequences of the
Internet’s Growth into the Core Medium in the German
Media System], report for the German Bundestag, submitted to the Büro für Technikfolgen-Abschätzung beim
Deutschen Bundestag (TAB) in June 2010. Hamburg: Verlag Hans-Bredow-Institut, Juli 2013 (Working Papers of
the Hans Bredow Institute no. 27), http://hbi.to/webfm_
send/726.

Loosen, W.; Schmidt, J.-H.; Heise, N.; Reimer, J.; Scheler, M.
(2013): Publikumsinklusion bei der Tagesschau. Fallstudienbericht aus dem DFG-Projekt “Die (Wieder)Entdeckung des Publikums”. [Inclusion of the Audience
in the “Tagesschau” [Evening News Broadcast]. A Case
Study from the DFG Project, “The (RE) Discovery of the
Audience”]. Hamburg: Hans-Bredow-Institute, March
2013 (Working Papers of the Hans-Bredow-Institute No.
26).
Wagner, H.-U. (2013): Der Nord- und Westdeutsche Rundfunkverband (NWRV). 1956-1961. Ein Arbeits- und
Quellenbericht The North and West German Broacasting
Association NWRV). 1956-1961. A Report on Work in
Progress and Sources] Hamburg, http://hbi.to/webfm_
send/706.

Teaching Materials and Scripts
Wagner, H.-U. (2013): Der Nord- und Westdeutsche
Rundfunkverband (NWRV) [The North and West German
Broadcasting Association] 1956-1961. Ein Arbeits- und
Quellenbericht. Hamburg, http://hbi.to/webfm_send/706.

MAIN LEC T UR ES 20 13/ 201 4
Hereafter the most significant lectures of all employees in 2013/2014 are listed. A complete list of
lectures is available at www.hans-bredowinstitut.de, below the profile of the respective
employee.
Lectures on Conferences with Peer-Reviewing
“‘Neue Amateure’ oder ‘traditionelle Rezipienten’? Empirische Befunde zur Beziehung zwischen Journalismus und
seinem Publikum unter sozialmedialen Bedingungen” [‘New
Amateurs’ or ‘Traditional Recipients’? Empirical Findings on
the Relation between Journalism and its Audience in the
Context of the Social Media], lecture by W. Loosen und J.
Reimer in the context of the annual congress, “Die neuen
Amateure – zur Konjunktur einer Sozialfigur“ of the Section
Professionssoziologie in collaboration with the Sektion Wissenssoziologie of the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Soziologie on
5/6 June 2014 at the Institut für Soziologie of the TU Berlin.
“Was Journalisten wollen und sollen: Rollenselbstverständnis
im Abgleich mit Erwartungen des Publikums” [What Journalists Want to Do and Ought to: the Understanding of their Role
as Aligned to Audience Expectations], lecture by W. Loosen, J.
Reimer, N. Heise and J.-H. Schmidt at the 59th annual symposium of the DGPuK on 29 May 2014 in Passau.
“Kommunikationsrepertoires und digitale Öffentlichkeiten. Ein
konzeptioneller Ansatz und erste empirische Befunde” [Communications Repertoires and Digital Public Spheres. A Conceptual Approach and First Empirical Findings], lecture by U.
Hasebrink at the 59th annual symposium of the DGPuK on 29
May 2014 in Passau.
“Living within the Complexity of Communicative Figurations:
The Challenges of a Multiple Communicative Involvement”,
lecture by U. Hasebrink at the annual symposium of the International Communication Association (ICA) on 23 May 2014 in
Seattle (together with A. Hepp).
“Was steckt drin? Herausforderungen und Potenziale der
Medienanalyse für die Gesundheitskommunikation am Bei-
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spiel des Themas Krebs.” [What’s it all about? The Challenges
and Opportunities for Health Communication in Media Analysis; Taking the Example of Cancer as Topic], lecture by C.
Lampert, M. Grimm & S. Wahl in the context of the 1st symposium of the DGPuK-Ad-hoc-Gruppe Gesundheitskommunikation on 23 November 2013 in Hanover.
“Transparent und evident? Qualitätskriterien in der Gesundheitsberichterstattung und die Problematik ihrer Anwendung
am Beispiel des Themas Krebs” [Transparent and Evident?
Quality Criteria in Health Reporting and the Problems of its
Application, Taking the Example of Cancer as Topic], lecture
by M. Grimm & S. Wahl in the context of the 1st symposium of
the DGPuK-Ad-hoc-Gruppe Gesundheitskommunikation on 22
November 2013 in Hanover.
“Communicative Figurations of Interpretive Communities in
Historical Change”, lecture by H.-U. Wagner at the ECREA
Communication History Workshop “History of the Media in
Transition Periods” on 5 September 2013 at the Fundação
Portugesa das Comunicações in Lissabon.
“‘What is it Good for? Absolutely Nothing!?’ Comparing
Attitudes and Expectations of Journalists and Users towards
Audience Participation in News Journalism”; lecture by N.
Heise, W. Loosen, J. Reimer and J.-H. Schmidt in the context
of the “International Communication Association’s 63rd
Annual Conference” on 21 June 2013 in London.
“Telling Stories or Representing Topics? Theoretically Conceptualizing and Empirically Analyzing Visual Episodic and
Thematic Frames”, lecture by M. Grimm and S. Geise in the
context of the ICA annual symposium on 18. June 2013 in
London.
“Responsible at First Sight? Conceptualizing Visual Episodic
and Thematic Frames and Measuring their Effects”, lecture by
M. Grimm and S. Geise in the context of the WAPOR annual
symposium on 16 May 2013 in Boston, MA.
“Media Scandals and Societal Change”, lecture by H.-U.
Wagner at the conference on “Ethics and Media History:
European Perspectives” on 10 May 2013 at the Centre for
Media History, Bournemouth University.

Publications and Lectures

“‘Bitte schließen Sie den Kommentarbereich!’ – Erwartungen
und Erwartungserwartungen an Publikumsbeteiligung im
Journalismus” [‘Please Close the Commentary Section’, Expectations and Anticipations of Expectations of Audience
Participation in Journalism], lecture by W. Loosen, J.-H.
Schmidt, N. Heise and J. Reimer in the context of the 58th
Annual Conference of the DGPuK on 10 May 2013 in Mainz.
“Kommunikative Figurationen. Ein Konzept zur Analyse von
Entgrenzungsphänomenen in mediatisierten Gesellschaften”
[Communicative Figurations. A Concept for Analysing the
Dissolution of Boundaries in Mediatised Societies], lecture by
A. Hepp and U. Hasebrink at the 58th Annual Conference of
the DGPuK on 10 May 2013 in Mainz.
“Neue Medien, neue Rezeptionsanforderungen. Kinder und
Internetwerbung” [New Media, New Demands for Reception.
Children and Online Advertising], lecture by A. Schulze at the
58th Annual Conference of the DGPuK on 10 May 2013 in
Mainz.
“Ein Bild ist ein Frame ist ein Frame? Entwurf einer Typologie
visueller Frames und ihre empirische Analyse” [A Picture is a
Frame is a Frame? Design for a Typology of Visual Frames
and their Empirical Analysis], lecture by S. Geise and M.
Grimm in the context of the DGPuK-Jahrestagung on 9 May
2013 in Mainz.
“Medienrepertoires. Ein analytischer Rahmen zur Untersuchung des ‘Nebeneinander’ verschiedener Medien” [Media
Repertoires. An Analytical Framework for Investigating the
‘Contiguity’ of Various Media”, lecture by U.Hasebrink at the
Jahrestagung der DGPuK-Fachgruppe Rezeptions- und Wirkungsforschung [Annual Conference of the DGPuK Section
Reception and Media Effects] on 25 January 2013 in Vienna.

Keynotes
“European Citizens and the Media: Fewer Utopias, More
Realism“, keynote lecture by U. Hasebrink at the conference,
“European Citizens and the Media – Does Communication
Enhance Participation?”, at the Insitut für Auslandsbeziehungen and Deutsche Welle on 7 May 2014 in Berlin.
“Warum Qualität ein Thema ist” [Why Quality is a Topic]
lecture by U. Hasebrink at the symposium, “(Wie) Verändert
sich Qualität? Transformation durch Digitalisierung; Anspruchshaltung, Wettbewerbsfähigkeit und Positionierung des
Rundfunks“, at the ARD/ZDF Medienakademie at the Institut
für Rundfunktechnik on 18. June 2013 in Munich.
“Bestandsaufnahme und Veränderungsbedarfe” [Stocktaking
and Needs for Change], lecture by W. Schulz in the context of
the expert panel, “Perspektiven des öffentlich-rechtlichen
Rundfunks – Medienpolitischer Dialog der SPDBundestagsfraktion” on 18 April 2013 in Berlin.
„Öffentlich-rechtlicher Rundfunk 2025 – Funktionsauftrag,
Finanzierung und Wettbewerb in vollkonvergenter Medienumwelt” [Public Service Broadcasting in 2025 – Remit,
Financing and Competition in a fully convergent Media
World], lecture by W. Schulz in the context of the event „Public Broadcasting Funding in the 21st Century” of the ds Center
for Transnational IP, Media and Technology Law and Policy
of the Bucerius Law School on 19 März 2013 in Hamburg.

Other Academic Lectures
“‘Die (Wieder-)Entdeckung des Publikums’ – ein Forschungsprojekt zur Publikumsinklusion im Journalismus unter den

Bedingungen des Social Web” [‘The (Re-)Discovery of the
Audience’ – a Research Project on Audience Inclusion in
Journalism in the Context of the Social Web], lecture by J.
Reimer at the Macromedia Hochschule für Medien und Kommunikation (MHMK) on 2 April 2014 in Hamburg.
“Journalism as a (De-)Differentiated Phenomenon. Or: One
Way to Make Sense of ‘Blurring Boundaries’”, lecture by W.
Loosen in the Context of the Expert Workshops, “Rethinking
Journalism II. The Societal Role & Relevance of Journalism in
a Digital Age” on 23 January 2014 in Groningen.
“Entangled Media History – What Does It Mean, What Can It
Achieve?”, lecture by H.-U. Wagner at the EMHIS-Forum 1 –
Entangled Perspectives at the Hans Bredow Institute on 14
November 2013.
“Hans Magnus Enzensberger – Schriftsteller und Medienkritiker”, [Hans Magnus Enzensberger – Writer and Media Critic],
lecture by H.-U. Wagner at the conference, “125 Jahre St.Kliment-Ochridski-Universität Sofia / 90 Jahre Germanistik: in
Sofia. Traditionen, Herausforderungen und Perspektiven in der
germanistischen Lehre und Forschung” on 11 October 2013 in
the St.-Kliment-Ochridski-University, Sofia.
“Moving forward. Facing Methodological Challenges of
Analyzing Visual Frames in Audiovisual Material”, lecture by
M. Grimm in the context of the international symposium,
“Building the Frame(work) – Discussing Methodological
Challenges of Applying Content Analysis in Visual Framing
Research”, at the Hans Bredow Institute on 11 October 2013 in
Hamburg.
“What’s really ‘in’ a frame? Chances and Challenges of Applying Standardized Approaches of (Visual) Content Analysis
to Research Visual Frames”, lecture by S. Geise & M. Grimm
in the context of the international symposium, “Building the
Frame(work) – Discussing Methodological Challenges of
Applying Content Analysis in Visual Framing Research”, at
the Hans Bredow Institute on 11 October 2013 in Hamburg.
“Legal Conflicts on Online Platforms”, lecture by M. Lose and
F. Seitz in the context of the summer school, “Freedom of
Communication and Information on Online Intermediaries”, on
4 October 2013 in Delhi, India.
“Assessing Audience Participation in Journalism through the
Concepts of Inclusion Level and Inclusion Distance”, lecture
by J.-H. Schmidt and W. in the Context of the “Future of
Journalism” Conference at Cardiff University on 13 September
2013 in Cardiff.
“Sounds like the Fifties – Radio-Ästhetiken/Radio-Identitäten”
[Sounds like the Fifties – Radio Aesthetics/Radio Idenitities],
lecture by H.-U. Wagner on 6 June 2013 at the Munich Ludwig-Maximilian-University.
“‘Radiohören ist, wenn man …’: Geschichte und Gegenwart
des Radios vor dem Hintergrund kommunikativer Figurationen
des medialen Diskurses” [‘Listening to the Radio is when
you…’, History and Present Status of Radio against the Background of Communicative Configurations of Discourse in the
Media], lecture by H.-U. Wagner in the lecture series, „Medien
& Bildung. Die medialisierte Gesellschaft?“ on 30. April 2013
at the University of Hamburg.
“The Role of State and Nonstate Actors in Promoting Media
Freedom and Independence”, lecture and participation by W.
Schulz at the eponymous panel discussion in the context of the
„MEDIADEM Research Project Final European Conference”
in Brussels on 7 February 2013.
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Lectures Intended for a Wider Public
“Public Service Media: XXI Century Challenges”, lecture by
U. Hasebrink at the conference, “Public Media in the Service
of Democracy – Polish and European Experiences” on 5 Juni
2014 in Cracow.
“Der Freiberufler als Marke am Beispiel des Journalisten”[The
Freelancer as a Brand, the Example of Journalists], lecture by
J. Reimer in the context of the event series, “Freiberuflich in
Kultur & Medien’ [Frelancers in Culture and the Media] at the
tu>startup Entrepreneurship School of the Technical University of Dortmund on 22 January 2014 in Dortmund.
“Informationsrepertoires der deutschen Bevölkerung” [The
Information Repertoires of the German Populace], lecture by
U. Hasebrink at the Versammlung der Niedersächsischen
Landesmedienanstalt on 28 November 2013 in Hanover.
“Wo informieren sich die Bürger? Zur Nutzung von Angeboten, Plattformen und Geräten im internationalen Vergleich”
[Where do Citizens Get Their Information? On the Use of
Services, Platforms and Devices in International Comparison],
lecture by U. Hasebrink und S. Hölig to the Committee Medien- und Kreativwirtschaft [Media and Creative Economy] of
the Hamburg Chamber of Commerce on 5 November 2013 in
Hamburg.
„Digitalising the German Parliament’s Petition System: Common (mis)perceptions and legal reality“, lecture by L. Ziebarth
in the context of the conference, “ePractice eParticipation: ICT
empowering citizens”, at the DG Connect of the EUCommission, Brussels, on 15 October 2013 (together with J.
Staben).
“Die Tageszeitung im Schatten neuer Leitmedien?” [The Daily
Newspapers in the Shadow of the New Core Media?], lecture
by H.-D. Schröder before the Verlagsführungskräfte-Zirkel of
the Verband Nordwestdeutscher Zeitungsverlage on 1 October
2013 in Hamburg.
“Medienmacher, Medienmetropole. Lebenswerke, Porträts und
wissenschaftliche Projektarbeit” [Media Makers, Media Metropolis. Lifetime Achievements, Portraits and Work on Research Projects], short lecture by H.-U. Wagner at the presentation
of
the
Internet
project
www.hamburgerpersoenlichkeiten.de on 3 September 2013 in the Hamburg
Museum.
“Erinnerte Bilder, erinnerte Töne. Die Rolle des Rundfunks für
unser kulturelles Gedächtnis” [Remembered Images, Remembered Sounds. The Role of Broadcasting for our Cultural
Memory], lecture by H.-U. Wagner at the UniversitätsGesellschaft Hamburg on 17 April 2013.
“Gesünder durch Kommunikationswissenschaft? Herausforderungen und Chancen transdisziplinärer Forschung im Bereich
der Gesundheitskommunikation” [Healthier through Communication Studies? Challenges and Opportunities of Interdisciplinary Research in the Area of Health Communication],
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lecture by C. Lampert, M. Grimm, S. Wahl and E. Baumann in
the context of the SGKM conference „Transdisziplinarität in
der Kommunikations- und Medienwissenschaft – Return on
Investment oder vergebliche Liebesmüh?“ on 13 April 2013 in
Winterthur, Switzerland.
“Bericht über die Arbeit der Enquete-Kommission ‘Internet
und digitale Gesellschaft’ des Deutschen Bundestags und die
Zukunft der digitalen Gesellschaft” [Report on the Work of the
Commission of Enquiry, ‘The Internet and digital Society’, of
the German Federal Parliament and the Future of the Digital
Society], lecture by W. Schild in the context of the 5th Parlamentarischer Abend der Medienanstalt Hamburg/SchleswigHolstein and the Filmförderung Hamburg Schleswig-Holstein
on 21 March 2013 in Kiel.
„Recht haben, Recht bekommen, Recht Recht sein lassen... Wo
und wie Gesetze bei Cyber-Mobbing helfen können” [Having
the Right, Seeking Redress, Leaving Right Well Alone - When
and How the Law Can Help with Cyberbullying], lecture by S.
Dreyer in the context of the ajs-annual congress, „CyberMobbing” on 13 March 2013 in Leinfelden.
“Entwicklungs- und Nutzungstrends im Bereich der digitalen
Medien und damit verbundene Herausforderungen für den
Jugendmedienschutz” [Trends in Development and Use in the
Area of Digital Media and Concomitant Challenges for Youth
Media Protection], lecture by U. Hasebrink at the 2nd Nationales Fachforum Jugendmedienschutz [National Specialist Forum
Youth Media Protection] „Kompetent mit den Chancen und
Gefahren von digitalen Medien umgehen” [Dealing Competently with the Opportunities and Dangers of Digital Media] on
7 March 2013 in Bern.
“Wohin geht die [De-]Regulierungsreise in Deutschland und
Europa? Einführung in die rechtlichen Fragestellungen rund
um Connected TV” [Where is the Journey of (De-)Regulation
in Germany and Europe leading to?], lecture by W. Schulz in
the context of the 4th Gremienvorsitzendenkonferenz-Forums
[Forum of the Commission Chairs’ Conference] „Connected
TV: Alle auf und unter einen Schirm? Rahmenbedingungen,
Herausforderungen, Chancen, Regulierungen [nicht nur] für
den öffentlich-rechtlichen Rundfunk in der konvergenten
Medienwelt” [Connected TV: All on one Screen or under One
Umbrella? Framework, Challenges, Opportunities, Regulation
(Not Just) for Public Service Broadcasting in a World of
Convergent Media] on 21 February 2013 in Hamburg.
“Vertrauen durch Transparenz? Zu Potenzial und Problemen
journalistischer Selbstoffenbarung” [Trust through Transparency? On the Potential and the Problems of Journalistic SelfDisclosure], lecture by J. Reimer in the context of the specialist
colloquium „Wandel und Messbarkeit des öffentlichen Vertrauens im Zeitalter des Web 2.0“ [Change and Assessibility of
Public Trust in the Age of Web 2.0] at the Institut für Praktische Journalismus- und Kommunikationsforschung IPJ e. V.
[Institute for Practical Research into Journalism and Communication] IPJ e. V. on 25 January 2013 in Leipzig.
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G. EVVENTS
The Haans Bredow Innstitute offerss – according to
topic annd target grouup – various forms
f
of evennts,
e.g. disscussion seriees, intensive seminars, aand
workshoops. The Instiitute executes events by itsself
or in coooperation wiith national and
a internationnal
partnerss. Further, thee researchers of the Instituute
take parrt in a numbeer of events of
o other instit
itutions wiith talks, in paanel discussion
ns, etc. (see allso
the inforrmation in thee respective prrofiles).
In 22013/2014 thee following events, in whiich
the Instiitute was centtrally involved
d, were executted
(reversee chronologiccally order). Further info
formation on single events is availaable online att
http://hbbi.to/2559.
How do es Society innform itself? Current
Finding s and Perspeectives.
th

The 5 H
Hamburg Media Symposium
S
“Wiee informiert sich die
Gesellschhaft? Aktuelle Beefunde und Persp
pektiven”, organiised
by the Haans Bredow Insttitute, the Medieenanstalt Hamburrg /
Schleswigg-Holstein (MA HSH)
H
and the Haamburg Chamberr of
Commercce on 11 June 2014
2
at the Ham
mburg Chamberr of
Commercce, with over 3000 guests. Summary of the evvent
available at http:// hbi.too/5637
New practtices of communiicating and inform
ming are developping
as a resultt of the fundamenntal upheavals in
n media and comm
munications provision. And the
t conditions fo
or forming of pubblic
opinion annd informing socciety are changing
g with them. Urggent
questions hence arise, to which
w
the 5th Haamburg Media Syymposium deevoted itself: How
w do people use news
n
reports, andd by
way of w
which devices? What
W
status do th
he various providders
and platfoorms enjoy as reggards the formatio
on of opinion amoong
the popuulace? How do professional jou
urnalism and ussergeneratedd content interact?? And what are th
he resulting pointss of
connection for media policcy?
Current annd internationallyy comparative fin
ndings on the usee of
news repoorts in digital meedia environments and on changess in
journalism
m through the soocial web were presented.
p
The cconcluding ddiscussion tackledd the political consequences of the
most recennt developments on the informatio
on landscape.

In the PPublic Interesst – The Significance and
the Futuure of Public Broadcasting
A sympossium organised by
b the historical commission of the
ARD withh, among others, Prof. Dr. Wolfg
gang Schulz and Dr.
Hans-Ulriich Wagner, on 28 May 2014. The
T ARD historiical
commissioon considered the
t
legitimation of public servvice
broadcastiing, with the inteerrelations between broadcasting aand
society. T
The symposium discussed what sig
gnificance, and w
what
future, puublic broadcastingg has for and in so
ociety.

“Internet non-U
Use” at the RRE: publica 144
In the context of th
he re:publica 14, tthe Hans Bredow
w Institute’s
Neele Heise organissed and moderateed a session entiitled “‘Into
thee Wild? Nicht mit
m mir!' – Warum
m Menschen das Netz (oder
Teeile davon) nicht nutzen” [‘Into th
the Wild? Count me out! –
Why
W people do no
ot use the Net ((or parts of it)],, with five
ressearchers into th
he Internet, amoong them PD Dr.
D Wiebke
Lo
oosen from the Hans
H
Bredow Inst
stitute, on Thursd
day, 8 May
20
014.

Trranslation and Transfer – Brazilian autthors on
Geerman Radio
Co
olloquium with Prof. Dr. Marleene Holzhausen, guest reseaarcher at the Ha
ans Bredow Instiitute and at the Institut für
Medien und Komm
munikation of thee University of Hamburg on
28
8 January 2014 at the Hans Bredow
w Institute.

Workshop
W
on Freedom
F
of Exxpression Online
On
n 12 December 2013, the Germ
man UNESCO Commission
an
nd the Hans Bred
dow Institute orgganised a worksh
hop on the
co
omplex field of freedom
f
of expreession. Thirty in
nternational
paarticipants from research, politic
ics, business, NGO’s
N
and
inttergovernmental groups discussedd ideas, which willl appear in
bo
ook form in 2014.

Unnravelling the Transparenncy Chain – The
Trransparency of
o Social Meddia Platformss
Th
he experts’ workshop involving IICRI (Internation
nal Conferen
nce on Research Infrastructures), the University of
o Leuven,
thee IViR (Institute
e for Informationn Law), the Un
niversity of
Am
msterdam and th
he Hans Bredow
w Institute brough
ht together
ressearchers, practitioners, and repreesentatives of thee EU Commiission on 6 Dece
ember 2013 to reeflect on possiblee improvemeents in achieving
g transparency inn connection with
h activities
an
nd processes in social networks. T
The practicable approaches
a
disscussed were the
e possibilities forr user participatiion in produ
ucing transparenc
cy, simplified eleectronic, textual and visual
dissplays, for examp
ple, the convoluteed rights and oblligations as
weell as information
n dependent on ccontext (”smart transparent
cy
y”).

Reepeat, Remix,, Remediate: Forms and Norms
N
of
thhe Re-use of Digital Mediaa
On
n 13 November 2013, the Reseaarch Center for Media
M
and
Co
ommunication (R
RCMC) staged an information and discussion
ev
vent jointly with
h the ZEIT-Fouundation Ebelin and Gerd
Bu
ucerius on the abo
ove topic.

Thhe Internation
nal Symposiuum, “Building the
Frrame: Discusssing Methodoological Challenges
off Applying Content Analyssis in Visual Framing
F
Reesearch”
On
n 11-12 October 2013 the Hans B
Bredow Institute staged the
intternational sympo
osium, “Buildingg the Frame(work
k)” dealing
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with the challenges of visual framing research in terms of
content analysis. The first day of the event consisted of lectures
by the participants: the internationally-renowned keynote
speaker, Shahira Fahmy (University of Arizona, Tucson,
USA), Katy Parry (University of Leeds, UK) und Michael
Griffin (Macalester College, Saint Paul, MN) surveyed the
research fields of “visual framing in (press) photographs”,
visual framing in multi-modal contexts” and “visual framing in
audiovisual material”. Alongside this, young researchers from
six countries presented their current work from a range of
methodological viewpoints. On the second day, workshops
focused on particular topics offered participants possibilities
for intensive discussions on the state of research and for
making international contacts. The symposium was organised
by Michael Grimm (Hans Bredow Institute) and Eva Boller
(The University of Hamburg), both of whom also presented
their research work. The event was sponsored by The
University of Hamburg, the Institute for Journalism and
Communications Studies, the Research Center for Media and
Communication, and the Medienstiftung Hamburg SchleswigHolstein.

International Summer School “Freedom of
Expression on the Internet” in Delhi / India
The Hans Bredow Institute, together with the Faculty of Law at
The University of Hamburg and the National Law University
in Delhi mounted an international summer school on the topic
of “Freedom of Expression on the Internet” from 2-8 October
2013. 20 students from India, Israel and Germany, as well as
German and Indian experts from research and praxis dealt
with, among other topics, the provision of freedom of
expression on an international level.

play13 – 6 th Festival of Creative Computer
Games

locating | making locatable| being locatable:
Informational Content in Digital Media
4. Hamburger Mediensymposium [4th Hamburg Media
Symposium] by the Hans Bredow Institute, der Medienanstalt
Hamburg/Schleswig-Holstein
(MA
HSH)
[Hamburg/Schleswig-Holstein Media Institute] and der
Handelskammer Hamburg [Hamburg Chamber of Commerce,
on Wednesday, 12 June 2013, concerned apposite initiatives in
questions of locatability.

Freedom of Speech in India
The colloquium with Dr. Padma Rani, Associate Professor at
the Institute of Communication of the Manipal University,
India, on 30 May 2013 in the library of the Hans Bredow
Institute, took up questions of the current configuration of
press freedom in India in the light of rapid changes in
technology.

Remembered Images, Remembered Sounds: The
Role of Radio in our Cultural Memory
Lecture by H.-U. Wagner, Forschungsstelle Geschichte des
Rundfunks
in
Norddeutschland/Hans-Bredow-Institut
[Research Centre for the History of Broadcasting in Northern
Germany/Hans Bredow Institute] at the invitation of the
Universitäts-Gesellschaft Hamburg [Hamburg University
Society] on Wednesday 17 April in the main building of the
University of Hamburg.

Code Literacy – Understanding what is guiding
us online
Workshop organised by N. Heise, S. Dreyer, J.-H. Schmidt, K.
Johnsen & S. Deterding in the context of the conference,
“re:publica13 – in/side/out” on 6 May 2013 in Berlin.

play13 – Festival of Creative Computer Games
From 18-20 September, the play13 Festival, organised by the
Creative Gaming Initiative in cooperation with the Hans
Bredow Institute offered a comprehensive programme on the
topic of “creativity and computer games”.

Summer School 2013: “Repeat, Remix,
Remediate”
From 29 July to 2 August 2013, the Research Center for Media
& Communication (RCMC) and the Graduate School Media
and Communication organised a Summer School with the title
“Repeat, Remix, Remediate” with the participation of the Hans
Bredow Institute. Given that contents in digital media can, in
principle, be accessed, copied, saved, processed and distributed
without limit, the landscape of media and communication is
being increasingly shaped by the phenomena of re-use, reacquisition or re-exploitation. The 2013 Summer School took
as its core question whether this re-use purely repeats what has
gone before or whether it is actually something new and will
investigate how these manifestations should be assessed. The
event is being supported by the Medienstiftung Hamburg
Schleswig-Holstein [Media Foundation of Hamburg
Schleswig-Holstein].

Media Education in the Family
On 19 March 2013, the Landesanstalt für Medien NRW (LfM)
[State Media Authority of Northrhine Westphalia] hosted an
event
on
the
topic,
„Zwischen
Anspruch
und
Alltagsbewältigung: Medienerziehung in der Familie”
[Between Expectations and Managing Everyday Routines:
Media Education in the Family], where the results of a study
by the JFF and the Hans Bredow Institute were presented. The
study looked at the activities in families as regards media
eduction, identified various patterns for education and showed
possible ways in which parents can be supported in questions
of media education.

GMaC-Lunch: Media in Chile
„Uses of Elements of Personalization and Strategic Frames in
Newspaper Coverage of two Chilean Presidential Campaigns
(1989-2009)”, English language lecture and discussion by Prof.
Porath von der Pontificia Universidad Católica in Santiago de
Chile on 29 January 2013 in the Graduate School Media and
Communication.

LfM Symposium, “Computer Games(ing) in
Families”
A presentation of the results of the study, “Computer
Games(ing) in Families” on 17 January 2013 at the specialist
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symposium of the Media Authority of North Rhine-Westphalia
(LfM) in Düsseldorf. In the context of this event, the Hans
Bredow Institute, together with the Chair of Education with
special reference to media paedagogy at the University of
Hamburg, presented, among other topics, the secondary
analysis on “Computer Games in Families – The Computer
Game Socialisation of Adolescents with Special Reference to
Gender-specific Aspects”.

question of how software regulates behaviour in online spaces.
Selected researchers from various disciplines brought together
approaches and findings, went through the forms and
consequences of regulating behaviour by code and highlighted
open research questions from 16 to 18 January 2013. The
workshop formed the opening event for a research network and
further systematic publication activities.

Code as Control
In cooperation with the HIIG, the Hans-Bredow-Institute
initiated an international interdisciplinary dialogue on the
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H. HISTORY – ORGANS – ADVISORY BOARD – FINANCES
History

Organs

The Hans Bredow Institute was founded on 30 May
1950 by the then NWDR [Northwest German
Broadcasting] and the University of Hamburg as a
foundation legally responsible under civil law. The
Institute was named after Hans Bredow, who had
signally promoted the establishment of German
broadcasting as State Secretary and Commissioner
for Broadcasting in the Ministry of Posts in the
Weimar Republic. After a work-ban under National
Socialism, Hans Bredow worked on establishing
public broadcasting post war in close contact with
the Chief controller of the NWDR, Sir Hugh
Greene.
The purpose of the Hans Bredow Institute as
an independent, publically-accountable foundation
is to conduct research into media, particularly in
the areas of broadcasting, as well as of other electronic media, in an interdisciplinary fashion and to
make the results available to scholarship, praxis
and the public.
The interdisciplinary structure of the Institute’s
research into media finds expression in the
specialist orientation of its respective directors:
from 1950-1967 a historian, in the person of
Egmont Zechlin, was head of the Institute, from
1968-1970 an educationalist, in the person of
Hans Wenke, from 1971-1979 a sociologist, in the
person of Janpeter Kob. From 1979-1995, the
Institute was led by academic lawyer Wolfgang
Hoffmann-Riem, from 1995-1998 by the political
scientist and scholar of journalism and
communication, Otfried Jarren. Since the summer
of 1998 the academic leadership of the Institute
has resided in a directorate, which represents the
two main pillars of the Institute’s work, research
into media law and communications. Initially,
Wolfgang Hoffmann-Riem (until December
1999), Otfried Jarren (until July 2001) and the
communications scholar Uwe Hasebrink belonged
to it. Since July 2001, the directorate has consisted
of Uwe Hasebrink (Chair) and the academic
lawyer, Wolfgang Schulz.

As a legally responsible foundation, the Institute has
three organs: the curatorship, the directorate and the
Council. The curatorship meets in formal session
twice a year. Its members are:
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Prof. Dr. Dieter Lenzen, President of the University
of Hamburg (Chair)
Prof. Dr. Michel Clement, University of Hamburg
Thomas Fuchs, ALM
Dr. Rolf Greve, Authority for Science and Research
MinR Matthias Harbort, Representative of the
Federal Government for Culture and Media
Prof. Dr. Irene Neverla, University of Hamburg
Helge Kahnert, NDR Broadcasting Council
Susanne Kayser, ZDF
Lutz Marmor, NDR
Eva-Maria Michel, WDR
Prof. Dr. Hans-Heinrich Trute, University of
Hamburg
Prof. Dr. Horst Wernicke, NDR Broadcasting
Council
Academic Advisory Board
In 2009, the Institute constituted an academic
advisory board compliant to its statutes. The
advisory board advises the Institute’s board of
directors on strategic issues, currently above all on
the Institute’s expansion. The members of the
academic advisory board are:
Prof. Dr. Nico van Eijk, Professor of Media and
Telecommunication Law at the Institute for
Information Law at the University of Amsterdam.
Prof. Dr. Otfried Jarren, (Chair), Prorector Arts
and Social Sciences at the University of Zurich
and Professor of Media Studies at the Institute of
Mass Communication and Media Research,
University of Zurich.
Prof. Dr. Barbara Pfetsch, Professor of
Communication Theories/Media Effects and
Research of Media Use and Managing Director of
the Institute for Media and Communication
Studies at the Free University Berlin.
Prof. Dr. Klaus Schönbach, until 2014 Professor
of General Communication Studies with a

H i s t o r y – O r g a n s – A d v i s o r y B o a r d – F i na n c e s

researchh focus on poolitical comm
munication at tthe
University of Vienna, since March
h 2014 Associaate
Dean off Research annd Professor in Residence at
Northweestern Universsity in Qatar.
Prof.. Dr. Gunnar Folke
F
Schuppeert, Professor of
Politicall Science and Sciencce of Pubblic
Adminisstration,
p
particularly
Public
aand
Adminisstrative Law, Faculty of Law,
L
Humbooldt
University Berlin, and Research Prrofessor of Neew
Forms of Governannce at the Social Sciennce
Researchh Center Berliin.
Prof.. Dr. Gabriele Siegert, Proffessor of Meddia
Studies focussing on Media Economics &
Manageement the Instiitute of Mass Communicatiion
and Meddia Research at
a the Universiity of Zurich aand
Vice Dean for Reseearch at the Faculty
F
of Arrts,
University of Zurich.
Prof.. Dr. Gerhard Vowe, Professsor and Chair of
Commuunication and Media
M
Studiess at the HeinricchHeine-U
University Dussseldorf.
Financess

As a fooundation, Thee Hans-Bredo
ow-Institute dooes
not havve any funds of its own, itt pursues pubblic

ood projects and
a does not make any profit. The
go
In
nstitute’s finan
ncing is based on allocationss made to
it and income from
fr projects ffunded by thirrd parties
ass well as the output
o
of its puublishing housse. HansBrredow-Institutte is a public good foundaation and
heence permitted
d to issue receiipts for donatio
ons.
In 2013, thee overall budge
get amounted to
t around
2.3 million eurros, composedd of 837K eu
uros from
th
hird party sou
urces of finaance, 750K euros in
fu
unding from the Free annd Hanseatic City of
Hamburg, as well
w
as 517K
K euros from
m further
so
ources (NDR Media, Meddienstiftung Hamburg,
H
Medienanstalten
M
n, ZDF). Furrthermore, theere were
ad
dditional sumss in 2013 for the renovatio
on of the
neewly occupied
d premises at Rothenbaum
mchaussee
36
6.
The largest part of the IInstitute’s cossts is for
staaff. The increeased allocatio
ions from thee City of
Hamburg have enabled us too expand our range of
ap
ppointments over
o
the last ffew years in order to
tackle new reseearch fields. IIn 2013, our material
co
osts were, in addition, nootably higher than in
prrevious years; this resulteed from the cost of
reelocating and of
o renovating tthe new housee.

Income of the Hans--Bredow-Institute, 2009-22013

2.500
0.000
2.000
0.000
Other Sou
urces

1.500
0.000

Third-Parrty Funding
City of Ha
amburg

1.000
0.000

Institutional Support
500
0.000
2009 2010 2011
2
2012 2013
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Budget of the Hans-Bredow-Institute, 2009-2013
2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

Income
Institutional Support
City of HH
Entire Allocation from Project and Special
Purpose Income = Third Party Resourcing
Other Sources (Events, Publications etc.)
Total Income

571.170
750.000
837.892

626.367
424.000
602.429

626.367
424.000
682.457

626.367
344.000
903.831

626.367
249.000
564.592

170.844
2.329.906

6.631
1.659.427

4.872
1.737.696

9.107
1.883.305

37.996
1.477.955

Expenditure
Staff
Administration
Special Events
Total
Special Purpose Expenditure
Total Expenditure

970.487
628.720
20.021
1.619.228
711.436
2.330.664

858.021
243.736
19.773
1.121.530
538.749
1.660.279

821.970
239.332
24.927
1.086.229
649.379
1.735.607

832.376
268.780
27.415
1.128.571
755.742
1.884.313

779.720
248.278
46.149
1.074.147
399.936
1.474.083

Explanations: special purpose expenditure is that relating to projects in those funded by third parties. Administration covers operating costs, computing, equipment, rents etc. Special Events covers costs for publications
and events.
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I.

STTAFF OF THE INSTTITUTE 20013/20144

R ESE A R CH EM P HA
A SES AND IN
N T ER ES TS O F T H E A C AD
D E M IC S T A FF
F

Prrojects 2013/2
2014
Dr. Per Christiansen, LL.M. (LSE) studied Law aand
Philosopphy at the Unniversity of Kiel
K and Reguulation at the London School of Ecconomics. Sinnce
August 2010, he hass been a Seniior Visiting R
Research F
Fellow at thee Hans Bredow Institute. H
His
researchh focuses onn illuminating questions of
regulatioon as applied to praxis, forr instance, issuues
of regullation of interrnational med
dia corporationns,
the reguulation of daata protection
n and issues of
„Regulaatory Choice””. Seit 2013 hat er überddies
einen L
Lehrauftrag für
f
Wirtschafftsrecht an dder
FOM H
Hochschule füür Oekonomie und Managgement. P
Per is a partneer in the firm of „Rechts- uund
Steuerbeeratung Smoolny Christiaansen”, with a
particulaar interest in Internet and media law. B
Before, hee was Head off Human Resources and Laaw
at AOL
L Group in Geermany. He was
w a member of
the boarrd of the FreiiwilligeSelbstk
kontrolle Mulltimedia ee.V. [Voluntarry Self-Monittoring of Mulltimedia S
Service Providders] from 20
007 to 2010. H
He
has alsoo been a member of thee board of tthe
Stiftungg Digitale Chancen [Fou
undation Digiital
Opportuunities] since 2008.
2
http:///hbi.to/3720

Projectss 2013/2014
•

Optim
mization of the Reegulatory Concep
pt in Data Protecttion
Law

•

Innovvation Workshop „Data Protection
n”

•

Improovement Proposaals for Structures to
t Fight the Expoosition oof Child Abuse onn the Internet

Kevin D
Dankert studieed law at thee University of
Hamburrg. His reseaarch interest concerns booth
private and public media
m
law. Kevin
K
has beeen
workingg at the Hanss Bredow Insttitute for Meddia
Researcch since 20111 as a student worker. Sinnce
Februarry 2014 he has
h been emp
ployed as junnior
researchher.

•

Identification of
o Good Practice in Youth Media Protection:
an Internationa
al Comparison

Sttephan Dreyer has been a m
member of staaff at the
Hans Bredow Institute
I
for M
Media Researrch since
20
002. He had studied
s
Law w
with a focus on
o information
m
and communication at the University of
Hamburg. His research inter
erest concernss the law
ap
pplicable to new
n
media seervices and especially
legal issues at the juncture bbetween proteection of
minors,
m
data prrotection and consumer prrotection,
ass well as witth the challennges legal reegulation
faaces from new
w technologiies, service structures
an
nd usage pracctices. His acttivities in the Institute
in
nclude, alongside the chilild media prrotection,
in
nvestigating th
he possibilitiees, the questiions and
th
he limits of regulation
r
thro
rough technollogy and
th
he obligation to disclose. Inn addition, he conducts
in
nvestigations, oriented toowards researrch and
co
omparativity, into regulattion of systeems and
in
nstruments of governance reelated to mediia. In the
co
ontext of his PhD thesis, hhe is investigaating the
diifficulties as well as the ddeterminants of legal
deecisions underr uncertainty w
within currentt systems
off youth media protection.
Stephan Drreyer is the sp
spokesperson on legal
afffairs for the Complaints C
Committee ass well as
th
he Expert Committee of the Frreiwillige
Seelbstkontrolle Multimedia--Diensteanbieeter e.V.
(F
FSM) [Voluntary Self-Moni
nitoring by Mu
ultimedia
Prroviders]. He is a foundingg member of th
he „Center for Social Responsibility
ty in the Dig
gital Age
SRDA) and ch
hairperson off the “Technical Task
(S
Fo
orce on Interoperabiliity and MachineM
Readability” of
o the Europpean CEO Coalition,
C
which
w
looks in
nto questionss of the techn
nical interoperability of age classificcation labels.
http://hbi..to/832
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Projects 2013/2014
•

MIRACLE (Machine-readable and Interoperable Age
Classification Labels in Europe)

•

TheYouth Media Protection and Media Education in
Digital Media Environments.

•

Children and (online) advertising. Advertising methods,
cross-media marketing strategies and their reception by
children

•

Identifying Good Practice in Youth Media Protection in
International Comparison

•

Trends in Development and Use in the Area of Digital
Media and Challenges for Youth Media Protection

•

Potentials and Design of Border-Crossing Online Labels

•

Decisions under Uncertainty in Youth Media Protection

•

Code as Control in Online Spaces

•

Notions of Public Sphere in Information Law

Michael Grimm, M. A., studied Media and Communication at the Universities of Hamburg, Erfurt
and at the Vancouver Island University (Nanaimo,
B.C., Canada). During his studies, he was a tutor
for several introductory cources in the areas of
television, Internet and empirical methods of
communication research. He also participated as a
student assistant in a research project based on
content analysis and investigating the effects media concentration in the market for daily newspapers in North Germany has on reporting (Dr. Elke
Grittmann) and on editing a publication („Skalenhandbuch Kommunikationswissenschaft” [handbook of scales in communication studies] (Prof.
Dr. Patrick Rössler). He focused on mobile communication for his M.A., as well as on the concept
of visual framing, and completed it with a study
on the topic, „Typen visueller Frames und ihre
Wirkung” [types of visual framing and their effect].
He has been working at the Hans Bredow Institute since October 2012 as a research associate
in the context of a project supported by the German Cancer Aid within The Network of Competencies for Complementary Medicine in Oncology
(KOKON). Together with Eva Boller, he conceived and organised the international symposium,
“Building the Frame(work) – Discussing Methodological Challenges of Applying Content Analysis
in Visual Framing Research”, conducted on 11-12
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October by the Hans Bredow Institute in Hamburg.
In his doctoral project, he has been dealing
with the concept of audiovsiual framing, using the
example of the televised depiction of the complementary and alternative medical treatment of cancer.
Michael Grimm is a member of the International Communication Association (ICA) and of
the European Communication Research and Education Association (ECREA). Since 2012 he is
Student Representative of the Visual Communication Studies Division oft he ICA.
His research interests lie in the areas of visual
communication, health communication, of reception and effects research, media use in the context
of media convergence and of empirical methods
of communication research.
Project 2012/2013
•

The Network of Competencies for Complementary Medicine in Oncology (KOKON)

•

Audiovisual Framing am Beispiel von komplementär- und
alternativmedizinischen Krebsbehandlungen in Fernsehbeiträgen

Prof. Dr. Uwe Hasebrink worked for three years at
the Institute for Social Psychology at the University of Hamburg after studying Psychology and
German Philology in Hamburg. He joined the
Hans Bredow Institute in 1986 as a researcher;
from 1988 he also acted as the executive manager.
In 1998, he was elected to the Institute’s directorate. In 1999, he was Acting Professor of Communications at the College of Music and Theatre
in Hanover. In spring 2001, he received a chair in
“Empirical Communications Studies” from the
University of Hamburg and the Hans Bredow
Institute jointly. Since 2009 he is a member of the
board of directors of the Research Center for Media and Communication (RCMC), which brings
together university and non-university media and
communication research in Hamburg, and at the
same time one of the spokespersons of the Graduate School Media and Communication, which is
being supported within the context of the Hamburg initiative of excellence. Alongside this, he
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was spookesperson foor the specialiist group on rreception research in the DGPuK from 1998 to
2003, co-publisher of the series
s
“Rezeeptionsforrschung” [receeption research] from 2003 to
2007, a member of thhe Managemen
nt Committeee of
the Interrnational Raddio Research Network
N
(IRE
EN)
from 20004-2006, andd from 2010 to
t 2014 membber
of the m
management coommittee of the COST actiion
„Transfo
forming Audieences – Transsforming Soccieties”. H
He has been a member off the Executiive
Board oof the Europeean Communication Researrch
and Eduucation Assocciation (ECRE
EA) since 20004
and hass held a curaatorship at th
he Academy ffor
Journaliism and Coommunications in Hambuurg
since 20001. Since 20009 he has been a member of
the interrnational boarrd of the „Jou
urnal of Childrren
and Meddia” and sincee 2011 he hass been a membber
of the innternational advisory
a
board
d of the journnals
m„Studiess in Communnication | Med
dia” and „Com
municattion Managem
ment Quarterly
y”. His researrch
emphasees at the Instiitute are in thee areas of meddia
use andd media contennts, as well ass media politiics;
in recennt years thesee included priimarily: patterrns
of indivvidual use andd media reperrtoires, the coonvergencce of the media from the useer’s perspectivve,
consequuences of onliine media for classical meddia,
media uuse with childdren and youn
ng people, form
ms
of user interest vis-à-vis the meedia, as well as
n audiences.
Europeaan media annd European
http://hbbi.to/836

Neele Heise, M.A
A., studied Coommunication
n Studies
an
nd History at the Universiity of Erfurt. Among
otthers, she wass a student asssistant at the interdisciplinary project, “Bauhausskommunikatiion” She
haas been award
ded several prrizes for her work,
w
for
ex
xample with the Advancem
ment Award 2008 of
th
he State Mediaa Authority Thhuringia. She finished
heer master’s prrogramme in C
Communication Studies with a thesis on “Ethik deer Internetforsschung –
Diskurs und Praxis. Eine qqualitative-heu
uristische
Befragung deu
utscher Kom
mmunikationsfforscher”
[E
Ethics of Intern
net Research – Discourse and
a Practicce. A Qualitaative-Heuristicc Survey amo
ong German
m Communiccation Researrchers”. Since October
20
011 she has been a junior rresearcher at the
t Hans
Brredow Institutte in the cours
rse of the DFG
G project
„D
Die (Wieder-))Entdeckung des Publikum
ms” [The
(R
Re-)Discovery
y of the Audieence]. Relatin
ng to this
prroject she do
oes her doctoorate at the Graduate
G
Scchool Media and
a Communi
nication, the in
nterdiscipllinary doctoraal programme of the Researrch Center for Media and Commuunication (RC
CMC) in
Hamburg. In her
h dissertatio
ion project sh
he deals
with
w the areas „active audieence”, media acquisitio
on and technical artefacts. Her research interests
arre in the field of media acqquisition, onliine communication,
m
theeory and pracctice of sociaal media
an
nd user praactice in thhe social web.
w
htttp://hbi.to/447
73

Projectss 2013/2014

•

The (Re-)Disc
covery of the Auddience

•
•

Code as Control in Online Spaaces
„Radio-Activity „ – on the Rolle of Technologiccal „Dispositifs” and Technological Coompetencies for ParticipaP
tory Practicess: the Example off Radio Communiication

•

Comm
municative Figurrations of Social Realities
R

•

Reperrtoires of Commuunication: Public Connections andd
Particcipation

•

TheY
Youth Media Protection and Mediaa Education in
Digitaal Media Environnments

•

Trendds in Developmennt and Use in the Area of Digital
Media and the Concom
mitant Challengess for Youth Mediia
Protection

•

Reuteers Institute Digittal News Survey

•

Inform
mation Repertoirres of the German
n Population

•

COST
T-Programme, „T
Transforming Aud
diences – Transformiing Societies”

•

Europpean Media Audiiences

•

Longg Term Study on Media
M
Apropriation

•

Convvergence from thee User’s Perspectiive – the Conceptt of
Comm
munication Modees

•

EU K
Kids Online

Prrojects 2013/2
2014

Annja Herzog, M. A., studied SSlavistics and
d History
att the Universiity of Hambuurg and journ
nalism at
th
he University of
o St. Petersbburg. As a stud
dent, she
already worked
d on numerouus projects at the
t Hans
Brredow Institu
ute, as well ass on the Interrnational
Media
M
Handbook. Thereafter
er, she has con
ntributed
to
o several projeectes and is m
member of the editorial
staff of the jou
urnal „Medienn & Kommun
nikationsw
wissenschaft“ as well as thhe Internationaal Media
Handbook. Shee has been alsoo dealing with
h tasks of
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overall research orgaanisation and project acquiisition in tthe context off a back-officee position at tthe
board oof directors siince April 2007. Beside thhis,
she worrks on the development off an online pllatform onn worldwide media
m
systemss on the basis of
the
IInternational
Media
Handbook.
H
http://hbbi.to/839
Dr. Sasccha Hölig, studdied Media Sttudies (Comm
municationns), Sociologyy and Philosop
phy at the Frriedrich Scchiller Univerrsity of Jena as
a well as at tthe
Internattional School of Social Scieence of the Un
University of Tampere (Finland).
(
He was a researrch
assistannt at the Lehrsstuhl für Empiirische Komm
munikationnswissenschafft [chair of em
mpirical comm
municationn studies](Proff. Dr. Uwe Hasebrink)
H
at tthe
Institutee of Media and Commun
nication of tthe
Universsity of Hambuurg. He subseequently movved
to the ppost of researcch associate att the Institute of
Commuunication Stuudies and Media
M
Cultuure
(IfKM) of Leuphana University, Lüneburg.
L
Sinnce
2012 hee has been thee Teaching Evaluation
E
Cooordinator of the Leuphana Universitty, Lüneburg H
He
has beenn a Senior Researcher at thee Hans-BredoowInstitutee since 2013. In his research, he is intereested chieffly in the areaas of media usse in new meddia
environm
ments, empiriical research methods
m
and tthe
communnication of knnowledge. In his
h PhD thesiss at
the Graaduate Schooll of the Research Center ffor
Media aand Communiication (RCMC) he dealt w
with
the idenntification of information-o
i
oriented comm
municationn modes on thhe Internet. Saascha Hölig iss a
memberr of the Deutsche Gesellsch
haft für Publizzistik und Kommunikaationswissenscchaft (DGPuK
K),
n Research aand
of the European Coommunication
Educatioon Associatioon (ECREA) and
a is the „G
German Reepresentative”” in its section
n for young rresearcherrs. He is alsso a member of the COS
STAction IS0906 „Trannsforming Au
udiences, Trannsformingg Societies”.

Projectss 2013/2014
•

Reuteers Institute Digittal News Survey

•

Europpean Media Audiiences

•

COST
T-Programme „T
Transforming Aud
diences – Transformiing Societies”
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•

Convergence from
f
the User’s PPerspective – the Concept
C
of
Communicatio
on Modes

Jooana Kühn, M.A. studied coommunication
n studies
an
nd German stu
udies (B.A.) aat Ernst-Morittz-ArndtUniversity,
U
Grreifswald, ass well as sociology
(M
M.A.) at the University
U
of PPotsdam. While studyin
ng for her Maaster’s degreee at the Univ
versity of
Po
otsdam, she was
w also an acaademic assistaant in the
Dean’s office of
o the Philosoophische Faku
ultät (arts
an
nd humanitiees), where shhe investigatted how
acccessible the Faculty’s proogrammes are for studeents. Her Master’s thesis deealt with the effects
e
of
so
ocial backgrou
und on acadeemic success. She has
beeen a researcch assistant aat the Hans Bredow
In
nstitute since January
J
2014 working on th
he study,
“M
Mobile Intern
netnutzung im
m Alltag von Kindern
un
nd Jugendlich
hen” [Mobile Internet Usag
ge in the
Ev
veryday Lifee of Children
en and Adollescents],
which
w
is part of the project, “Jugendmedienschutz
un
nd Medienerzziehung in diigitalen Medienumgebu
ungen” [You
uth Media Prrotection and
d Media
Ed
ducation in Digital
D
Mediaa Environmen
nts] commissioned
m
by th
he BMFSFJ

Prrojects 2014
•

TheYouth Me
edia Protection annd Media Educatiion in
Digital Media
a Environments

•

Mobile Intern
net Usage in the E
Everyday Life of Children
and Adolescents

Drr. Claudia Lam
mpert studied E
Education with
h special
em
mphasis on Media
M
Pedagoggy at the Univ
versity of
Lü
üneburg and at the Univversity of Hamburg,
H
where
w
she gained a doctoratee in 2006 with
h a study
on
n the potentiall of fictional ttelevision prog
grammes
fo
or promoting health. She hhas been work
king as a
reesearch consultant at the H
Hans Bredow Institute
sin
nce April 1999.
One of her research
r
foci lies in the areea of mediia socialisation
n and media ppedagogy. In the context of various projects,
p
she iis looking into
o the role
off the (digital) media in the life-world off children
an
nd young peo
ople. She is a member off, among
otther organisations, the DGPPuK- specialiist group
on
n media pedag
gogy, of the ssection for meedia pedag
gogy in the DGfE, of the G
GMK, of the specialist
s
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consultaants to the Errfurter Netcod
des [an assocciation in E
Erfurt for the protection off children on tthe
Internett], of the coonsultants for the initiatiive
„SCHA
AU HIN!”, off the specialiist commissioon,
„Wissenn, Forschung,, Technikfolg
genabschätzunng”
[knowleedge, researcch, evaluating technologyy’s
effects] in the Zentruum für Kinderrschutz im IntterKIZ) [centre off the protectio
on of children on
net (I-K
the Inteernet], as well as a memberr of the experrts’
group oof the Europeaan Media Liteeracy Educatiion
Study (E
EMEDUS).
Clauudia Lampert is also intereested in and rresearchess into the suubject area of
o media-relatted
health ccommunication. In 2006, sh
he gained a dooctoral deegree with herr research on the potential of
TV matterial currentlyy on offer forr health supp ort
(key woord: entertainm
ment-educatio
on). In additioon,
she is innterested in thhe potential an
nd risks of meddia
use as thhese apply to health, particu
ularly as regarrds
childrenn and young people.
p
She is one of the iniitiators annd coordinators of the netw
work, „Netwoork
for Media and Heaalth Commun
nication”, whiich
unched in 20033, and she is the
t co-authorr of
was laun
the texxtbook „Gesuundheitskomm
munikation uund
Medien”” [health communication
c
n and meddia]
(Fromm
m/Baumann/Laampert 2011)) as well ass a
memberr of the editorrial board for the series, „M
Medien undd Gesundheit”” [media and health] (Nom
mos
Verlag). http:// hbi.to/844

PD
D Dr. Wiebke Loosen studieed Communications at
th
he University of Münster, w
where she waas also a
reesearcher and assistant untill in 2000 she changed
to
o the Universiity of Hambuurg. In 2006/2
2007 she
accted in place of a professorrship for com
mmunicatio
on studies fo
ocusing on oonline commu
unication
an
nd communicator researchh at the LMU
U in Muniich. In 2010, Wiebke Loossen habilitated on the
su
ubject „Transfformationen ddes Journalism
mus und
deer Journalism
musforschung”” [Transformaations of
Jo
ournalism and Journalism R
Research] at th
he Faculty
y of Social Stu
udies Faculty at Hamburg UniversiU
ty
y. Since 1 Aprril 2010 Wiebbke Loosen haas been a
seenior researcher at the Hanns Bredow Insstitute. In
heer research, sh
he focuses onn the areas off journalism
m research, online
o
commuunication and methods
off empirical communicatio
c
on research. Wiebke
Lo
oosen is a member of the bboard of trusteees of the
Akademie
A
für Publizistik,
P
m
member of the nominatio
on committeee of the Grim
mme Online Awards,
an
nd co-editor of
o the series „„Aktuell. Stud
dien zum
Jo
ournalismus” [Topical. Studdies on Journ
nalism]
htttp:// hbi.to/33
398

Projectss 2013/2014
•

TheY
Youth Media Protection and Mediaa Education in
Digitaal Media Environnments

•

Mobiile Internet Usagee in the Everyday
y Life of Childrenn
and A
Adolescents

•

The A
Acceptance, Use and
a Further Deveelopment of Techhnical Instruments for Youth
Y
Media Protection

•

Childdren and (online) advertising. Advertising methods,,
cross--media marketingg strategies and th
heir reception by
childrren.

•

EU K
Kids Online

•

Media Education by Parents.
P
Media Ed
ducation in the
Familly Between Asserrting a claim and Dealing with thee
Everyyday

•

Compputer Game Sociaalisation in the Faamily

•

The N
Network of Comppetencies for Com
mplementary Meddicine iin Oncology (KO
OKON)

•

Netw
work for Media annd Health Commu
unication

Prrojects 2013/2
2014
•

The (Re-) Disc
covery of the Auddience. The Relattionship
between Journalism and Audiennce under the Con
nditions of
Web 2.0

•

Audience Partiicipation in Youthh Radio

•

When ‘Data’ Becomes
B
‘News’: Developing an Instrument
for a Content Analysis
A
of Data-d
-driven Coverage

•

Communicativ
ve Figurations of SSocial Realities

•

Relationships between
b
journalissm and audiencess: Role
differentiation and news producction

Martin Lose stu
udied Law at Hamburg Un
niversity.
His research interest
i
lies iin public meedia and
co
ommunication
n law, which bbuilt his focu
us in univeersity and wass further exploored during an
a internsh
hip at „i.e. – Büro für iinformationsreechtliche
Ex
xpertise” [i.e.. – Office foor Expertise on
o Information
m
Law”]. Since 2008 hhe has workeed at the
Hans Bredow Institute
I
in thhe area of „m
media and
telecommunication law”, firsst as student assistant,
a
nce May 2011 as junior reesearcher. In his
h PhDsin
prroject he deals with legal issues regarrding the
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distributtion of conttent on onlin
ne-platforms.
http://hbbi.to/4081

•

Gewährleistung der Möglichkeiit internetbasierteer Kommunikation – Eine
E Vermessungg des grundgesetzzlichen
Schutzkonzeptts

Projectss 2013/2014

•

Kommunikativ
ve Figurationen soozialer Wirklichk
keiten

•

Notioons of Public Sphhere in Informatio
on Law

•

iLinc: Establishing a European
E
Networrk of Law Incuba-tors

•

UNESCO Chair on Frreedom of Comm
munication and
Inform
mation

•

Analyyzing Governance Structures of So
ocial Media

•

Channges in Asian Meddia Systems

•

Concepts for the Reguulation of Audiov
visual Media in
Europpe

•

Convvergence and Its Regulatory
R
Conseequences

•

Guardding Access to Online-Platforms
O
in
i Media Law

Christianne Matzen, M.
M A., studied History, Pubblic
Law andd Sociology inn Hamburg an
nd Marburg. S
She
has worrked as an academic
a
edittor at the Haans
Bredow
w Institute sincce 1991. Her area of activvity
involvess the editoriall control of all the Institutee’s
publicattions, above all the journ
nal „Medien &
mKommuunikationswisssenschaft” [M
Media and Com
municattion Studies],, of the Interrnational Meddia
Handboook as well ass the various series and othher
publicattions. Beyondd that, she is responsible ffor
the Instiitute’s Interneet presence, fo
or its events aand
for presss and public relations. Heer interests em
emphasise particularly thhe developmeent of broadcaasting in G
Germany andd the develop
pment of broaadcasting systems internnationally. http://hbi.to/84
h
46
Markus Oermann, Dipll.-Jur. Univ., M. A, studied Laaw
with Meedia and Cultuure Law as sp
pecialities, Pollitical Science, and Phiilosophy at th
he Johannes G
GuM
German
ny. His researrch
tenberg--University Mainz,
focussess on the theooretical and leegal backgrouund
of Internnet based info
formation and communicatiion
processees. Since fall 2010 he haas been a PhhD
mstudent of the Graduuate School Media
M
and Com
municattion Hamburgg. The topic off his dissertatiion
is on thhe right on Innternet based information aaccess. Siince April 20112 he has also
o worked at tthe
Bredow Instituute’s departmeent „Media aand
Hans B
Telecom
mmunication Law”.
L
http:///hbi.to/ 4699

Projectss 2013/2014
•
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Analyyzing Governance Structures of So
ocial Media

Diipl.-Päd. Marceel Rechlitz stuudied paedago
ogy with
sp
pecial reference to adult eeducation and
d me dia
paaedagogy at the Johannes Gutenberg University
in
n Mainz. From
m 2008 -20122, he worked as a studeent assistant at
a the jugendsschutz.net and
d was its
co
onsultant for the
t protectionn of minors fro
om 2012
to
o 2013. This function meaant that he sh
hared resp
ponsibility forr the assessmeent and furtheer develop
pment of technical instrumeents for the prrotection
off minors as regards
r
their effectiveness and appllicability. In his diploma dissertation,, he addrressed the queestion as to hhow far media educatio
on can be co
ombined withh programmes within
faamilies for thee protection off minors. He has been
a research assistant at the H
Hans Bredow Institute
sin
nce January 2014 workking on the project,
“A
Akzeptanz, Nutzung
N
undd Weiterentw
wicklung
technischer Jugendschutzinsstrumente” [T
The Acceeptance, Use and further D
Development of Techniical Instrumen
nts for the Pro
rotection of Minors]
M
a
su
ub-project of the project,”” Jugendmedienschutz
un
nd Medienerzziehung in diigitalen Medienumgebu
ungen” [You
uth Media Prrotection and
d Media
Ed
ducation in Digital Meddia Environm
ments] as
co
ommissioned by
b the BMSFSSJ.

Prrojects 2013/2
2014
•

The Acceptanc
ce, Use and Furthher Development of Technical Instrumen
nts for Youth Meedia Protection

•

TheYouth Med
dia Protection andd Media Educatio
on in
Digital Media Environments

Juulius Reimer, M.
M A., studied C
Communicatiion Studies, Commerciial Policy annd Sociology
y at the
Westfälische
W
Wilhelms-Univ
W
versity in Mün
nster and
att the Universittà della Svizzeera italiana in Lugano.
Siince October 2011
2
he has bbeen a junior researchr
err for the DFG project „Die (Wieder-)Enttdeckung
dees Publikums”” [The (Re-)D
Discovery of th
he Audien
nce”] at the Hans
H
Bredow
w Institute. Du
uring his
co
ommunication
n studies he worked as a student
asssistant for Prof. Dr. Christtoph Neuberger. From

Academic Staff

Novembber 2009 to September 2011
2
he wass a
researchh assistant forr Prof. Dr. Klaaus Meier at tthe
Institutee for Journallism of the TU Dortmunnd,
doing reesearch as weell as teaching
g. That is wheere
he alsoo gained a doctorate beearing the tiitle
„Brandeed Journalistss” and dealin
ng with branndformatioon and-manaagement by journalists.
j
H
His
further rresearch interrests lie in thee area of partiicipation, social media use and transp
parency in jouurnalism. His researchh interests aree in the area of
participaation and traansparency in
n journalism as
well
as
brandinng
for
journalists.
http://hbbi.to/4466

onsequences of online annd game-baseed social
co
sp
paces as a mem
mber of the w
working group ”Digital
Games
G
and On
nline Worlds”” at the Hans Bredow
In
nstitute. http
p://hbi.to/15300

Projectss 2013/2014

Diipl.-Soz. Hermann-Dieter Scchröder studieed sociolo
ogy in Bieleffeld. He has worked at th
he Hans
Brredow Institutte since 1983 . He has here pursued
th
he following topics,
t
amongg others: the presentap
tio
on of televisiion programm
mes and broaadcasting
prroviders in programme
p
gguides and th
he daily
neewspapers, th
he organisatioon and finan
ncing of
lo
ocal radio, thee organisationn of program
mme produ
uction for television and the develop
pment of
media
m
business. His researrch interests concern
paarticularly the organisatorrial and com
mmercial
strructures of thee media system
m http://hbii.to/848

•

The ((Re-)Discovery of the Audience

•

Brandded Journalists. The
T Theoretical Conception
C
and
Empiirical Explorationn of Branding in Journalism
J

Dr. Jan--Hinrik Schmiidt studied Sociology at tthe
Otto-Friiedrich-Univeersity Bambeerg and W
West
Virginiaa University Morgantown
n, USA. Froom
2000 onnwards, he held
h
various positions
p
in tthe
Universsity of Bambeerg, among th
hem the researrch
centre ffor „New Com
mmunicationss Media”, at tthe
Chair inn Sociology III (Prof. Dr. R. Münch) andd at
the Staate Institute for
f Research into Familiies.
After coompleting his doctorate on the
t institutionnalisation oof locally relaated online serrvices, he waas a
Germann Academic Exchange
E
sch
holar at the D
Donau-Uniiversity Krem
ms, and guestt scholar at tthe
Johannees-Kepler-Uniiversity Linz (Prof. Dr. B.
Batinic)). From 20055 to 2007, he worked onn a
postdoc project supported by th
he German R
ReFoundation onn „Practices in online–bassed
search F
networkking” at the research ceentre for „Neew
Commuunications Meedia” in Bamb
berg. Since N
November 2007 he has been workiing as a sennior
researchher for digitall media and political comm
municationn at the Hanns Bredow In
nstitute. His research ffocus is on devvelopments off „social mediia”
or respeectively the “W
Web 2.0”, wheere he is particcularly intterested in currrent changes in online bassed
public sspheres and social networks, as well as
their efffects on politiics, economy and civil socciety. In aaddition, he analyses
a
form
m, functions aand

Prrojects 2013/2
2014
•

The Motivation
n to Participate: eePetitons

•

Communicativ
ve Configurationss of Social Realitiies

•

Software: the Shaping
S
of Sociall Participation by
y Codes

•

The (Re-)Disco
overy of the Audi
dience

•

Analyzing Gov
vernance Structurres of Social Med
dia

•

Social Media and
a Networked Puublic Spheres

•

Media Memory
y: Communicatioon about the Past

Prrojects 2013/2
2014
•

Trends in Deve
elopment and Usee in the Area of Digital
D
Media and Cha
allenges for Youtth Media Protection

•

Audience Partiicipation in Youthh Radio

Maria Franziska
a Schroeder sttudied law at the Univeersity of Greifswald with special reference to
bu
usiness law. Her
H research iinterests are in
i public
an
nd private med
dia law, with pparticular refeerence to
co
opyright. She was a studentt assistant to the
t Chair
off Public Law
w under Proff. Dr. Joachiim Lege
(U
University of Greifswald) from 2010 to
t 2014.
Siince April 201
14, she has beeen a research assistant
att the Hans Breedow Institute .

Prroject 2014
•

iLinc: Establishing a Europeann Network of Law
w Incubators

Prrof. Dr. Wolfgang Schulz studdied Law and Journalism
m in Hambu
urg. Since 19997 he has taaught the
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optionall special subject on inform
mation and co mmunicattion in the Deepartment of Law
L at the Un
University oof Hamburg; he
h has been also a memberr of
the statee office for leegal examinatiions since Jannuary 20000. In July 20009, habilitation through tthe
Faculty of Law at the
t Universitty of Hambuurg,
granted Venia Legenndi in public law, media laaw
and leggal philosophhy. Since November
N
20111,
Schulz has held thee chair in “M
Media Law aand
Public L
Law includingg Theoretical Foundations”” in
the Facuulty of Law at
a the Universiity of Hambuurg.
This com
mprises a joinnt placement of
o the Universsity
of Ham
mburg and the Hans Bredow
w Institute. T
The
focus of this professsorship is on research at tthe
Hans Brredow Instituute. Initially, W.
W Schulz actted
as depuuty business diirector as welll as head of tthe
Hans B
Bredow Instituute’s area of media
m
and teelecommunnications, sincce 2011 he haas been a mem
mber of thhe board of diirectors. In Feebruary 2012, he
was alsoo appointed director
d
at the Humboldt Insstitute for Internet and Society in Berlin.
B
His woork
emphasiises the freeddom of commu
unication, prooblems off legal regulation with reegard to meddia
contentss, questions off law in new media,
m
above all
in digitaal television, and
a the legal bases
b
of journnalism, butt also the juriisprudential bases of freedoom
of com
mmunication, and the impllications of tthe
changinng public sphhere on law. In addition, he
works oon the forms taaken by the State’s functionns,
for insttance, in the framework of concepts of
„regulatted self-regulaation” or „info
ormational reggulation”. Many of his projects
p
are designed
d
internnationally comparative. http://hbi.to/849
Projectss 2013/2014
•

Comm
municative Confiigurations of Sociial Realities

•

Channges in Asian Meddia Systems

•

UNESCO Chair on Frreedom of Comm
munication and
Inform
mation

•

Analyysing Governancee Structures of So
ocial Media

•

Notioons of Public Sphhere in Informatio
on Law

•

Guardding Access to Online-Platforms
O
in
i Media Law

•

Innovvation Workshop „Data Protection
n”

•

iLinc: Establishing a European
E
Networrk of Law Incuba-tors

•

Identiifying Good Pracctice in Youth Meedia Protection inn
Internnational Compariison
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•

Youth Media Protection
P
and Meedia Education in
n Digital
Media Environ
nments

•

Legislation in a Times of Changge in the Media

•

Concepts for th
he Future Regulat
ation of Audiovisu
ual Media
in Europe

•

a Its Regulatoryy Consequences
Convergence and

Drr. Anne Schulzze studied com
mmunication, psycholog
gy and sociollogy at the U
University of Münster
an
nd at the Univ
versity of Mallaga. She worrked as a
reesearch associate at the Insstitute of Com
mmunicatio
on Studies att the Universsity of Münster from
20
009 to April 2013
2
and finishhed her disserrtation in
th
his period on „Internetwerb
„
bekompetenz von
v Kindeern” [children’s competency
cy with Interneet advertissing]. She has been a reseearch associate at the
Hans Bredow Institute in the BMFSF
FJ-/LfMPrroject, „Kindeer und (Onlinne-) Werbung
g” [childrren and (onlin
ne) advertisinng]. Her work
k emphasises competen
ncy as regardss media and advertisng, research in
nto the effectss of media an
nd adverin
tissing and reseaarch into recippients and meedia pedag
gogy, both oriiented accordiing to psychology and
so
ocialisation theeories.

Prroject 2013/20
014
•

Children and (o
online) advertisinng. Advertising methods,
m
cross-media marketing strategiees and their recep
ption by
children

Allina Laura Tiews, M. A. studdied modern and
a contemporary histo
ory, modern G
German philology and
co
omparative literary criticissm at the Humboldt
H
University,
U
Berrlin. The projeect of her disssertation
co
oncerns researrch into migraants and refug
gees and
lo
ooks into the question of what role flight and
ex
xpulsion playeed in East Geerman film an
nd television between 1949 and 19990. The pro
oject had
upport from th
he DEFA Fouundation and has
h been
su
su
upported
by
the
Immanu
uel-KantPrromotionstipendium des Bundesinstittuts für
Kultur
K
und Gesschichte der D
Deutschen im östlichen
ö
Eu
uropa [Imman
nuel Kant dooctoral scholaarship of
th
he Federal Insttitute for Cultu
ture and Histo
ory of the
Germans
G
in Eaastern Europe]] since summ
mer 2012.
Alina
A
Laura Tiiews worked as an adviso
or on the
peedagogy of museums
m
in th
the Deutschess Histor-

Academic Staff

isches M
Museum in Berlin
B
and sub
bsequently ass a
freelancce consultant in museum
m pedagogy ffor
various museums in Hamburg.
H
Heer research intterests lie iin the area off migration and
d media histoory,
as well as in the fieldd of memory culture,
c
the poolitics of hhistory and thhe communicaation of histoory.
She hollds an honoraary post as editor of the jouurnal, „R
Rundfunk undd Geschichte”” [broadcastiing
and histtory]. Alina Laura
L
Tiews has been a rresearch aassociate at the
t Research Centre for tthe
History of Broadcastiing in Northerrn Germany.
Projectss 2013/2014
•

Publiic Communicationn as Facilitated by the Media from
m
the 19950s to the 1980ss

•

Entanngled Media Histories (EMHIS)

•

Media Memory: Comm
munication aboutt the Past

Dr. Hanss-Ulrich Wagnner studied Geerman Languaage
and Liteerature at the Universities of
o Bamberg aand
Münsterr and workedd as a freelancce literary criitic
and jourrnalist. He gaained a doctorrate in Bambeerg
in 19966 with a studdy on the rad
dio plays of tthe
immediaate postwar years
y
1945-194
49. Subsequen
ently, he w
worked at thhe German Broadcasting A
Archive inn Frankfurt am
m Main, with
h a DFG projeect
on the bbroadcasting work
w
of Güntter Eich, as w
well
as beingg a curator off the exhibitio
on „Remigrantten
und Runndfunk [returnning emigrants and broadcaasting] 19945-1955”. He
H has been working at tthe
Researcch Centre for the History of Broadcastiing
in Northhern Germanyy since Decem
mber 2000, sinnce
August 2005 as its head.
h
He fulfi
fils teaching aand
t University
y of Hamburgg in
examinaation roles at the
the Deppartment of Language,
L
Liteerature and M
Media I/Meedia Culture. He has been a member of tthe
jury for the „Hörsppielpreis der Kriegsblindeen.
Preis füür Radiokunst”” [Blind War Veterans’ Priize
for Raddio Plays. Prizze for Radio Arts]
A
since 19996
and has been editor of
o the journal, „Rundfunk uund
Geschicchte” [Broadccasting and History] sinnce
2005. H
He is a board member of th
he „Studienkrreis
Rundfunnk und Geschhichte” [Circlle for the Stuudy
of Broaadcasting and History] and
d acted as chhair
from 20007 to 2011. His
H research interests
i
incluude
all issuees of mediateed public com
mmunication, tthe

main
m
focus beiing the invesstigation of lo
ong-term
media
m
effects, the
t relationshiip of broadcassting and
litterature, soun
nd studies, as well as quesstions on
th
he history of media,
m
program
mming and meentalities
in
n the 20th centtury. http://hhbi.to/850
http
Website off Research Ceentre:
p://hbi.to/
21
119
Prrojects 2013/2
2014
•

Public Commu
unication as Facililitated by the Med
dia from
the 1950’s to th
he 1980’s

•

Entangled Med
dia Histories (EM
MHIS)

•

Media Memory
y: Communicatioon about the Past

•

Kollektive Iden
ntitäten: Raumbeezogene Identitätssdiskurse
in Hamburg un
nd Leipzig 1919-11975

•

Sounds Like … History of Radiio Aesthetic (Bro
oadcast
Sound Design))

Sttefanie Wahl, M. A. studiedd communicaation and
litterary sciencee at the Univeersity of Erfurt (B.A),
ass well as med
dia managemeent at the Insttitute for
Jo
ournalism and
d Communicattion Research
h (IJK) at
th
he Hanover University
U
off Music, Theatre and
Media
M
(M.A.). She completted her study
y for her
Master’s
M
with an online que
uestionnaire fo
or media
teachers on thee communicattion of mediaa competence outside of
o schools. Steefanie Wahl has
h been
working
w
at thee Hans Bredoow Institute as a reseearch assistantt in the area oof health com
mmunicatio
on for The Network of Coompetencies for
f Compllementary Medicine in O
Oncology (K
KOKON).
Alongside
A
this, her disserttation deals with
w
the
qu
uestion of how
w laypersons perceive research and
ho
ow far this con
ntributes them
m forming opinions. In
ad
ddition to the field of com
mmunicating research,
r
heer main intereests are both hhealth commu
unication
(aabove all, on the
t topics of ccancer and eaating disorrders) and communicating and assessin
ng media
co
ompetency.

Prroject 2013/20
014
•

The Network of
o Competencies ffor Complementaary Medicine in Oncology (KOKON)

Leennart Ziebarrth studied L
Law at the GeorgAugust-Univers
A
sity Göttingenn. His research interesst lies with public
p
and pprivate mediaa law in
which
w
he alreaady absolvedd the apropriaate main
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focus. W
While studyinng he was stud
dent assistantt to
the consultant of thee faculty of laaw. Since Appril
2012 hee has workedd as junior reesearcher at tthe
Hans Brredow Institutte in the area of „Media- aand
telecom
mmunication law”.
l
In his PhD thesis he
covers tthe need and possibility
p
of guaranteeing
g
nnet
neutralitty. http://hbbi.to/4673

2014
Prrojects 2013/2
•

Notions of Pub
blic Sphere in Info
formation Law

•

Motivation to Participation:
P
e-PParticipation

•

Network Neutrrality in the Internnet – The Necessity for and
Attainment of it by Means of thhe Existing German Law

HONOR AR Y M EM BE
ER O F T H E D IR EC TOR AT E
H
m, LL.M., studiied
Prof. Drr. Wolfgang Hoffmann-Riem
Law in Hamburg, Freiburg
F
i. Br., Munich aand
Berkeley. Since 1974 he has beeen Professor ffor
Public L
Law and Adm
ministration at the Universsity
of Ham
mburg, since 2008
2
as emeriitus. Since 20012
he has been a proffessor at the Bucerius Laaw
School, Hamburg. Frrom 1979 unttil the beginniing
of his aactivities as Law
L
Senator of
o the Free aand
Hanseattic City of Hamburg
H
(September 1995 to
Novembber 1997) he was the direcctor of the Haans
Bredow
w Institute from
m 1979 and ch
hairperson of tthe
newly ccreated directoorate of the Insstitute from Juuly
1998 unntil Decemberr 1999. From 1999 to 2008 he
was a m
member of thhe directoratee subsequent to
being apppointed a juudge of the Feederal Constit
itutional C
Court. He hass been the dirrector of the rresearch ccentre on enviironmental law
w at the Univversity of H
Hamburg sincce 1994 and accademic headd of
the reseearch centre for
f law and innovation sinnce
1995. H
He spent reseearch and teaaching leave at
Stanfordd Law Schooll, Harvard Laaw School, Tooulane Laaw School, Hastings
H
Colleege of the Laaw
and the Columbia Innstitute for Tele-Informatioon,
and waas, among othher things, a member of tthe
commisssion of expeerts on new media, Badeen-

Württemberg,
W
of the comm
mission of enq
quiry on
neew informatio
on and comm
munications technolot
giies of the Gerrman federal parliament, the
t commission
m
of enqu
uiry on parliam
mentary reforrm of the
Paarliament of the Free annd Hanseatic City of
Hamburg, as well as of the „„Kommission Medienveerantwortung”” [Commissioon on Media Responsib
bility] orderred by Fedderal Presideent von
Weizsäcker.
W
Hee publishes oon questions of
o media
laaw and mediaa sociology ass well as on constitutio
onal and adm
ministrative llaw, commerrcial and
en
nvironmental law, police laaw and the sociology
off law. Projects at the Instittute were, am
mong otherrs, basic rightts of media fr
freedom, proteection of
yo
oung people, supervisionn of broadcaasting in
Germany
G
and other
o
industriaalised countriees, Hambu
urg as media location, the relationship of
o media
laaw and telecom
mmunicationss law, politicaal advisin
ng in the media area. Since 2007, he has been the
German
G
delegate at the Euroopean Commission for
Democracy thrrough Law (t
(the Venice CommisC
sion). From October
O
2009 to summer 2010 he
sp
pent 10 montths at the Innstitute for Advanced
A
Sttudy in Berlin
n, researchingg on law and
d innovatio
on. http://hb
bi.to/854

A S S OC I A T E S T A F F ME MBE RS A ND FRE EL A NC ERS

Associaate staff mem
mbers and freeelancers supp ort
the Instiitute in defininng new researrch topics andd in
perform
ming concrete investigations. In 2013/20014
the assoociate staff meembers were:
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Prrof. Dr. Joan Kristin Bleiccher studied German
Laanguage and Literature, A
American Studies and
geeneral literary
y criticism inn Giessen, Blloomingto
on/USA and Siegen.
S
She obbtained a docctorate at
th
he University of Siegen and
nd worked from 1986-

A s s o c i a t e d S t a f f M e m b e r s a n d F r e e l a nc e r s

1995 inn the special research
r
areaa no. 240 of tthe
Germann Research Foundation, Deutsche Foorschungssgemeinschaftt, „Ästhetik, Pragmatik uund
Geschicchte der Bildsschirmmedien
n. Schwerpunnkt:
Fernsehhen in der Bundesrepublik
B
k Deutschlannd”
[Aesthetics, Pragmatiics and Historry of the screeenbased M
Media. Speciall Emphasis: Television
T
in tthe
Federal Republic off Germany]. After teachiing
posts att the universities of Saarbrü
ücken, Marbuurg,
Lüneburrg and Hamb
mburg, Joan Kristin
K
Bleichher
wrote hher post-doctorral thesis at th
he University of
Hamburrg. Her interests emphasise the areas of
media aaesthetics and history, theorries of narratioon,
contempporary literatuure and found
dational researrch
on the IInternet. From
m the summerr semester 20001
onwardss, she has helld a professorship in the G
Germanic IInstitute at the
t
University
y of Hambuurg.
From sppring 2002 unntil autumn 2007,
2
she heldd a
joint proofessorship inn „Media Stud
dies” at the Haans
Bredow
w Institute andd the Universiity of Hambuurg.
Since September 20007 she has beeen a full profe
fessor at thhe Institute foor Media and Communicatiion
Studies at the Univerrsity of Hambu
urg and an asssociate staaff member of
o the Hans Bredow
B
Instituute.
She is m
member of thee editorial board of the journnal
„Medienn & Komm
munikationsw
wissenschaft”
http://hbbi.to/829
Dipl.-Psyych. Juliane Finger
F
studied
d Psychology at
the Julius-Maximiliaans-University
y Würzburg, tthe
Saarlandd University in
i Saarbrückeen (focussing on
media aand organisatiional psychollogy) and at tthe
Universsity of Missouuri (USA). Her diploma theesis
was devvoted to the depiction of the differencces
betweenn sexes in the media, using
g the example of
the TV inspectors inn „Tatort”. From
F
Novembber
2008 to October 2009 and again since
s
April 20011
she has been a Juniorr Researcher at
a the Institutee of
Media aand Communiication (Prof. Dr. Uwe Hasse-

brrink) at the University of H
Hamburg. Since Octobeer 2009 she has been a meember of the Graduate
G
Scchool „Mediaa and Commuunication” of the „Reseearch Center for Media and Commu
unication
(R
RCMC)” at th
he Universityy of Hamburg
g. In her
diissertation sh
he investigattes long-term
m media
efffects. Her keey fields of iinterest are reception
r
hiistory, and lo
ong-term effeects of the media,
m
as
well
w as media and
a gender. http://hbi.to/2
2315
Prrojects 2013/2
2014
•

Media Memory
y: Communicatioon about the Past

•

Watching the Holocaust
H
on TV – the Meaning of Television for the Long-term Developpment of Recipien
nts’ Representations of th
he Holocaust

Fllorian Seitz, LL.M. (UCT), stuudied Law laaw at the
Universities
U
off Constance an
and Munich. After
A
his
Fiirst Legal Staate Examinatition he comp
pleted an
LL
L.M. program
m with a speciaalisation in pu
ublic law
att the Universiity of Cape T
Town. Throug
ghout his
stu
udies, Florian
n gained valuuable practical experien
nce from his work for variious international law
firrms. From 20
008 to 2011 he also work
ked as a
reesearch assistaant at the „Innstitut für Politik und
Öffentliches Recht”
R
[Institu
tute for Politics and
ublic Law] of the Ludwig-MaximiliansPu
University
U
Mun
nich. His taskks there inclu
uded detaailed research on legal challlenges caused by the
neew media and
d changes in ccommunication behavio
our. Since Maai 2012 Floriian has been a junior
reesearcher and PhD
P student aat the chair forr „Media
Laaw and Public Law inclluding its th
heoretical
Bases” of Wollfgang Schulzz at the Univ
versity of
Hamburg. His doctoral theesis deals wiith legal
asspects relating
g to the use off new media in
i educatio
on. http://hb
bi.to/4726

Prroject 2013/20
014
•

Disciplinary Law in Schools annd the Combating of Cyberbullying – an Analysis
A
with Eleements of Comparative Law
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S T U DE N T A SS I ST A NT S
The Institute also employs assistants and interns,
who work not only in the context of the projects,
but also in indispensable activities across the
board, such as archiving and organising events.
Those active since the beginning of 2013 have
been:
Sebastian Adrian, Theresa Allweiss, Ariane
Attrodt, Anna Becker, Lauri Bode-Kirchhoff, Lisa
Christoff, Lena Dammann, Kevin Dankert, Nadine
Drolshagen, Marius Drosselmeier, Johannes
Ebenau, Lisa Eißfeldt, Lennart Elsaß, Daniela
Friedrich, Rika Groeneveld, Christina Heller,
Svenja Helm, Cindy Hesse, Mir Amir Heydarina-
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mi, Hendrik Holdmann, Katharina Johnsen, Leonard Just, Anna Katharina Kirsch, Jonas Klein,
Sophie Victoria Knebel, Sabine Konrad, Kristine
Kruse, Lea Michalke, Lena Mußlick, Nelli Oberlender, Janina Plate, Anne Quader, Claudia
Qualmann, Jakob Quirin, Katharina SchmidtBrass, Corinna Servais, Anna Siebels, Tanja Siemens, Christopher Schack, Mareike Scheler, Inka
Corinna Schild, Fenja Schmidt, Aline Studemund,
Jenny Theobald, Hanna-Marie Thiele, Nils
Töllner, Michaela Voß, Julia Weber, Nicolas
Wettstädt, Aneta Woznica.
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